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Buried pipelines are a vital element in maintaining modern life, as they provide a 
convenient way for transporting products such as gas, potable water, storm water 
and waste water. These buried structures have to resist external forces due to 
backfill soil weight and traffic loading. Therefore, the buried pipe needs to be 
designed properly to withstand these forces. However, careful examination of the 
current design standards showed significant issues with the existing design 
methodology for both rigid and flexible pipes. Additionally, limitations and missing 
information were also found in the literature concerning buried pipes, where the 
previous studies neglected the effect of the pipe diameter, pipe thickness, installation 
conditions, backfill height and British Standard traffic loading. Therefore, a full 
understanding of the behaviour, and hence the design, of buried pipes cannot be 
achieved based on the previous studies. Thus, this research aimed to use advanced 
finite element modelling and novel advanced machine learning techniques (namely 
evolutionary polynomial regression (EPR)) to improve the understanding and 
propose improvements in the design methods for buried rigid (concrete) and flexible 
(unplasticized polyvinyl chloride (PVCu)) pipes, to aid with the achievement of a more 
economic and robust design. 
A robust finite element model was developed in this research, where the accuracy of 
the developed model was validated against real laboratory and field tests of buried 
pipes under surface static and moving loads. The model was then taken forwards to 
conduct extensive parametric studies on the effect of the pipe diameter, pipe 
thickness, backfill height, loading condition and installation condition for both 
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concrete and PVCu pipes. The obtained results were discussed thoroughly to provide 
a comprehensive understanding of the response of buried pipes under backfill soil 
load only and combined backfill soil and traffic loads.  
Ultimately, the results obtained from the analyses were linked to the design 
standards to investigate the robustness of the current design methodologies, where 
significant issues were found in these standards. Therefore, new modifications (new 
design models and new design chart) have been proposed using the results of the 
finite element modelling, utilising the evolutionary polynomial regression analysis.  
In summary, the outcomes of this research are a critical literature review, highlighting 
issues in the previous studies; an improved understanding of the behaviour of buried 
concrete and PVCu pipes; novel design models for buried concrete pipes; and a 
novel design chart for buried PVCu pipes. These design models and chart could be 
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Chapter 1                                                                     
INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The importance of pipelines 
According to the Cambridge English dictionary, a pipeline is defined as “a very long 
large tube, often underground, through which liquid or gas can flow for long 
distances”. Historically, pipelines have been used for thousands of years by ancient 
peoples, probably since civilization as we know it commenced. The oldest known use 
of pipelines dates back to about 3800 years before Christ. For example, 
archaeological excavations showed the ruins of brick sewer systems in Eshnunna 
city (an ancient Sumerian city which dates back to 3000-1700 BC) (Gray, 1940); a 
developed sanitary system in the Indus and Aegean civilizations (2600 BC-1900 BC); 
and a well-made drainage and sewage networks in Ur city (an ancient Sumerian city 
which dates back to 3800 BC-500 BC) (The sewage networks in UR city 4000 BC, 
2016). 
Nowadays, pipelines can be considered as one of the vital elements in maintaining 
modern life as they provide a convenient way to transport products such as gas, oil, 
drinking water, sewage and storm water (Balkaya et al., 2012a; Mohamedzein and 
Al-Aghbari, 2016). Pipelines can also be used as economical and safe conduits for 
electricity and telecommunication lines (Moser and Folkman, 2008). These pipelines 
are usually buried in the ground to protect them from damage due to natural hazards 
and/or vandalism. Moreover, these pipelines can potentially extend over thousands 
of metres as they are an essential component of the distribution and/or collection 
networks (García and Moore, 2015a).  
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As a result of burying a pipe in the ground, during their service life, pipelines need to 
resist external forces from the soil overburden pressure, ground movement and traffic 
load, if buried at a shallow depth. Therefore, the buried pipe needs to be designed 
properly to withstand these forces. Correctly designed pipelines play an important 
role in the economic development of countries, where over-conservative design may 
cause financial problems. However, under-conservative design decreases the design 
life of the pavement if these pipelines are buried underneath a pavement, due to 
water leakage from broken pipes (for water, sewage and drainage pipes) (Cui et al., 
2012). It can also cause the failure of nearby utilities due to the loss of support for 
these utilities during the excavation to replace the pipeline (Nath, 1983). Therefore, 
achieving an economical and robust design for buried pipes is a key factor in the 
development of countries. Hence, it is the subject of this research. 
1.2. Terminology of pipe sections 
The terminology commonly used to describe the pipe sections has been considered 
in this research and is shown in Figure 1.1. The ‘crown’ of the pipe is the top point of 
the pipe’s perimeter and the ‘invert’ is the bottom point of the pipe’s perimeter. The 
‘springings’ of the pipe are the left and right points on the pipe’s perimeter that lie on 
the horizontal axis of the pipe. Therefore, the pipe’s horizontal axis is called the 
‘springline’. The pipe’s ‘shoulders’ are the zones bounded by the crown and the 











Figure  1.1: Pipe terminology (Rogers, 1987) 
1.3. Classifications of pipes 
Pipes are usually categorized as either rigid or flexible. Rigid pipes experience small 
displacements due to loading, where these pipes withstand the load applied from the 
soil overburden pressure and traffic load without relying on the stiffness of the 
surrounding soil at the shoulders and springline of the pipe (Robert et al., 2016). 
However, the performance of rigid pipes is significantly affected by the support 
condition in the haunch and invert zones (Pettibone and Howard, 1967; Wong et al., 
2006). Therefore, these pipes are designed based on the yield strength only. Pipes 
manufactured from stiff materials such as verified clay, reinforced concrete, concrete 
and cast iron are considered as stiff pipes (BSI, 2010).  
In contrast to rigid pipes, flexible pipes displace significantly due to the applied load 
(BSI, 2010). This displacement induces a significant increase in the horizontal soil 








surrounding soil (Robert, 2016). Therefore, the behaviour of flexible pipes is 
significantly affected by the soil’s stiffness at the shoulders and the haunch zone 
(Rogers, 1987; Rogers et al., 1996; Chapman et al., 2007). Thus, the design of 
flexible pipes is based on displacement, buckling and yield strength (BSI, 2010). 
Pipes manufactured from flexible materials such as thermoplastic, polyvinyl chloride 
and glass reinforced plastics are considered as flexible pipes (BSI, 2010). 
1.4. Forces on buried pipes 
Buried pipes are subjected to different types of forces during their service life 
depending on the pipe functionality, surrounding soil type and installation conditions. 
The forces can be divided into internal forces, external forces and additional forces 
caused by different conditions as follows: 
- Internal forces due to the internal fluid pressure for the case of pressurized 
pipes (Balkaya et al., 2012a). 
- External forces due to the backfill soil weight (Moore, 2001). 
- External forces due to the traffic loading if the pipe is buried under a paved or 
unpaved road (Moore, 2001). 
- External forces due to shrinking and swelling of reactive soil, if the pipe is 
buried in a reactive soil (Gallage et al., 2012). 
- External forces due to seismic activities (Katona, 2010). 
- External forces due to lateral soil movement (Robert, 2010). 
- External forces due to geological fault movement (Robert, 2010). 
- Additional longitudinal forces due to non-uniform bedding support (Balkaya et 
al., 2012a, b). 
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- Additional forces due to wall degradation if the pipe is buried in a chemically 
active soil (Robert et al., 2016). 
- Additional forces caused by cleaning operations. 
- Additional forces due to change of support condition caused by voids 
formation due to pipe leakage (Kamel and Meguid, 2013; Meguid and Kamel, 
2014). 
1.5. Soil arching in buried pipes 
Soil arching is a mechanism in the soil that creates stress changes in the buried 
structure, due to the significant difference in its stiffness compared to the surrounding 
soil (Kang et al., 2013a). Buried structures which are stiffer than the surrounding soil 
(for example concrete pipes) tend to attract more stresses than the surrounding soil. 
This type of arching is called negative soil arching (Kang et al., 2013a). However, if 
the stiffness of the buried structure is less than the stiffness of the surrounding soil 
(for example in the case of a flexible pipe), then the stress in the surrounding soil will 
be greater than the stress applied on the buried structure. This type of arching is 
called positive arching (Kang et al., 2013a).  
The increase or decrease in the soil stress applied on the buried structure due to soil 
arching is quantified by a factor called the soil arching factor. The vertical soil arching 
factor (𝑉𝐴𝐹) gives the percentage of the soil stress attracted by the buried structure 
as a ratio of the overburden pressure (i.e. 𝛾 ×  𝐻, where, 𝛾 is the unit weight of the 
soil and 𝐻 is the backfill height above the buried structure); and the horizontal arching 
factor (𝐻𝐴𝐹) gives the percentage of the horizontal soil stress attracted by the buried 
structure as a ratio of the overburden pressure. The soil arching factor is less than 
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unity for the case of positive arching, where the applied soil stress on the buried 
structure will be less than the overburden pressure, as discussed in the previous 
section (Talby, 1997). In addition, the soil arching factor is greater than unity for the 
case of negative arching, meaning that the soil stress applied on the buried pipe is 
greater than the overburden pressure (Talby, 1997). 
1.6. Current design practice  
1.6.1. Design of concrete pipes  
According to the British Standard (BS) (BSI, 1997, 2010) and the American 
Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) (AASHTO, 
2016), buried concrete pipes are designed using the indirect design method. This 
method is based on linking the required strength of the buried concrete pipe to the 
laboratory strength of the pipe by using an empirical factor called a bedding factor 
(𝐵𝐹). The laboratory strength of the pipe is obtained from a test called the three-edge 
bearing test, which involves the pipe being supported at the invert only and loaded by 
a line load at the pipe crown as shown in Figure 1.2 (Moser and Folkman, 2008). The 
applied force which causes a crack width of 0.254 mm is considered as the 
laboratory capacity of the pipe (MacDougall et al., 2016).  
The bedding factor depends on the installation condition of the buried pipe 
(AASHTO, 2016). In the AASHTO standard (AASHTO, 2016), there are four standard 
types of installation depending on the quality of the backfill: Type 1 is the highest 
quality, where the pipe is fully supported in the haunch zone; while Type 4 is the 
poorest quality, where the pipe is installed directly on the native soil with poor 
compaction provided in the haunch zone. Furthermore, the bedding factor value in 
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the AASHTO standard depends on the diameter of the pipe and the loading 
conditions (i.e. backfill soil weight only or combined backfill soil weight and traffic 
load). Figure 1.3 shows the condition of the haunch and bedding soils for each 
installation type. Table 1.1 shows the soil load bedding factor values (i.e. for the 
backfill soil weight only) currently adopted in the AASHTO standard (AASHTO, 
2016).  
The bedding factors used in the BS (BSI, 2010) also depend on the installation 
quality, but are independent of the diameter of the pipe and the loading condition (i.e. 
soil load only or combined soil and traffic loads). Currently, there are two general 
installation types. The first type is called concrete bedding, where the pipe is 
supported by reinforced or plain concrete in the bedding and haunch zone (Young 
and O’Reilly, 1987). The second type is called granular bedding or natural base 
(Young and O’Reilly, 1987). Each of these installation types are divided into classes 
depending on the quality of the pipe surrounding materials. Only the second type will 
be reviewed here as it is more practical and is comparable to the AASHTO 
installation types. Table 1.2 shows the installation classes and the current bedding 
factor values for each class of granular bedding or natural base installation (BSI, 
2010; Young and O’Reilly, 1987).  
It is worth mentioning here that in the AASHTO Type 1 installation, the pipe is fully 
supported and hence it is equivalent to class S in the BS. In addition, in class F the 
pipe is partially supported in the haunch zone, which is similar to Type 3. 
Furthermore, in classes N and DD the pipe is directly installed on stiff soil, hence it is 
similar to the AASHTO Type 4 installation. Finally, the minimum support condition of 
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class B (i.e. 𝐵𝐹 = 1.9) can be considered similar to Type 2; where the pipe is well 
supported, but not quite as well supported as for class S. Hence, it can be assumed 
that the design installation of AASHTO is similar to the BS design installation. 
However, the bedding factors for both design standards are different.  
The following outlines the design steps for concrete pipes: 
Step 1: the total force applied on the pipe in the field is calculated depending on the 
backfill height, installation condition and the presence of traffic load. The total force 
applied on the pipe (𝑊𝑡) is the summation of the load due to the backfill soil weight 
(𝑊𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙) and the traffic load (𝑊𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐) (if there is any) as shown in Equation 1.1 
(BSI, 1997; BSI, 2010). The backfill soil weight (𝑊𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙) is calculated based on the 
Marston solution (BSI, 1997; BSI, 2010), where the cases of narrow and wide 
trenches should be compared and the minimum force should be considered as 
shown in Equation 1.2 (and Equations 1.3 and 1.4). Finally, the traffic load is 
calculated by multiplying the maximum soil pressure developed due to traffic loading 
(𝑃𝑠) by the pipe diameter as shown in Equation 1.5 (BSI, 2010). The details of the BS 
traffic loading configurations and the calculation of the soil pressure (𝑃𝑠) are 
described in Section 1.6.3.  
For the AASHTO (2016) standard, the soil weight is calculated utilising a constant 
vertical arching factor (𝑉𝐴𝐹) as shown in Equation 1.6. The 𝑉𝐴𝐹 = 1.35 for Type 1; 
1.40 for Types 2 and 3; and 1.45 for Type 4 (AASHTO, 2016). The AASHTO design 
trucks and the method of traffic load calculation of these trucks are not covered in 
this section as it is outside the scope of this research, because this study focuses on 
the effect of the UK traffic loading on the behaviour and design of buried pipes. In 
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addition, the effect of the AASHTO design trucks on the buried pipes have been 
comprehensively investigated in the literature, as will be discussed in detail in 
Sections 2.2.4 and 2.3.4. 
𝑊𝑡 = 𝑊𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙 + 𝑊𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐  (1.1) 
𝑊𝑏𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙 = 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑜𝑓 (𝐶𝑐 × 𝛾 × 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡
2 ) 𝑎𝑛𝑑 (𝐶𝑑 × 𝛾 × 𝑇𝑤
2)  (1.2) 




























2 × 𝐾𝑎 × µ′
  (1.4) 
𝑊𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐 = 𝑃𝑠 × 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡  (1.5) 
𝑊𝑡 = 𝑉𝐴𝐹 × 𝛾 × 𝐻 × 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡  (1.6) 
Where, 𝐶𝑐 is the soil load factor for the case of the wide trench condition; 𝛾 is the unit 
weight of the soil; 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 is the outside diameter of the pipe; 𝐾𝑎 is the lateral active 
earth pressure coefficient; µ is the coefficient of friction within the soil mass; 𝐻 is the 
backfill height above the pipe crown; 𝐻𝑒 is the height of the plane of equal settlement 
above the top of the pipe; 𝐶𝑑 is the soil load factor for the case of a narrow trench 
condition; 𝑇𝑊 is the trench width; µ′ is the coefficient of friction at the trench wall; and 
𝑉𝐴𝐹 is the vertical arching factor.  
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Step 2: in this step the required three-edge pipe capacity (D-load) is obtained by 
dividing the force obtained from Equation 1.1 for the BS or Equation 1.6 for the 
AASHTO standard by the bedding factor, depending on the installation conditions 
(obtained from Table 1.1 for the AASHTO or Table 1.2 for the BS) and multiplying the 
result by a factor of safety (𝐹𝑆) (1.25 according to the BSI (2010)), as shown in 
Equation 1.7. The pipe is then tested in the laboratory to make sure it is able to 
withstand the calculated force. Surprisingly (to the best of the author’s knowledge), 
there is no guideline in the BS (BSI, 1997; BSI, 2010) as to the necessary pipe wall 
thickness and reinforcement configuration to achieve the required three-edge bearing 
load, i.e. the structural design of the pipeline is done based on experience or by trial 
and error (assuming a wall thickness and reinforcement configuration and verifying 
the design by using the three-edge bearing test). However, the ASTM C76 (ASTM, 
2016) gives the required pipe wall thickness, concrete strength and reinforcement 
configuration to achieve the required three-edge bearing load (𝐷 − 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑).  
𝐷 − 𝑙𝑜𝑎𝑑 =  
𝑊𝑡 × 𝐹𝑆
𝐵𝐹
















Figure  1.3: AASHTO installation types (AASHTO, 2016) (Note: SW95 is well-graded 
sandy soil with a degree of compaction of 95% of the standard Proctor density; 
SW90 is well-graded sandy soil with a degree of compaction of 90% of the standard 
Proctor density; SW85 is well-graded sandy soil with a degree of compaction of 85% 
of the standard Proctor density; ML95 is Sandy silt soil with a degree of compaction 
of 95% of the standard Proctor density; ML90 is Sandy silt soil with a degree of 
compaction of 90% of the standard Proctor density) 





Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 
0.3 4.4 3.2 2.5 1.7 
0.6 4.2 3.0 2.4 1.7 
0.9 4.0 2.9 2.3 1.7 
1.8 3.8 2.8 2.2 1.7 
3.7 3.6 2.8 2.2 1.7 
Outer bedding Middle bedding  
Loose soil except for Type 4 stiff soil 
Haunch material types: 
Type 1: SW95  
Type 2: SW90 or ML95 
Type 3: SW85 or ML90 





Table  1.2: Installation classes of granular bedding or natural base installation 
according to the British Standard (Young and O’Reilly, 1987; BSI, 2010) 
 
(Note: A, single size granular material; C, backfill soil free of tree roots, frozen soil, 
clay lamps, stones larger than 40 mm or any material larger than 75 mm; D, natural 
soil) 
1.6.2. Design of flexible pipes  
According to the British Standard (BS), buried flexible pipes are designed based on 
the following: 




B 1.9 to 2.3 
 
F 1.5 to 1.9 
 
N 1.1 to 1.3 
 

















- Displacement: the BS recommends calculating the peak displacement of the 
pipe due to the combined backfill soil weight and traffic load. The 
displacement should not exceed 5.00-10.00% of the diameter of the pipe (BSI, 
2016). However, the pipe displacement limitation has been established based 
on serviceability requirements and does not represent the overall collapse 
condition of the pipe (Gumbel et al., 1982). The BS (BSI, 1997) recommends 
using Equation 1.8 to calculate the maximum displacement (𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝.) depending 
on the maximum soil pressure due to backfill soil weight and traffic load. The 
maximum soil pressure due to backfill soil weight (𝑃𝑒) is calculated using the 
traditional overburden pressure formula (Equation 1.9), where the BS neglects 
the beneficial effect of positive arching. The maximum soil pressure due to 
traffic load (𝑃𝑆) is calculated depending on the truck type, as will be discussed 








+ 0.061 × 𝐸′
 (1.8) 
𝑃𝑒 = 𝛾 × 𝐻 (1.9) 
Where, 𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 is the mean diameter of the pipe; 𝐾𝑋 is the coefficient of 
displacement; 𝐷𝐿 is the displacement lag factor; 𝐸 is the modulus of elasticity 
of the pipe; 𝐼𝑃 is the moment of inertia of the pipe; 𝐸′ is the overall modulus 
of soil reaction; and 𝐻 is the backfill height. 
- Critical buckling: buckling failure is an excessive inward pipe deformation and 
happens when the tangential compressive stress exceeds a limit value (Tee et 
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al., 2013). Exceeding the buckling limit means that the pipe cannot retain its 
original shape (Tee et al., 2013). Buckling is considered as a failure condition 
even if the pipe material collapse has not occurred (Gumbel et al., 1982). 
According to the BS (BSI, 2010), buckling of the pipe is evaluated based on 
the maximum soil pressure applied on the pipe. The critical buckling pressure 
(𝑃𝑐𝑟) is calculated using Equation 1.10 for the supported pipe and Equation 
1.11 for the unsupported pipe. The value obtained is then compared with the 
maximum soil pressure applied on the pipe. According to BS (BSI, 1997), the 
factor of safety against buckling should be ≥ 1.5 for unsupported pipes and ≥ 2 
for supported pipes. However, the BS (BSI, 2010) recommends using 
Equation 1.11 to calculate the critical buckling pressure, and hence the factor 
of safety, to account for the loss of side support due to trench digging for the 
installation of future nearby utilities. 








- Pipe material failure: the pipe may fail if the pipe wall stress exceeds the yield 
stress of the pipe material (Moore, 2001). Therefore, the designer should pay 
attention to the stresses developed in the pipe wall and make sure that these 
stresses are lower than the material strength with an appropriate factor of 
safety. The BS (BSI, 1997; BSI, 2010) recommends calculating the maximum 
pipe wall stress (𝑆𝑚𝑎𝑥) using Equation 1.12. However, there is no mention of 




(𝑃𝑒 + 𝑃𝑆) × 𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛
2 × 𝑡
 (1.12) 
Where, 𝑃𝑒 is the maximum soil pressure due to soil weight and 𝑡 is the pipe wall 
thickness. 
1.6.3. British Standard traffic loading requirements 
In the BS (BSI, 2010), three loading configurations are recommended: eight tyres 
with a tyre load of 113 kN for ‘main road’ (main highways); two tyres with a tyre load 
of 105 kN for ‘light trafficked road’ (lightly trafficked highways); and two tyres with a 
tyre load of 60 kN for ‘field’ (agricultural unpaved road).  
The main road loading configuration comprises two axles with four wheels in each 
axle. The centre-to-centre spacing between the wheels is 1.0 m and the centre-to-
centre spacing between the axles is 1.8 m as shown in Figure 1.4(a). The total load 
of each wheel is 113 kN, including a dynamic allowance factor of 1.3. This dynamic 
allowance factor accounts for the impact load produced due to truck movement on a 
ridge or bump on the ground surface. 
For lightly trafficked road, the loading configuration comprises two tyres spaced by 
0.9 m as shown in Figure 1.4(b). The total load of each wheel is 105 kN, including a 
dynamic allowance factor of 1.5. For agricultural unpaved road, the loading 
configuration is also composed of two tyres spaced by 0.9 m. However, the total 




The BS recommends calculating the maximum soil pressure developed due the main 
road loading, lightly trafficked road loading and agricultural unpaved road loading 
using Equations 1.13, 1.14 and 1.15, respectively. These equations were derived 

































Figure  1.4: (a) The BS main road loading configuration (BSI, 2010); (b) The BS lightly 
trafficked road loading configuration and agricultural unpaved road loading 







Tyre load = 
113 kN 
Tyre load = 105 kN for the 
lightly trafficked road 
loading 
Tyre load = 60 kN for the 




1.7. Aim and Objectives 
It is evident from the previous sections on current design practice (and from the 
literature review in Chapter 2) that there is much empiricism and potential 
conservatism in the design of buried pipes. Given the complexity of the problem due 
to numerous influential factors, simplified and estimated approaches are proven to be 
inefficient. The aim of this research is to use numerical modelling and novel 
advanced machine learning techniques (namely evolutionary polynomial 
regression (EPR)) to improve understanding and propose improvements in the 
design methods for buried rigid (concrete) and flexible (unplasticised polyvinyl 
chloride (PVCu)) pipes, to aid a more economic and robust design. These types 
of pipes have been considered as they are the standard pipes used in the UK for 
drainage and sewerage applications (BSI, 2002; BSI, 2009). For the purposes of this 
research, these pipes were assumed to be buried in a stable, non-reactive soil, 
where only the soil overburden pressure and traffic loading were expected to affect 
the behaviour of the pipes. Other types of forces, such as internal pressure (as 
discussed in Section 1.4), were outside the scope of the research.  
The aim of this research was achieved by following the objectives outlined below. A 
flow chart for these objectives is also shown in Figure 1.5.  
1- To conduct a thorough literature review to understand the current state of the 
art in relation to the design of buried pipes and to identify gaps in the 
knowledge. 
2- To conduct a thorough literature review to enable a robust and accurate finite 
element model to be built to simulate the soil-pipe interaction problem.  
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3- To develop a validated three-dimensional finite element model for buried pipes 
that captures the key elements of the soil-pipe interaction effects. 
4- To understand the methodology of the evolutionary polynomial regression 
analysis (EPR) and the requirements necessary to develop a robust and 
accurate model using EPR.  
5- To understand the behaviour of buried concrete pipes under soil load by 
investigating the effect of the pipe diameter, pipe wall thickness, backfill 
height, and installation conditions. This parametric study was aimed at 
identifying the parameters affecting the bedding factor. 
6- To calculate the bedding factors based on the results from Objective 5 and 
compare these bedding factors with the BS and AASHTO standard bedding 
factors, in order to investigate the robustness of these standards.  
7- To develop robust models to estimate the bedding factors for buried concrete 
pipes under the soil weight only using EPR. 
8- To investigate the response of buried concrete pipes under the effect of the 
BS main road traffic loading. This objective aimed to find the critical loading 
condition of the BS truck and identify the parameters affecting the response of 
the buried concrete pipes (and hence the bedding factor). The loading 
configuration for main road was considered, since it represents the worst-case 
scenario. 
9- To calculate the bedding factors for buried concrete pipes under the BS traffic 
loading based on the results from Objective 8 and compare these bedding 




10- To develop robust models to estimate the bedding factors for buried concrete 
pipes under a combined soil weight and traffic load using EPR. 
11- To study the response of buried PVCu pipes under the BS main road traffic 
loading by conducting a parametric study investigating the effect of the pipe 
diameter and backfill height on the developed soil pressure, pipe 
displacement, and pipe wall stress for both good and poorly supported pipes.  
12- To investigate the robustness of the BS design equations by comparing the 
results of the pipe displacement, pipe wall stress and soil pressure obtained 
from the numerical modelling with the results from these equations (Equations 
1.8, 1.11 and 1.12). 
13- To use the EPR analysis to develop robust models to estimate the pipe wall 
























Figure  1.5: Flow chart showing the objectives of the research 
 
Start 
A thorough literature review to identify the gaps in knowledge (Objective 1) 
Study the behaviour of 
buried flexible pipes 
under traffic load 
(Objective 11) 
Study the behaviour of 
buried concrete pipes 
under traffic load 
(Objective 8) 
Investigate the robustness 
of the BS and AASHTO 
soil load bedding factors                  
(Objective 6) 
Investigate the robustness 
of the BS total load 
bedding factors 
(Objective 9) 
Investigate the robustness 
of the BS design equations       
(Objective 12) 
Develop soil load 
bedding factor models            
(Objective 7) 
Develop total load 
bedding factor models            
(Objective 10) 
Develop new design 
equations                
(Objective 13) 
More economical and robust design of buried pipes 
A thorough literature review to identify the requirements for a robust finite element model 
(Objective 2) 
Develop a robust soil-pipe interaction finite element model (Objective 3) 
Understand the methodology of the EPR and the requirements for a robust and 
representative model (Objective 4) 
Study the behaviour of 
buried concrete pipes 




1.8. Thesis layout 
The thesis consists of seven chapters reporting on published literature, the numerical 
modelling used for the research and the EPR analysis methodologies, the results 
from the analysis and the conclusions and the suggestions for future studies. A brief 
description for each chapter is given below:  
Chapter 2 (addressing Objective 1) reports on the published literature related to the 
behaviour of buried concrete and flexible pipes under compaction forces, soil weight 
and traffic loading. The chapter is divided into two main sections, one section for 
each pipe type. Each main section finishes with an explicit summary of the gaps in 
the knowledge and links these gaps to the objectives reported in this chapter; hence 
justifying the approach taken for the research. Moreover, it ends with a general 
summary of the overall key points from the chapter. 
Chapter 3 (addressing Objectives 2, 3 and 4) reports on the development of the 
finite element modelling and justifies the methodology of the numerical modelling 
used in this research. The chapter also reports on the results of the model verification 
using data from previous studies collected from the literature. In addition, the chapter 
provides a summary of the requirements for a valid soil-pipe interaction model. This 
summary provides useful information for the approach required for a valid soil-pipe 
interaction model, which may help researchers who are interested in the numerical 
modelling of this complex problem. Moreover, the methodology of the EPR analysis 
and the steps required to obtain a robust and representative model from the input 
data are also presented in this chapter. 
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Chapter 4 (addressing Objectives 5, 6 and 7) discusses the behaviour of buried 
concrete pipes under soil load by means of a parametric study; investigating the 
effect of the pipe diameter, backfill height, pipe thickness and installation condition. In 
addition, the chapter also investigates the bedding factor by utilising the maximum 
bending moment obtained from the finite element modelling and discusses the 
robustness of the BS and AASHTO bedding factors. Finally, the development of a 
new bedding factors’ model is presented. 
Chapter 5 (addressing Objectives 8, 9 and 10) follows the same order as Chapter 4, 
but studies the effect of traffic load, particularly the BS main road traffic loading, on 
the behaviour of buried concrete pipes. This chapter investigates the combined effect 
of pipe diameter and backfill height, the effect of pipe thickness and the effect of 
installation conditions on the response of buried concrete pipes under traffic load. In 
addition, this chapter investigates the robustness of the BS bedding factors and the 
development of new bedding factor models for buried pipes under the combined 
action of the soil weight and the BS main road traffic loading. 
Chapter 6 (addressing Objectives 11, 12 and 13) studies the behaviour of buried 
flexible pipes under the BS main road traffic loading by means of a parametric study 
investigating the effect of the pipe diameter, backfill height and installation condition. 
The chapter also compares the results of the pipe displacement, soil pressure and 
pipe wall stress with the equations adopted in the BS. A discussion is presented in 
relation to the derivation of new design equations. 
Chapter 7 presents the conclusions from Chapters 4, 5 and 6, the contributions to 
the field of knowledge and the suggestions for future studies. 
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Chapter 2                                                                       
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. Introduction 
This chapter presents a critical review of past research studies, investigating the 
behaviour of buried concrete and flexible (with emphasis on PVCu) pipes. The aim of 
the chapter is to illustrate the current state of the art and identify gaps in the 
knowledge, i.e. areas missing from the previous studies. 
The chapter has been divided into two main sections based around the previous 
studies on buried concrete and flexible pipes. Section 2.2 presents the previous 
studies on concrete pipes, while Section 2.3 presents the previous studies on flexible 
pipes. Each of these sections has been divided into subsections covering the 
behaviour of the buried pipes under compaction forces only, backfill soil weight only 
and traffic loading. This is done to simplify the review as much as possible as the 
behaviour of the pipe under these forces is different. Moreover, it was not possible to 
organise the chapter to explain the behaviour of the buried pipes in general (for 
example, the effects of pipe diameter, backfill height, installation condition and pipe 
rigidity), although a significant effort was put in to writing it in this way. This is due to 
the following: 
1- The focus of the previous studies was different (as will be seen in the following 
sections). For example, some studies investigated the effect of the support 
condition, while other studies focused on the long-term effect or the trench 
configuration. Moreover, each study was done considering different 
parameters (i.e. different trench configurations, different pipe diameters, 
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different pipe wall thicknesses and different loading conditions (compaction 
forces, backfill soil weight and combined backfill and traffic load)). 
2- The loading configuration for the previous studies under traffic loading was 
also different; where some studies considered non-standard trucks and other 
studies considered the Canadian and AASHTO design trucks.  
3- The outcomes of the previous studies were also dissimilar; where some 
studies reported the tensile stresses only, while other studies reported the 
strains or the displacements only.  
Therefore, combining these studies together cannot form a general story describing 
the developments in the understanding of the behaviour of the buried pipes. 
However, an effort was made to finish each section with a summary to identify the 
gaps in the knowledge with regard to the behaviour of the buried pipes under the 
backfill soil load and traffic loading; hence justifying the approach followed in this 
research.    
2.2. Previous studies on buried concrete pipes 
As mentioned in the Introduction, this section is divided into four subsections. The 
first three subsections present the effect of the compaction force, backfill soil weight 
and traffic loading. The fourth subsection discusses the gaps in the knowledge and 
justifies the factors considered in this research.  
2.2.1. Effect of compaction forces 
The compaction forces applied on the side wall of the buried pipe during construction 
may add additional stress and lead to pipe failure. Abolmaali and Kararam (2013) 
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investigated the effect of the compaction forces applied by a HC 920 hydraulic 
compactor on the behaviour of shallowly buried concrete pipes using three-
dimensional finite element analysis. A concrete brittle cracking model was used to 
model the behaviour of the pipe. Moreover, the steel reinforcement was included in 
the modelling using a tension stiffening property. This technique allowed the concrete 
to resist the tensile stresses after cracking by “transferring the forces from the tensile 
reinforcement to the concrete through the bond” as stated by the authors (Abolmaali 
and Kararam, 2013, p.199). The accuracy of the developed model was verified by 
comparing the results of the numerical modelling with the laboratory results of the 
three-edge bearing tests for concrete pipes with mean diameters of 0.6 m, 0.9 m, and 
1.37 m, where very good agreements were achieved as demonstrated in the paper. 
However, there was no mention in the paper of the model used to simulate the 
behaviour of the soil (for the case of buried pipes under compaction forces).  
Both static and cyclic loads were considered in this study; where the static load 
represented the compactor weight (200 kPa), while the cyclic load represented the 
compaction forces applied during the compaction process. The cyclic load was 
assumed to have an amplitude of 71 kN and a frequency of 2,200 cycles/min. The 
loaded area was assumed to be with a length of 1.00 m and a width of 0.70 m. A 
parametric study was carried out to study the influence of the location of the 
compactor with respect to the pipe, backfill height, and pipe diameter. The induced 
vertical displacement of the pipe crown and the maximum tensile stress were 
examined in this study. The results showed that the maximum tensile stress was 
obtained when the compactor was directly above the pipe. The key finding of this 
study was that the compaction forces increased the tensile stresses beyond the 
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tensile strength of the concrete (i.e. it caused cracks in the concrete pipe wall), as 
shown in Figure 2.1 as an example. However, reinforced concrete pipes are not 
designed based on the tensile strength of the concrete; therefore the results cannot 





Figure  2.1: Relationship between the tensile stress and vertical displacement of the 
concrete pipe crown due to compaction forces: (a) 𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 0.6 m; (b) 𝐷𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 1.2 
m (after Abolmaali and Kararam, 2013) 
Elshimi and Moore (2013) studied the effect of compaction forces on the behaviour of 
a concrete pipe with an inside diameter of 2.0 m using two-dimensional finite element 
analysis. The soil behaviour was simulated using the Mohr-Coulomb elastic-perfectly 
plastic model; while the concrete pipe behaviour was simulated using the linear 
elastic model. The compaction forces were modelled by applying a lateral earth 
pressure on the backfill soil elements beside the buried structure. An empirical factor 
called the soil kneading factor was introduced and used in this study to account for 
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because of the compaction process. The study found that the effect of compaction 
forces can be ignored if a vibratory plate compactor was used.   
2.2.2. Effect of backfill soil weight only 
Pettibone and Howard (1967) produced one of the first studies on the behaviour of 
buried concrete pipes. The study aimed to understand the effect of the haunch 
support on the distribution of the soil pressure around the buried pipe. They achieved 
this aim by monitoring the soil pressure which developed around a 0.5 m inside 
diameter pipe, using laboratory based tests in a soil box and changing the degree of 
compaction of haunch soil with respect to the bedding soil. The length, width and 
height of the box was 2.13 m, 1.83 m and 2.13 m, respectively. A maximum stress of 
345 kPa was considered in the tests, which simulates the case of a pipe buried with a 
maximum backfill height of 16.9 m assuming a soil unit weight of 20.42 kN/m3. They 
found that the mobilization of good haunch support occurs if the degree of 
compaction of the haunch soil is equal to or greater than the degree of compaction of 
the bedding soil; otherwise, the reaction forces will be concentrated in the bedding 
zone, creating very high soil pressure at the invert of the pipe. 
Wong et al. (2006) investigated the short-term and long-term earth pressure which 
developed around concrete pipes buried in the AASHTO Type 4 installation condition 
(i.e. poor support was provided to the pipe in the haunch zone). Four pipes were 
tested with different trench configurations, as shown in Figure 2.2. The inside 
diameters of the pipes ranged from 0.6 to 0.9 m. Wong et al. (2006) monitored the 
soil pressure around the pipes for a period of more than one and a half years (from 
August 2000 until March 2002). They found that the soil pressure at the invert of the 
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pipe was significantly higher than the soil pressure at the pipe crown and springline, 
due to poor haunch support. Moreover, they found that the soil pressure increased 
with time due to the soil settlement under repeated activities of traffic and snow 
loads, as shown in Figure 2.3 with trench configuration (d) as an example. However, 
the authors could not draw a useful conclusion explaining the effect of the pipe 
diameter on the developed soil pressure, due to the difference of the trenches’ 
configurations and backfill heights considered in the tests (see Figure 2.2).  
 
Figure  2.2: Trench configurations considered in Wong et al.’s (2006) study 




Figure  2.3: Soil pressure around the pipe for trench configuration (d) in Figure 2.2 
(Wong et al., 2006) 
Kang et al. (2007) investigated the horizontal and vertical arching factor of a buried 
pipe with an inside diameter of 1.8 m, buried following the requirements of AASHTO 
Type 3 and Type 4 standard installation conditions and subjected to backfill soil 
weight using two-dimensional finite element modelling. Kang et al. (2007) modelled 
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the behaviour of the soil using the hyperbolic soil model, where the dependency of 
the soil stiffness on the stress level was modelled accurately. The linear elastic model 
was used to simulate the behaviour of the pipe. Moreover, Kang et al. (2007) 
simulated the backfill height by using a uniformly distributed pressure applied on the 
top surface of the model. The considered backfill height ranged from 6.0 m to 27.0 m. 
They found a decrease in the vertical arching factor (𝑉𝐴𝐹) as the backfill height 
increased; while the horizontal arching factor (𝐻𝐴𝐹) was found to be independent of 
the backfill height for both Type 3 and Type 4 installation conditions, as shown in 
Figures 2.4(a) and (b), respectively.  
(a) (b) 
Figure  2.4: Relationship of vertical and horizontal arching factor with backfill height: 
(a) AASHTO Type 3 installation; (b) AASHTO Type 4 installation (after Kang et al., 
2007) 
Abolmaali and Kararam (2010) investigated the effect of the bedding thickness, 
bedding material stiffness and degree of compaction for the bedding on the tensile 
stress developed at the invert of a buried concrete pipe using three-dimensional finite 
element analysis. The concrete behaviour was simulated using a linear elastic soil 



















































perfectly plastic model. Pipes with inside diameters of 0.6 m, 1.5 m and 2.1 m were 
considered in this study. Moreover, the pipes’ wall thicknesses ranged from 0.075 m 
to 0.225 m. The backfill height considered in this study was from 6.0 m to 30.0 m and 
the bedding thickness was between 0.075 m and 0.225 m. A gravelly sand with a 
degree of compaction of 85 and 90 according to standard Proctor test and a sandy 
silt with a degree of compaction of 70 and 90 according to standard Proctor test were 
used as bedding materials in the parametric study. They found that the invert tensile 
stress increased nonlinearly as the backfill height increased, and decreased 
nonlinearly as the bedding thickness increased. They found also that decreasing the 
degree of compaction of bedding soil decreased the tensile stress at the pipe invert. 
This can be justified by the mechanism of the haunch support mobilization described 
by Pettibone and Howard (1967) and mentioned earlier in this section; where 
decreasing the degree of compaction of the bedding soil mobilizes greater haunch 
support and decreases the concentration of reaction forces at the pipe invert. 
However, Abolmaali and Kararam (2010) did not justify the behaviour they found. 
Moreover, the authors did not focus on the effect of the pipe diameter or wall 
thickness on the developed maximum tensile stress; although they considered a 
diameter range of 0.6 m to 2.1 m and a thickness range of 0.075 m to 0.225 m, the 
results were poorly presented with the focus on the effect of the bedding thickness 
only.  
Motahari and Abolmaali (2010) investigated the effect of the bedding thickness and 
bedding soil type on the development of the initial crack and crack opening of buried 
concrete pipes using a three-dimensional finite element analysis. The behaviour of 
the concrete and steel was simulated using a brittle-cracking model and isotropic 
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plasticity model, respectively. Concrete pipes with an inside diameter range of 0.6 m 
to 1.8 m were considered in the study. Similar conclusions to those reported earlier 
by Abolmaali and Kararam (2010) were reported in this study, but with justification to 
the behaviour based on the mechanism of haunch support mobilization. Moreover, 
they produced design charts for the maximum backfill height limit (critical backfill 
height (𝐻𝑐) for different normalized diameters (𝐷/𝑡)). The critical backfill height limit 
was calculated based on the initial crack limit (Figure 2.5(a)) and crack opening limit 
(Figure 2.5(b)). However, they did not define the crack width used in producing these 
design charts. Therefore, it is not obvious if the crack width used was the standard 
crack width as used in the design standard to define the pipe capacity (i.e. 0.254 
mm). Hence, these design charts cannot be directly used without re-evaluation. 
(a) (b) 
Figure  2.5: Effect of bedding thickness and pipe diameter on the critical backfill 
height limit for concrete pipes buried in well-graded sandy soil with a degree of 
compaction of 90% of the standard Proctor density: (a) critical backfill height based 
on the initial crack development; (b) critical backfill height based on the crack 
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Allard and El Naggar (2016) studied the effect of the backfill height, trench width, 
trench inclination and the ratio of the backfill soil stiffness to the surrounding soil 
stiffness, on the response of a buried concrete pipe with an inside diameter of 1.2 m, 
using two-dimensional finite element analysis. A backfill height range of 1.2 m to 9.6 
m was considered in the study. Allard and El Naggar (2016) modelled the behaviour 
of the soil and concrete pipe using the hardening soil model and linear elastic model, 
respectively. The numerical simulation involved calculating the initial stresses for the 
in situ soil, excavating the trench in steps, installing the pipe, and finally adding the 
backfill soil in steps.  
Allard and El Naggar (2016) found that the vertical arching factor significantly 
decreased as the backfill height above the pipe increased. They also found that the 
vertical arching factor is significantly affected by the trench configuration; this factor 
decreased as the trench inclination or the trench width decreased. Furthermore, they 
found that the ratio of the backfill soil stiffness to the surrounding soil stiffness does 
not affect this factor.  
MacDougall et al. (2016) measured the load capacity of a 0.6 m inside diameter 
concrete pipe under deep soil fill using a laboratory biaxial cell. The deep soil fill was 
simulated by applying a uniform pressure on the top surface of the biaxial cell. The 
length, width and height of the cell was 2.00 m, 2.00 m and 1.60 m, respectively. The 
maximum applied uniform pressure on the surface was 700 kPa, which is equivalent 
to a backfill height of 34.3 m assuming a backfill height density of 20.42 kN/m3. The 
pipe was installed following the requirements of the AASHTO Type 2 standard 
installation, where good support was provided for the pipe in the haunch zone.  
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The pipe was instrumented with eight strain gauges (four were distributed on the 
inside fibre and four were distributed on the outside fibre of the pipe), displacement 
transducers and two digital single-lens reflex cameras to record the pipe strain, pipe 
displacement and development of any crack width under the applied pressure, 
respectively. The load capacity of the pipe was considered as the load which creates 
a crack width of 0.254 mm.  
MacDougall et al. (2016) found that a uniform pressure of 414 kPa was required to 
develop a crack width of 0.254 mm. This uniform pressure is equivalent to a backfill 
height of 20.3 m assuming a backfill unit weight of 20.42 kN/m3. They calculated the 
bedding factor by dividing the force which had created a crack width of 0.254 mm in 
the buried pipe wall, by the pipe capacity measured using the three-edge bearing test 
(obtained from a previous study conducted by one of the authors). They found that 
the AASHTO bedding factor for Type 2 design installation is conservative, where the 
ratio of the calculated bedding factor to the AASHTO design bedding factor was 1.77 
(calculated 𝐵𝐹 was 5.3, while AASHTO 𝐵𝐹 was 3.0 (Table 1.1)). 
2.2.3. Effect of traffic load 
Petersen et al. (2010) calculated the bedding factors of buried pipes with different 
diameters and backfill heights under the effect of AASHTO traffic loading using three-
dimensional finite element analysis. The inside diameters of the pipes ranged from 
0.3 m to 2.4 m. The maximum backfill height considered in this study was 3.8 m. A 
single axle load was used in the analysis. The axle consisted of two tyres. Each tyre 
loading area consisted of a length of 0.50 m and width of 0.25 m, which simulates the 
foot print specified by AASHTO (2013). The tyre load was 71 kN multiplied by a 
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dynamic allowance factor depending on the backfill height. The soil was modelled 
using the Mohr-Coulomb elastic perfectly plastic model; while the pipe was modelled 
using the linear elastic model. The bedding factor (𝐵𝐹) was calculated by dividing the 
maximum positive bending moment developed in the pipe wall during the three-edge 
bearing test, by the maximum positive bending moment developed in the buried pipe 
obtained from the finite element modelling.  
The bedding factor obtained by Petersen et al. (2010) ranged from 1.55 to 4.00, as 
shown in Figure 2.6. However, Petersen et al. (2010) did not discuss or justify the 
complex trend in the behaviour of the bedding factors shown in Figure 2.6. 
 
Figure  2.6: The bedding factors obtained from the numerical study of Petersen et al. 
(2010) for concrete pipes under AASHTO traffic loading (after Petersen et al., 2010) 
Kraus et al. (2014) reported the key findings from a research project funded by the 
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investigate the impact of increasing the permitted maximum truck weight on the 
integrity of in-service buried pipes. For this purpose, Kraus et al. (2014) conducted an 
experimental and numerical investigation on the response of buried concrete pipes 
under the effect of traffic loading.  
The experimental part aimed to investigate the displacement of jointed concrete pipe 
buried with a backfill height of 0.5 m and subjected to static and cyclic loads on the 
surface. A laboratory test box with a length of 2.40 m, width of 3.10 m and height of 
2.60 m was manufactured for testing the pipe. The concrete pipe had an inside 
diameter of 0.5 m. The traffic load was applied using a plate with a length and width 
of 0.90 m. A maximum load of 107 kN was applied for both static and cyclic tests, 
which aimed to simulate an AASHTO HS30 truck. The pipe was instrumented with 
two displacement transducers for measuring the vertical (at the pipe crown) and 
horizontal (at the pipe springline) displacements. They found that the cyclic load 
develops a horizontal displacement higher than the static load at the springline of the 
pipe, as shown in Figures 2.7(a) and (b). Additionally, they noticed the development 
of a large crack due to the application of cyclic load, as shown in Figure 2.8. They 
found that the crack was developed due to an error in the installation; where the pipe 
was supported by the edge of the soil box. This error also led to the differences in the 
measurements of the horizontal displacement.  
The numerical part of the Kraus et al. (2014) study aimed to assess the impact of the 
backfill height on the crown vertical displacement of the buried concrete pipes. Two-
dimensional finite element analysis was used for this purpose. The behaviour of the 
soil was modelled using the Mohr-Coulomb elastic perfectly plastic model; while the 
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linear elastic model was used to model the pipe. However, the authors did not 
mention the details of the traffic loading applied in the finite element analysis. The 
depth of the soil cover ranged from 0.3 m to 0.9 m. Kraus et al. (2014) found a 
decrease in the vertical displacement of the pipe crown as the backfill height 
increased. The ratio of the crown vertical displacement to the pipe diameter was 
0.22% for a backfill height of 0.3 m, 0.18% for a backfill height of 0.5 m and less than 
0.08% for a backfill height of 0.9 m. However, the study did not recommend a backfill 
height limit for the safe performance of in-service buried concrete pipes under the 
AASHTO truck. 
It should be noted that this study suffers from two fundamental issues in the 
methodology as follows: 
1- The laboratory tests were conducted by applying a load from a plate with a 
length and width of 0.90 m. However, the length and width of a standard 
AASHTO tyre is 0.50 m and 0.25 m, respectively. This means that the stress 
level applied in the experiment (132 kPa) was significantly lower than the 
stress level applied from a real AASHTO truck (856 kPa). Therefore, the 
laboratory model did not correctly simulate the standard truck load. 
2- The paper focused only on the horizontal and vertical displacements of the 
concrete pipes. However, buried concrete pipes are designed based on the 
load carrying capacity of the buried pipe, or on the bending moment induced in 
the pipe wall due to the applied load. Hence, the results from the experimental 
and numerical modelling cannot be directly linked to the design practice of 
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Figure  2.7: The results of the vertical (at the pipe crown) and horizontal (at the pipe 
springline) displacements for the buried concrete pipe: (a) due to static load (b) due 
to cyclic load (after Kraus et al., 2014) 
 
Figure  2.8: Crack development due to the application of cyclic loading (Kraus et al., 
2014) 
Lay and Brachman (2014) carried out laboratory tests to investigate the strain and 





















































diameter of 0.6 m under the effect of traffic loading. The pipe was tested in the test 
pit at the GeoEngineering laboratory at Queen’s University, Canada. The laboratory 
test pit had a length, width and height of 8.00 m, 8.00 m and 3.00 m, respectively. A 
backfill height range of 0.3 m to 0.9 m was considered in this study. The traffic load 
was simulated using a two-tyre single axle load. The configuration of the axle 
simulated the Canadian CL-W truck, where the spacing between the tyres was 1.8 m. 
The length and width of the tyre footprint was 0.60 m and 0.25 m, respectively, which 
is the standard footprint recommended by the Canadian design standard (CSA, 
2006). The pipe was installed following the requirement of the Type 1 AASHTO 
installation, where very good support was provided to the pipe in the haunch zone. 
The pipe was instrumented with eight strain gauges, four distributed on the inside of 
the pipe wall and four on the outer surface of the pipe.  
Six tests were reported in this study, including static and cyclic loads. The details 
(backfill height and loading magnitude) of these tests are shown in Table 2.1. Lay 
and Brachman (2014) found that as the backfill height increased, the strain in the 
pipe wall decreased; the crown moment decreased from 6.0 kN.m/m to 3.9 kN.m/m 
and 2.1 kN.m/m as the backfill height increased from 0.3 m to 0.6 m and 0.9 m, 
respectively. In addition, they found that the buried pipe did not fail in any of these 
experiments. The maximum crack width was 0.150 mm (below the maximum 
allowable crack width (i.e. 0.254 mm)) and occurred when the backfill height was 0.3 





Table  2.1: Details of tests conducted on buried concrete pipes (Lay and Brachman, 
2014) 
Test Backfill height (m) loading 
1 0.3 Increased in steps to a maximum of 400 kN 
2 0.3 Ten cycles between 175 kN and 20 kN 
3 0.3 Ten cycles between 175 kN and 20 kN 
4 0.3 Ten cycles between 175 kN and 20 kN 
5 0.9 Increased in steps to a maximum of 465 kN 
6 0.6 Increased in steps to a maximum of 500 kN 
 
MacDougall (2014) studied the bending moment of a buried concrete pipe under the 
effect of traffic loading using laboratory based tests in the test pit at the 
GeoEngineering laboratory at Queen’s University, Canada. The laboratory test pit 
had a length, width and height of 8.00 m, 8.00 m and 3.00 m, respectively (similar to 
that used by Lay and Brachman (2014)). The outside diameter of the pipe was 0.8 m. 
A single AASHTO tyre load of 100 kN with a tyre print area of 0.25 m x 0.50 m was 
used to simulate the traffic loading. The pipe was installed following the requirement 
of the Type 2 AASHTO installation, where good support was provided to the pipe in 
the haunch zone. Three different backfill heights were considered in the tests (0.3 m, 
0.6 m and 0.9 m). The maximum bending moment was obtained at the crown. In 
addition, the maximum bending moment decreased as the backfill height increased: it 
was equal to 2.9 kN.m/m for a backfill height of 0.3 m and 1.1 kN.m/m for a backfill 
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height of 0.9 m (i.e. percentage decrease of 61%). Furthermore, no cracks developed 
in the pipe in all of the reported tests.    
Rakitin and Xu (2014) studied the bending moment developed in a concrete pipe with 
a diameter of 1.4 m subjected to traffic loading by using centrifuge modelling. The 
study focused on the effect of the location of traffic loading with respect to the pipe 
and the soil cover on the developed bending moment in the pipe wall. The loading 
conditions of two trucks, medium and heavy, were considered in this study. The 
maximum axle load of the medium truck was 95 kN; while the maximum axle load of 
the heavy truck was 567 kN. Figure 2.9 shows the medium and heavy trucks’ 
configurations. A backfill height range of 1.0 m to 4.0 m was considered in this study. 
A silty soil was used as a backfill soil for all the tests. Rakitin and Xu (2014) noticed 
that the highest bending moment in the pipe was recorded when the heaviest axle of 
the vehicle was directly above the pipe.  
They also noticed that the traffic load affected the bending moment in the concrete 
pipe wall even for a backfill height of 4.0 m, as shown in Figure 2.10 for the buried 
pipe under the heavy truck loading. They compared this finding with the American 
Concrete Pipe Association (ACPA) design methodology (ACPA, 2011) and noticed 
that the ACPA recommended ignoring the effect of traffic load of an AASHTO HS20 
truck when the backfill height above the pipe is equal to or greater than 3.0 m. Rakitin 
and Xu (2014) justified the difference between their results and the recommended 
ACPA backfill height limit due to the higher axle load used in their experiment (567 
kN), which was significantly higher than the HS20 axle load (142 kN). However, only 
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one tyre was used in the experiment with a maximum tyre stress of 468 kPa, which is 
lower than the nominal tyre stress of the HS20 truck (568 kPa). 
 
Figure  2.9: Configuration of trucks used in the laboratory analysis of Rakitin and Xu 




Figure  2.10: Bending moment developed at the pipe crown due to soil weight only 
and traffic loading only (simulation of heavy truck condition) for different backfill 
heights (after Rakitin and Xu, 2014) 
Sheldon et al. (2015) measured the crown vertical displacement of two in-service 
buried concrete pipes under static and moving truck loads. The inside diameters of 
these pipes were 2.1 m and 1.4 m, respectively. The backfill height was 1.4 m for the 
first pipe and 0.6 m for the second pipe. The test truck had two axles with a maximum 
axle load of 127 kN (i.e. not a standard truck). Different load cases were investigated 
for the static loading condition to find the critical loading position of the truck. They 
found that the maximum displacement (worst-case scenario) was recorded when the 
heaviest axle was directly above the pipe: the maximum displacement was 
approximately 0.07 mm for the 2.1 m pipe and 0.13 mm for the 1.4 m pipe. 
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moving load, where the ratio of moving to static crown vertical displacement ranged 
from 0.80 to 0.67 depending on the truck speed. 
MacDougall et al. (2016) investigated the load capacity of four buried concrete pipes 
subjected to AASHTO traffic loading requirements. Two pipes had an inside diameter 
of 0.6 m and a wall thickness of 0.094 m, but with different levels of reinforcement 
(area of steel of 212 mm2/m and 380 mm2/m, respectively). The other two pipes had 
an internal diameter of 1.2 m and a wall thickness of 0.125 m and 0.144 m, 
respectively. A laboratory test pit with a length of 8.00 m, width of 8.00 m and height 
of 3.00 m was used for testing the pipes. The pipes were tested with three different 
backfill heights (0.3 m, 0.6 m and 1.2 m). Two loading scenarios were considered; 
the first loading scenario simulated an AASHTO single tyre load, while the second 
loading simulated an AASHTO single axle load using two plates spaced by 1.8 m. 
Each plate had a length of 0.50 m and a width of 0.25 m.  
Both pipes were installed following the requirements of the AASHTO Type 2 
installation. Each pipe was instrumented with eight strain gauges, displacement 
transducers and two digital single-lens reflex cameras to record the pipe strain, pipe 
displacement and development of the crack width under the applied soil and traffic 
loading, respectively.  
MacDougall et al. (2016) found that none of the pipes failed under the service loading 
(i.e. under single axle load with a tyre load of 110 kN). However, the pipes failed (i.e. 
crack width exceeded 0.254 mm) when the single tyre load exceeded the service 
load (i.e. 110 kN) by 2.5 to 4.0 times, depending on the pipe diameter, backfill height, 
pipe thickness and level of reinforcement. In addition, they calculated the bedding 
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factor for each pipe by dividing the force which had created a crack width of 0.254 
mm in the buried pipe wall, by the pipe capacity obtained from the three-edge 
bearing test (obtained from the manufacturer’s data). They also compared the result 
with the AASHTO total load bedding factors. They found that the AASHTO total load 
bedding factors are conservative: the ratio of the obtained factors to the AASHTO 
bedding factors ranged from 1.17 to 1.75. However, the study did not provide an 
insight into the effect of pipe diameter on the behaviour of buried concrete pipes. 
2.2.4. Summary and gaps in knowledge  
In summary, it can be concluded that the previous studies on concrete pipes paid 
significant attention to investigating the soil pressure around the pipe (Pettibone and 
Howard, 1967; Wong et al., 2006); and the development of tensile stresses in the 
pipe wall (Abolmaali and Kararam, 2010; Motahari and Abolmaali, 2010); as well as 
understanding the soil arching in buried concrete pipes in relation to the backfill 
height and trench configuration (Kang et al., 2007; Allard and El Naggar, 2016). In 
addition, the previous studies have investigated the response of buried concrete 
pipes under the Canadian, AASHTO and non-standard trucks (Petersen et al., 2010; 
Kraus et al., 2014; Lay and Brachman, 2014; MacDougall, 2014; Rakitin and Xu, 
2014; Sheldon et al., 2015; MacDougall et al., 2016) and have investigated the effect 
of the backfill height in relation to the traffic loading (Rakitin and Xu, 2014). However, 
the following gaps in the knowledge were identified: 
1- Little attention has been paid to the real design practice of buried concrete 
pipes under deep soil fill, where only one published study (MacDougall et al., 
2016) has investigated the bedding factor of concrete pipes under a deep 
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burial condition. However, although the study showed that the current 
AASHTO bedding factor value for Type 2 installation is conservative, it did not 
recommend a new bedding factor value. Furthermore, this study did not 
investigate the bedding factors for AASHTO Type 1, Type 3 and Type 4 
installation conditions; nor did it study the effect of the pipe diameter and pipe 
wall thickness on the bedding factor. Objectives 5, 6 and 7 of this study 
(Chapter 4) will address this gap in knowledge and produce robust and 
economical bedding factor models for buried concrete pipes under backfill soil 
weight only. 
2- Surprisingly, no study has considered the BS traffic loading requirements, nor 
investigated the design methodology of the BS, where the previous studies 
considered AASHTO, Canadian and non-standard trucks as shown in Section 
2.2.3. Objective 8 of this study (Chapter 5) will address this gap in 
knowledge by conducting a parametric study to investigate the response of the 
buried concrete pipes under the BS main road traffic loading.  
3- No effort has been made to understand the combined effect of the pipe 
diameter and backfill height under traffic loading. Moreover, the effect of the 
concrete pipe wall thickness under traffic load was also neglected in the 
previous studies. Objective 8 this study (Chapter 5) will address this gap in 
knowledge by studying the effect of the pipe diameter, backfill height and pipe 
thickness on the response of buried concrete pipes under traffic loading. 
4- Different opinions were noted with respect to the recommended backfill height 
limit for the effect of the traffic load, where the study of Rakitin and Xu (2014) 
showed that the traffic load affects the bending moment in the concrete pipe 
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wall, even for a backfill height of 4.0 m. However, the American Concrete Pipe 
Association (ACPA, 2011) recommended ignoring the effect of the traffic load 
when the backfill height above the pipe is equal to or greater than 3.0 m. On 
the other hand, the BS (BSI, 2010) does not recommend a backfill height limit 
for the effect of traffic load. The BS (BSI, 2010) only provides an equation to 
predict the maximum soil pressure due to the BS main road traffic loading 
(Equation 1.13). However, by solving this equation, it can be easily seen that 
the effect of the traffic load extends to a backfill height of more than 10 m, as 
shown in Figure 2.11. Objective 8 of this study (Chapter 5) will address this 
gap in knowledge by investigating the response of buried concrete pipes 
under backfill soil weight only and comparing it with the response under traffic 
load for different backfill heights, to find the backfill height limit for the traffic 
load. 
5- Little attention has been paid to the real design practice of buried concrete 
pipes under traffic loading; there are only two published studies concerning 
the bedding factor of buried concrete pipes under traffic loading. Moreover, 
these studies only considered the AASHTO traffic loading. Hence, these 
studies cannot be used to test and improve the current BS bedding factors 
because of the significant difference of the load configuration and the 
maximum axle load between the BS main road traffic loading and the 
AASHTO trucks considered in these studies. This gap in knowledge will be 
addressed in Objectives 9 and 10 of this study (Chapter 5), where the 
bedding factors for the buried pipes under the BS main road loading will be 
calculated by utilising the maximum bending moment obtained from finite 
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element analyses. Moreover, the obtained bedding factors will be used to 
propose robust models to enable the economic and robust design of buried 
pipes. 
 
Figure  2.11: The relationship between the backfill height and the maximum soil 
pressure based on the BS maximum soil pressure design equation (Equation 1.13) 
2.3. Previous studies on buried flexible pipes 
2.3.1. Effect of compaction forces 
Elshimi and Moore (2013) investigated the effect of the compaction forces on the 
response of a buried flexible pipe using two-dimensional finite element analysis. The 
pipe had an inside diameter of 2.0 m. The soil and pipe models, as well as the 
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2.2.1. Elshimi and Moore (2013) noticed that the compaction process does not 
significantly affect the response of the pipe if a vibratory plate compactor was used in 
the compaction process.  
2.3.2. Effect of backfill soil weight only 
Rogers et al. (1996) investigated the effect of the installation condition on the 
response of a buried unplasticized polyvinylchloride (PVCu) pipe under a deep burial 
condition using laboratory based studies. The length, width and height of the 
experimental box was 1.88 m, 1.38 m and 1.57 m, respectively. The pipe had an 
outside diameter of 0.3 m and was buried with a backfill height of 0.3 m. The deep 
burial condition was simulated by applying a uniform load at the top of the model 
using water bags. The maximum applied pressure was 150 kPa applied in three 
equal increments. The maximum applied pressure is equivalent to a backfill height of 
7.3 m assuming a backfill soil unit weight of 20.42 kN/m3. Four installation conditions 
were considered in this study. The soil was carefully placed at the haunch zone in the 
first and second installation. However, the soil was compacted in the first installation; 
while it was not in the second installation. The third and fourth installations were 
intended to simulate poor site practice, where no support was provided to the pipe in 
the haunch zone in these tests.  
Rogers et al. (1996) noticed a significant effect from the haunch support on the 
response of the pipe; where providing poor support to the pipe in the haunch zone 
concentrated the reaction forces at the pipe invert. These reaction forces resulted in 
a large tensile strain at the pipe invert.  
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The results of the pipe load versus the applied load and the pipe displacements 
versus the applied load of the tests conducted by Rogers et al. (1996), in addition to 
the tests of another PVCu pipe with an outside diameter of 0.2 m, were reported by 
Chapman et al. (2007). The paper of Chapman et al. (2007) focused on 
understanding the effect of the installation condition and pipe stiffness on the degree 
of soil arching. They found that the positive soil arching increased as the installation 
quality increased or pipe stiffness decreased; where the pipe load and pipe 
displacement for the case of the good compaction-good haunch support was less 
than that of the poor compaction-good haunch support. Moreover, they found that the 
degree of soil arching for the poor haunch support installation was approximately 
similar to that of the good compaction-good haunch support, where the pipe load was 
almost similar. However, they noticed an increase in the displacement of the poor 
haunch supported pipe compared to the good compaction-good haunch supported 
pipe. They also found that the good compaction-good haunch support and the poor 
compaction-good haunch supported pipes were deformed to a heart shape under the 
applied load; while the poor haunch supported pipe was deformed to an inverted 
heart shape. 
Sargand et al. (2001a) reported on the long-term horizontal (at the pipe springline) 
and vertical (at the pipe crown) displacements of two buried corrugated PVCu pipes 
measured under a deep burial condition. The PVCu pipes had an internal diameter of 
0.8 m and tested under a maximum backfill height of 12.2 m. The moment of inertia 
of the first pipe and the second pipe was 1770 mm4/mm and 1819 mm4/mm, 
respectively. Displacement potentiometers were used to measure the vertical and 
horizontal displacement of the pipes. A crushed limestone with a degree of 
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compaction of 96% according to the standard Proctor test was used in both tests. 
Sargand et al. (2001a) noticed that the vertical and horizontal displacements of the 
first pipe steadied 14 days after the completion of the construction process; while the 
readings of the second pipe steadied 30 days after finishing the backfilling process. 
The maximum vertical displacement (at the pipe crown) obtained for Pipe 1 and Pipe 
2 was 12.70 mm and 10.37 mm, respectively. Figures 2.12(a) and (b) show the trend 
of the displacement-time relationships obtained by Sargand et al. (2001a) for the first 
and second pipes, respectively.  
The soil pressure above the crown of the second pipe was reported in another 
publication (Sargand et al., 2001b) under the maximum backfill height (i.e. 12.2 m). 
The soil pressure was recorded using a pressure cell installed 25 mm above the pipe 
crown. The result from the pressure cell showed a significant reduction in the soil 
pressure above the crown of the pipe due to the positive soil arching; where the 
recorded soil pressure was equal to 161 kPa compared to an overburden pressure 






Figure  2.12: Vertical (at the pipe crown) and horizontal (at the pipe springline) 
displacements-time relationships of PVCu pipes: (a) Pipe 1 (with a moment of inertia 
of 1770 mm4/mm); (b) Pipe 2 (with a moment of inertia of 1819 mm4/mm) (after 
Sargand et al., 2001a) 
Dhar et al. (2004) studied the vertical (at the pipe crown) and horizontal 
displacements and strain developed in the wall of a ribbed PVCu pipe using a biaxial 
pipe test cell and two-dimensional finite element analysis. The length, width and 
height of the biaxial test box was equal to 2.00 m, 2.00 m and 1.60 m, respectively. 
The pipe had an inside diameter of 0.6 m. It was backfilled with poorly-graded sandy 
soil. An incremental static pressure of 500 kPa was applied on the top surface of the 
soil to simulate the scenario of a buried pipe under deep soil fill. They found that the 
horizontal displacement at the springline of the pipe and vertical displacement at the 
pipe crown increased non-linearly as the load (backfill soil weight) increased, as 
shown in Figure 2.13. 
Dhar et al. (2004) used the laboratory test results to validate the finite element model. 
Half of the laboratory model was considered in the finite element modelling with a 
































































in Figure 2.14. The non-linear behaviour of the soil was simulated using a non-linear 
soil model based on the Janbu stress level-soil stiffness model (𝐸 = 𝐾𝜎𝑛, where 𝐾 
and 𝑛 are non-linear fitting parameters; 𝜎 is the stress level) (Janbu, 1963) with a 
Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria and the Mohr-Coulomb elastic-perfectly plastic model. 
The linear elastic model was used to model the behaviour of the buried pipe. A 
uniform pressure was applied on the top surface of the model similar to that used in 
the biaxial test. Dhar et al. (2004) found that both models are able to simulate the 
applied stress-pipe displacement relationships observed in the laboratory test, as 
shown in Figure 2.13. However, the non-linear model was better in tracing the non-
linear vertical and horizontal displacements of the pipe as can be clearly seen in 
Figure 2.13. Moreover, they used the developed numerical model to study the effect 
of poor haunch support on the behaviour of the pipe, by reducing the soil stiffness in 
a limited part of the haunch zone, as shown in Figure 2.14. They found that poor 
haunch support caused a redistribution of strains around the circumference of the 
pipe and increased the pipe’s vertical displacement. Additionally, they noticed that 
the pipe responded to the poor support with an inverted heart shape deformation 




Figure  2.13: The results of the vertical displacement at the pipe crown and the 
horizontal displacement at the pipe springline obtained from a biaxial laboratory test 
and finite element analysis reported by Dhar et al. (2004) 
 
Figure  2.14: Finite element mesh used by Dhar et al. (2004) and the location of poor 


































Kang et al. (2013a) investigated the maximum allowable backfill soil height for the 
buried PVCu pipes under the backfill soil weight only, using two-dimensional finite 
element analysis. The behaviour of the soil was simulated using the hyperbolic soil 
model; while the pipe was assumed to behave following the linear elastic model. The 
short-term and long-term response of the pipe was evaluated by considering the 
short and long-term properties of the pipe. A pipe diameter range of 0.3 m to 1.5 m 
was considered in the finite element analysis. Well-graded sand (SW) and silty sand 
(ML) were considered in the numerical analysis with two densities (90% and 95% of 
the standard Proctor density).  
The maximum allowable backfill height was calculated based on the pipe wall stress 
and the crown vertical displacement. The pipe was considered safe if the pipe wall 
stress did not exceed half of the yield strength of the pipe material and the crown 
vertical displacement did not exceed 5.00% of the diameter of the pipe. These criteria 
were considered based on the AASHTO LRFD (2004) requirements for the design of 
buried flexible pipe, as stated by the authors.  
Kang et al. (2013a) noticed an increase in the pipe wall stress as the pipe diameter 
increased. However, they did not justify this response. Moreover, they found that the 
long-term material properties of the PVCu pipe governed the maximum fill height (i.e. 
controlled the design). In summary, they found that for a diameter range of 0.3 m to 
1.2 m, the maximum allowable backfill height was 26.0 m, 17.0 m, 18.0 m and 12.0 m 
for the case of the SW95, SW90, ML95 and ML90 backfill soils, respectively. For a 
pipe with a diameter larger than 1.2 m, the maximum allowable backfill height was 
20.0 m, 14.0 m, 15.0 m and 8.0 m for the case of the SW95, SW90, Ml95 and ML90 
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backfill soils, respectively. However, these backfill heights were calculated without 
considering the buckling of the pipe under the applied load; although the buckling is a 
design parameter. In addition, the methodology which has been used to calculate the 
pipe wall stresses from the predicted pipe forces using the two-dimensional finite 
element analysis are not described in the paper. Hence, the results of the maximum 
wall stress reported in the paper cannot be used in the design without re-evaluation. 
2.3.3. Effect of traffic load 
Rogers (1985) conducted a parametric study to investigate the crown vertical 
displacement of a buried PVCu pipe subjected to a surface single tyre load using 
two-dimensional finite element analysis. The pipe had an inside diameter of 0.2 m 
and was buried with a backfill height of 0.5 m. The tyre load was simulated as a strip 
load with a load intensity of 70 kN over a width of 0.32 m. The behaviour of the soil 
and the pipe was simulated using a linear elastic model. The parametric study 
involved investigating the effect of the stiffness of the pipe’s surrounding soil (i.e. the 
soil supporting the pipe in the haunches, springline and shoulders), the backfill soil 
(the soil above the crown of the pipe) and the natural soil on the displacement 
response of the buried pipe.  
Rogers (1985) found that the crown vertical displacement of the pipe decreased as 
the stiffness of the pipe’s surrounding soil or the natural soil increased. Furthermore, 
he found that the crown vertical displacement increased as the stiffness of the backfill 
soil increased.  
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Rogers (1987) conducted one of the first laboratory studies on the response of small 
diameter PVCu pipes under the effect of surface load. The tests were conducted in a 
small laboratory box (0.75 m x 0.50 m x 0.55 m) and large test pit (3 m x 2.1 m x 1.9 
m). The pipe had an inside diameter of 0.2 m. The testing programme involved 
testing the pipe under 55 kN static and cyclic loads followed by 70 kN static and 
cyclic loads. The load was applied using a circular plate in the small-scale and large-
scale tests. The diameter of the plate was 0.7 m for the large-scale tests and 0.48 m 
for the small-scale test; while the backfill height was 0.5 m and 0.3 m, respectively. 
The study focused on the effect of the type of side fill material (pea gravel, silty clay, 
concrete ballast, uniform sand, quarry tailings and silty sand); degree of compaction 
of the side fill material (no compaction, light compaction and thorough compaction); 
and the bedding thickness (0.000 m, 0.050 m and 0.100 m).  
Rogers (1987) found that the crown vertical displacement is significantly affected by 
the type of the side fill material, where the granular soils (pea gravel, concrete 
ballast, quarry tailings and uniform sand) were found to provide good support for the 
pipe, compared to the silty sand and silty clay. Moreover, Rogers (1987) 
recommended using a thin bedding layer for an optimum design of buried PVCu 
pipes, as he found that the crown vertical displacement decreased when the bedding 
thickness increased from 0.000 m to 0.050 m and then increased as the bedding 
thickness increased to 0.100 m. 
Rogers (1988) used the results of the deformed shape and pipe wall strain of the 
tests described in his earlier work (Rogers, 1987), with additional results from the 
literature, to establish a general hypothesis describing the behaviour of the buried 
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flexible pipes under the applied load based on the support condition. This hypothesis 
can be summarized in the following:  
1- The pipe will deform into an elliptical shape (Figure 2.15(a)) if a poor support is 
provided from the surrounding soil due to poor compaction or poor soil 
material.  
2- The pipe will deform into a heart shape (Figure 2.15(b)) if a good support is 
provided for the pipe in the haunch zone up to the springline.  
3- The pipe will deform into an inverted heart shape (Figure 2.15(c)) if the 
surrounding soil is poor at the haunch zone and good above the springline. 
4- The pipe will deform into a square shape (Figure 2.15(d)) if good support is 
provided at the springline and poor support is provided at the haunches and 
shoulders of the pipe.  
 




Zhan and Rajani (1997) investigated the effect of the backfill soil type and backfill 
height on the structural response of a buried PVCu pipe under the effect of traffic 
loading, using two-dimensional finite element analysis. The pipe was modelled using 
the linear elastic model; while the soil was modelled using the Drucker-Prager elastic-
perfectly plastic soil model. Sand, clay and controlled low strength material (CLSM) 
were used as backfill soils. The CLSM is a type of self-compacted weak cementitious 
material used as a backfill for buried structures in places where it is difficult to add 
the traditional backfill soil (i.e. sandy or granular soil) such as pipes buried in narrow 
trenches. The controlled low strength material was assumed to be stronger than the 
sand and clay backfills. The pipe had a nominal diameter of 0.2 m and was buried 
with a backfill height ranging from 1.5 m to 2.5 m. The modulus of elasticity of the 
sand, clay and CLSM were assumed to be equal to 30,000 kPa, 10,000 kPa and 
300,000 kPa, respectively. The traffic load was simulated as a strip load with a 
maximum pressure of 100 kPa applied over a trench width of 0.80 m.  
The study showed that the stresses in the pipe wall decreased significantly when the 
CLSM material was used as a backfill material or when the backfill height increased 
as shown in Figure 2.16. Furthermore, the study showed that using clay soil provided 
more support to the pipe than the sand soil, as the maximum bending stress was 
higher for the sand backfill, as can be seen in Figure 2.16. However, the authors did 
not justify the choice for the material properties of the clay; nor did they consider the 
effect of consolidation of the clay on the behaviour of the pipe. Hence, the conclusion 
drawn that the clay is better than the sand as a backfill material is questionable.  
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It should be noted that the authors tried to justify the simulation of the traffic load as 
an infinite strip load over the trench width with an intensity of 100 kPa, by stating that 
this load is equivalent to a tyre load of 140 kN with a dynamic allowance factor of 1.5. 
However, there was no justification of this statement. In addition, the authors did not 
use the spreading factor in the two-dimensional analysis, nor justified neglecting this 
factor. Finally, the authors reported the figures for bending hoop stress (Figure 2.16), 
external and internal hoop stress (which can be seen in the paper) and uniform hoop 
stress (which can be seen in the paper). However, there was no mention of the 
methods used to calculate these stresses, as the authors used beam elements in 
modelling the buried pipe and these elements only have the ability to predict the 
shear forces and bending moments in the buried pipe. Hence, the results of the pipe 
wall stresses reported in this study are questionable.  
 
Figure  2.16: Maximum bending stress of PVCu pipe as a function of the burial depth 
































Kang et al. (2014) studied numerically the minimum allowable backfill soil height 
required for buried PVCu pipes under the AASHTO traffic loading requirements using 
two-dimensional finite element analyses. The soil was modelled using the hyperbolic 
soil model and the PVCu pipe was modelled using the linear elastic model. The 
short-term and long-term performance of the buried pipes was investigated in this 
study. The short-term and long-term behaviour was modelled by changing the 
parameters of the pipe in the numerical analysis. A pipe diameter range of 0.3 m to 
1.5 m was considered in the finite element analysis. These finite element analyses 
were conducted for three different soil types: (gravely sand (SW), silty sand (ML) and 
silty clay ()) and with two densities (80% and 90% of the standard Proctor density).  
Two loading conditions were considered in this investigation. The first load case 
simulated a single AASHTO H25 truck (axle load of 178 kN) travelling perpendicular 
to the pipe direction as shown in Figure 2.17(a); while the second case simulated two 
HS25 trucks spaced by 1.2 m travelling parallel to the pipeline direction as shown in 
Figure 2.17(b).  
The minimum backfill height was calculated based on the crown vertical 
displacement and the pipe wall stress, where the pipe was considered safe if the 
crown vertical displacement did not exceed 5.00% of the pipe diameter and the pipe 
hoop stress did not exceed half of the yield strength of the pipe material. These 
criteria were considered based on the AASHTO (2007) requirements for the design 
of buried flexible pipes as stated by the authors.  
The results from the analysis showed that the long-term properties of the PVCu pipe 
governed the design (i.e. simulate the worst-case scenario). Moreover, the authors 
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produced design tables for the minimum backfill height required for safe performance 
of buried PVCu pipes under the two load cases considered, as shown in Table 2.2 
and Table 2.3 for load case 1 and 2, respectively. They also investigated the effect of 
the pavement material type (concrete or asphalt) and pavement thickness on the 
minimum backfill height required, and produced design tables depending on these 
factors. However, the buried pipes are usually designed by neglecting the presence 
of the pavement, as the pavement will deteriorate over time and its beneficial effect in 
reducing the soil pressure applied on the pipe will be diminished; hence the risk of 
pipe failure will be increased as the soil pressure will be increased significantly. 
Moreover, the study did not focus on the impact of the pipe diameter on the pipe 
behaviour; the authors only reported the results they found without attempts to justify 
the behaviour observed from the numerical modelling. 
It should be noted that these design tables (shown in Table 2.2 and 2.3) were 
produced by neglecting the buckling of the pipe under the applied load. The authors 
did not consider the pipe buckling nor justified the reason for neglecting the buckling, 
even though it is one of the design parameters for buried flexible pipes based on the 
AASHTO (2007) and the recent AASHTO (2013). Moreover, the authors did not 
mention the method used to calculate and calibrate the predicted pipe wall stresses, 
as they used beam elements in modelling the buried pipe. These elements are only 
able to predict the displacements, bending moments and shear forces in the buried 
pipes. Finally, the traffic load was applied as an infinite strip loading without 
multiplying the load by a spreading factor (which is an empirical factor used in two-
dimensional modelling to consider the three-dimensional effect of traffic loads on 
pipes); meaning that the three-dimensional nature of the loading condition has been 
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Figure  2.17: Load case considered by Kang et al. (2014): (a) single AASHTO H25 
truck (axle load of 178 kN) travelling perpendicular to the pipe direction; (b) two HS25 
trucks spaced by 1.2 m travelling parallel to the pipeline direction 
Table  2.2: Minimum backfill soil height required for load case a (Kang et al., 2014) 
Short-term properties Long-term properties 
D 
(m) 
SW90 SW80 ML90 ML80 CL90 CL80 SW90 SW80 ML90 ML80 CL90 CL80 
0.3 1.0 m 1.2 m 1.0 m 1.5 m 1.3 m 1.6 m 1.0 m 1.5 m 1.0 m 1.7 m 1.2 m 1.8 m 
0.9 1.0 m 1.5 m 1.0 m 1.7 m 1.1 m 1.8 m 1.1 m 1.6 m 1.0 m 1.8 m 1.3 m 1.8 m 






Table  2.3: Minimum backfill soil height required for load case b (Kang et al., 2014) 
Short-term properties Long-term properties 
SW90 SW80 ML90 ML80 CL90 CL80 SW90 SW80 ML90 ML80 CL90 CL80 
0.4 m 0.5 m 0.4 m 0.6 m 0.6 m 0.8 m 0.4 m 0.5 m 0.5 m 0.8 m 0.8 m 1.0 m 
Kraus et al. (2014) reported the results of static and cyclic load tests on jointed and 
unjointed PVCu pipes using laboratory and finite element analysis-based studies to 
investigate the minimum backfill height limit for a safe performance of buried PVCu 
pipes. The laboratory model box, loading condition and numerical modelling details 
were described in Section 2.2.3. The PVCu pipe had an inside diameter of 0.5 m and 
was buried with a backfill height of 0.5 m. They noticed that the crown vertical 
displacement of the unjointed and jointed PVCu pipes under the static loading was 
2.80 mm and 6.10 mm, respectively. Moreover, they found that the cyclic loading 
decreased the crown vertical displacement of the unjointed PVCu pipe and increased 
the crown vertical displacement of the jointed PVCu pipe, compared to the 
displacement for both pipes under static loading. However, they did not justify this 
counterintuitive behaviour.   
The numerical study conducted by Kraus et al. (2014) aimed to study the effect of the 
backfill height and number of axles on the vertical displacement of the pipe crown of 
buried PVCu pipes using two-dimensional and three-dimensional numerical 
modelling. They modelled the behaviour of the soil using the Mohr-Coulomb elastic-
perfectly plastic model; while the linear elastic model was used to model the 
behaviour of the pipe. The depth of the soil cover ranged from 0.3 m to 0.9 m and the 
numbers of axles were between four and nineteen. They found a decrease in the 
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crown vertical displacement as the backfill height increased. Moreover, they found a 
non-linear relationship between the number of axles and the crown vertical 
displacement, where the displacement increased as the number of axles increased. 
However, the displacement stabilized and slightly decreased when the number of 
axles exceeded eight, as shown in Figure 2.18. They justified this behaviour by the 
increase of the soil strength due to the additional confinement provided from the 
increase of the number of axles. However, the study did not recommend a backfill 
height limit for safe performance of buried PVCu pipes under the AASHTO truck. 
 
Figure  2.18: Relationship between maximum vertical displacement of the PVCu pipe 
crown and number of axles (after Kraus et al., 2014) 
Chaallal et al. (2015a) conducted field tests to investigate the response of a 
corrugated PVCu pipe under the effect of traffic loading. The pipe was subjected to 

































axle load simulated the design axle load of the AASHTO HS20 truck. The space 
between the trucks was 0.91 m. Each truck had two tyres with a tyre footprint area of 
0.23 m by 0.23 m. The pipe had an inside diameter of 0.9 m. Three backfill heights 
were considered in the field test (0.5 m, 0.9 m and 1.8 m). Granular backfill soil was 
used in these tests with a degree of compaction of 95% of the standard Proctor 
maximum density. They found that the vertical displacement of the pipe crown 
decreased as the backfill height increased from 0.5 m to 0.9 m, then increased as 
shown in Figure 2.19. Moreover, they noticed that the PVCu pipe did not experience 
any wall crushing or crack development in any of the tests. They also found that the 
pipes were deformed to a heart shape under the applied load. 
 
Figure  2.19: Vertical displacement of PVCu pipe crown under the effect of the traffic 
loading (after Chaallal et al., 2015a) 
Mohamedzein and Al-Aghbari (2016) conducted laboratory tests to investigate the 
























surface load. A laboratory box with a length of 1.00 m, width of 0.32 m and height of 
1.00 m was used for this purpose. A maximum surface load of 250 kPa was 
considered in this study. The surface load was applied over a surface area with a 
length of 0.34 m and a width of 0.10 m. The study focused on the possibility of using 
dune sand as a backfill material instead of conventional backfill materials like coarse 
sand. Therefore, Mohamedzein and Al-Aghbari (2016) compared the behaviour of 
the pipe installed in coarse sand and dune sand, respectively. They found that the 
vertical displacement of the pipe crown, pipe hoop strain and pipe bending moment 
for a pipe buried in dune sand is less than those for the pipe buried in coarse sand. 
Therefore, they recommended using dune sand as a good backfill material. 
Moreover, they tested the pipe under the effect of cyclic load with a total number of 
20 cycles. They noticed that the vertical displacement of the pipe crown increased 
slightly under the effect of cyclic load, as shown in Figure 2.20, for the case of a pipe 
buried in compacted dune sand with a backfill height of 0.4 m.  
However, it should be noted that the stress level considered in this study was very 
low (250 kPa) compared with the stress level applied from AASHTO, BS and 




Figure  2.20: Vertical displacement of PVCu pipe crown buried in dune sand under 
the effect of cyclic loading (after Mohamedzein and Al-Aghbari, 2016) 
2.3.4. Summary and gaps in knowledge  
In summary, it can be concluded that previous studies have paid significant attention 
to the effect of the surrounding soil on the behaviour and response of the buried 
PVCu pipes under the backfill soil weight (Rogers et al., 1996; Sargand et al., 2001a, 
b; Dhar et al., 2004; Chapman et al., 2007; Kang et al., 2013a) and surface loads 
(Rogers, 1985, 1987; Zhan and Rajani, 1997; Kang et al., 2014; Kraus et al., 2014; 
Chaallal et al., 2015a; Mohamedzein and Al-Aghbari, 2016). Additionally, the 
importance of the haunch support has been demonstrated and the need for a good 
haunch support has been noted (Dhar et al., 2004; Chapman et al., 2007). However, 

























1- Little attention has been paid to the effect of the pipe diameter, where the 
studies of Kang et al. (2013a, 2014) did not clearly discuss the effect of the 
pipe diameter. Moreover, the study of Chapman et al. (2007) only considered 
pipes with a small diameter range (0.2 m and 0.3 m). Objective 11 of this 
study (Chapter 6) will address this gap in the knowledge by conducting a 
parametric study to investigate the effect of the pipe diameter on the 
behaviour of the pipe.  
2- As noted for the buried concrete pipes, no study has considered the effect of 
the BS main road traffic loading, nor investigated the critical backfill height for 
the PVCu pipes under traffic loading. The previous studies on traffic loading 
were limited and only considered the AASHTO trucks (Kang et al., 2014; 
Kraus et al., 2014) or non-standard trucks (Rogers, 1987). Objective 11 of 
this study (Chapter 6) will address this gap in the knowledge by conducting a 
parametric study to investigate the effect of the BS main road traffic loading on 
the behaviour of the pipe.  
3- No study has investigated the effect of the poor installation (poor haunch 
support) under traffic loading on the behaviour and integrity of buried PVCu 
pipes; even though proper haunch support is difficult to achieve in practice 
(Boschert and Howard, 2014; Turney et al., 2015) and the behaviour of the 
buried PVCu pipe is significantly affected by the condition of the haunch 
support. Objective 11 of this study (Chapter 6) will address this gap in the 
knowledge by conducting a parametric study to examine the effect of the poor 
haunch support on the behaviour and integrity of buried PVCu pipes under the 
BS main road traffic loading.  
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4- No effort has been made to understand the combined effect of the pipe 
diameter and poor installation (poor haunch support); as the previous studies 
which considered the poor haunch support focused on a limited diameter 
range (Rogers et al., 1996; Dhar et al., 2004; Chapman et al., 2007). 
Objective 11 of this study (Chapter 6) will address this gap in the knowledge 
by investigating the effect of the pipe diameter and traffic load on the 
behaviour of the poor haunch supported pipes.  
5- No study has investigated the robustness of the design models which are 
currently adopted in the BS to calculate the soil pressure, pipe displacement 
and pipe wall stress. Objective 12 of this study (Chapter 6) will address this 
gap in the knowledge by comparing the results from the validated finite 
element analysis with the BS analytical equations. 
2.4. General summary 
This chapter has thoroughly reviewed the previous studies concerning the behaviour 
of buried concrete and flexible (with emphasis on PVCu) pipes under the effect of 
compaction forces, soil weight and traffic load. The issues in the methodology of 
some of the previous studies were also discussed with the aim of making this chapter 
useful for future studies or for young pipeline engineers, i.e. they may follow these 
studies, which may lead to a misunderstanding of the design philosophy for buried 
concrete and PVCu pipes.  
In general, it was found that some of the previous studies were focused on particular 
case studies with a limited pipe diameter range and limited backfill height range; 
while other studies only reported the results of the analysis without paying any 
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attention to understanding and justifying the behaviour of the buried pipes. Moreover, 
the review has shown little effort has been paid, in the previous studies, to link the 
results obtained to the design practice of buried pipes. All of these issues were 
summarized and the gaps in the knowledge have been highlighted and linked to the 
objectives of this study. These gaps in the knowledge were the basis for the 













Chapter 3                                                                           
METHODOLOGY OF THE FEM AND EPR ANALYSES 
3.1. Introduction 
This chapter describes details of the finite element analysis (FEM) and the 
evolutionary polynomial regression analysis (EPR). Hence, the chapter has been 
divided into two main sections to separately discuss these two diverse methods. The 
first section discusses the requirements for developing a valid and robust finite 
element model to simulate the behaviour of the buried pipes under the backfill soil 
load and under a combined backfill soil and traffic load (hereafter referred to as total 
load). The second section briefly discusses the methodology of the EPR analysis and 
the steps required to derive a valid and representative model using this method. The 
chapter finishes with a summary of the key points.  
3.2. Development of finite element methodology 
Developing a validated finite element model that captures the key elements of the 
soil-pipe interaction effects was a significant factor of this study. Therefore, the first 
step in the model’s development was to carry out a thorough literature review of the 
previous numerical studies to investigate the requirements to develop an accurate 
finite element model. The focus of this review was on the modelling techniques that 
had been used in the previous studies, including the constitutive models used for 
simulating the behaviour of the soil and the pipe; the effect of the model extent (i.e. 
distance to the model boundaries); the effect of the interface conditions; and the 
technique required to simulate deep soil fill.  
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The second step focused on conducting a sensitivity analysis to study the effect of 
the model extent and the soil constitutive models on the behaviour of the pipe, to add 
additional confidence in the robustness of the modelling approach. Finally, the 
modelling approach adopted was tested by comparing the results from the finite 
element analysis with the results of laboratory and field tests collected from the 
literature. The following subsections detail the development of the finite element 
methodology.  
3.2.1. Requirements for a valid soil-pipe interaction finite element model 
(conclusions from previous studies) 
A thorough literature review of previous studies was conducted to answer the 
following: 
- Can a two-dimensional finite element analysis be used to predict the 
behaviour of buried pipes under traffic loading? 
- What is the required model extent to avoid the boundary effect? 
- What is the required degree of complexity of the soil and pipe constitutive 
models to accurately simulate the soil-pipe interaction problem? 
- Is the predictive ability of the soil-pipe interaction finite element model 
influenced by the interface condition between the soil and the pipe? 
- Does a moving traffic load produce a higher deformation compared to a static 
traffic load? 
- What is the best way to simulate the case of a buried pipe under deep soil fill?  
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The following subsections discuss each of these questions and the decisions made 
based on previous studies.  
3.2.1.1. Two-dimensional versus three-dimensional FE analysis 
The thorough literature review showed that the use of two-dimensional finite element 
analysis to study the behaviour of buried pipes under traffic loading dominated 
previous studies; which can be clearly seen in Chapter 2. This is because two-
dimensional finite element analysis is cheaper, faster and easier compared to three-
dimensional analysis. However, two-dimensional finite element analysis involves the 
use of the spreading factor, which is an empirical factor as discussed in Chapter 2, to 
account for the three-dimensional effect of the traffic loading. In addition, the 
currently available values for the spreading factor were found to provide poor 
predictions when compared to the results from full-scale tests of buried pipes and 
arch culverts under traffic loading (Mai et al., 2014; Yeau et al., 2014). Hence, the 
decision was made to use a three-dimensional finite element analysis to avoid the 
empiricism associated with the spreading factor and to provide a robust analysis, 
which can be confidently used to test the design methodology of the AASHTO and 
the BS.  
It should be noted that the idea and the methodology of the spreading factor were 
developed because the designers in north America use two-dimensional software 
called CANDE (Culvert Analysis aNd DEsign) for designing and analysing buried 
culverts (Katona, 1976). The software has been developed by research funded by 
the Federal Administration Highway. The first version of this software was released in 
1976 (Katona, 1976). Although the software has gone through a lot of updates since 
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the release of the first version, no attempts have been made to add three-
dimensional modelling capabilities. More importantly, recent studies have shown that 
this software is not capable of simulating the response of buried culverts under three-
dimensional loading, even with the use of the spreading factor as discussed in the 
previous section. Hence, this software was not used in this research due to the 
aforementioned reasons.  
3.2.1.2. Effect of the finite element model extent  
Although many studies have investigated soil-pipe interaction using numerical 
analysis, a relatively limited number of studies have used three-dimensional finite 
element modelling for this purpose (Trickey and Moore, 2007; Petersen et al., 2010; 
Bian et al., 2012; García, 2012; Bryden et al., 2015; Mehrjardi et al., 2015; Robert et 
al., 2016), compared to the studies conducted using two-dimensional finite element 
modelling.   
Careful examination of the model extent from these three-dimensional numerical 
studies has shown there are different opinions on the effect of the model extent, with 
studies using different values for the width, length and height of the three-
dimensional finite element models, as shown in Table 3.1. In addition, the majority of 
these studies obtained good agreement with the laboratory and the field results 
(Petersen et al., 2010; Bian et al., 2012; García, 2012; Bryden et al., 2015; Robert et 
al., 2016), although the finite element models in these studies were developed with 
different model extents as can be clearly seen in Table 3.1. This indicates that the 
model extent does not significantly affect the results. However, as the previous 
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studies did not explicitly illustrate this conclusion, a sensitivity analysis is required to 
show the effect of the model extent. 
Table  3.1: The width, length and height of the three-dimensional models developed in 
the previous studies 
No. Reference Width Length Height  
1 Trickey and Moore (2007) 62.5 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 62.5 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 31.3 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 
2 Petersen et al. (2010) 2.3-14.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 1.9-13.5 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 2.2-7.9 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 
3 Bian et al. (2012) 1.4 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 1.7 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 1.9 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 
4 García (2012) 4.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 6.2 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 3.3 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 
5 Bryden et al. (2015) 10.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 6.7 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 10.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 
6 Robert et al. (2016) 10.0-3.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 10.0-3.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 5.0-2.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 
3.2.1.3. Soil constitutive models 
The thorough review of the literature showed that previous studies obtained a good 
agreement with the experimental results using linear elastic (Chaallal et al., 2015b; 
Robert et al., 2016), elastic- perfectly plastic (Yoo et al., 1999; Dhar et al., 2004; 
Elshimi and Moore, 2013) and non-linear elastic soil models (Dhar et al., 2004; Kang 
et al., 2013a, b; Turan et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2014; Witthoeft and Kim, 2016). In 
addition, two recent studies have shown that including the soil plasticity does not 
affect the accuracy of the finite element predictions (Robert et al., 2016; Katona, 
2017). Whereas, Dhar et al. (2004) (Figure 2.13) and Katona (2017) have shown that 
using the non-linear elastic soil model improves the accuracy of the soil-pipe finite 
element analysis compared to the linear elastic and the elastic-perfectly plastic 
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models. The latter finding is because of the dependency of the pipe behaviour on the 
soil stiffness around the pipe (i.e. the support condition) and the ability of the non-
linear elastic soil model to accurately simulate the dependency of the soil stiffness on 
the stress level (Katona, 2017). Therefore, the Duncan-Chang hyperbolic soil model 
(Duncan and Chang, 1970) was considered because of the following: 
1- The model is able to simulate the change of the soil stiffness and the strain 
hardening as the stress level increases. Hence, this model provides a better 
prediction. 
2- The model has been found to be able to produce good predictions of the 
behaviour noted in the laboratory and field tests (Dhar et al., 2004; Turan et 
al., 2013).  
3- The results of a sensitivity analysis conducted as part of this study showed 
that including the soil plasticity does not affect the behaviour of buried pipes, 
and hence confirmed the conclusions of Robert et al. (2016) and Katona 
(2017). Thus, there is no need to include the soil plasticity in the analysis. 
Details of the sensitivity analysis are explained in Section 3.2.2.2. 
4- Importantly, the model was found to be able to reproduce the results of the 
laboratory and field tests from the literature, as will be discussed in the 
validation section (Section 3.2.3).  
3.2.1.4. Pipe modelling 
This section discusses requirements for modelling the PVCu and concrete pipes and 
the decisions made based on the thorough review of previous studies. 
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3.2.1.4.1.  PVCu pipe modelling 
The previous studies modelled the behaviour of PVCu buried pipes using a linear 
elastic soil model with the assumption of a thin shell theory (i.e. using beam elements 
in the two-dimensional analysis and shell elements in the three-dimensional analysis) 
and a good agreement between the experimental and numerical results was obtained 
(Dhar et al., 2004; Petersen et al., 2010; Kang et al., 2013a, b; Kang et al., 2014). 
Therefore, the initial decision was made to use a linear elastic model with the thin 
shell theory (i.e. using the shell elements) to simulate the behaviour of the PVCu 
pipes. Again, this initial decision was rigorously tested in the validation stage by 
investigating the abilities of this modelling technique in replicating the laboratory and 
field results. 
3.2.1.4.2. Concrete pipe modelling 
Only one study was found in the literature that compared the results of finite element 
analysis with the results of laboratory tests (three-edge bearing test) (Abolmaali and 
Kararam, 2013). The concrete pipe in the Abolmaali and Kararam’s (2013) study was 
modelled using solid elements with a concrete brittle cracking model used to simulate 
the behaviour of the pipe. The steel reinforcement was included in the simulation 
using a tension stiffening property, as discussed in detail in Section 2.2.1. However, 
the bending moment, which is key in the derivation of the bedding factor, cannot be 
directly obtained from the finite element analysis if the pipe is modelled using these 
solid elements.  
On the other hand, the use of the bending moment in the derivation of the bedding 
factor provides a solution independent from the steel reinforcement of the pipe. The 
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required steel reinforcement would then be specified based on the developed 
bending moment, as the bedding factor would be derived using the maximum 
bending moment value. This is similar to the case of drawing a bending moment 
diagram for a structural member (for example a simply supported beam) and then 
using the maximum bending moment to design the structural member. Therefore, the 
buried concrete pipes in this study were modelled using shell elements as the 
bending moment can be directly obtained from these elements (i.e. employing a thin 
shell theory). In addition, the thin shell theory was employed to add additional 
conservatism to the analysis, as it provides a higher bending moment than the thick 
ring theory (i.e. using solid elements to model the pipe) with a percentage difference 
ranging from 2% to 10% (Moore et al., 2014). Hence, the bedding factor derived 
using this theory will be less than that derived following the thick shell theory. 
It should be noted that the behaviour of the pipe was simulated using a linear elastic 
model. This model was used to provide a general solution independent of the yield of 
the concrete. The yield of the concrete and the effect of the steel reinforcement will 
be implicitly included, based on the pipe’s capacity obtained from the three-edge 
bearing test, which will be specified based on the bedding factor (i.e. the maximum 
bending moment used in the derivation of the bedding factor). Therefore, there was 
no need to include the plasticity of the concrete in the analysis.  
This modelling technique (thin shell theory with a linear elastic behaviour) was found 
to be able to accurately estimate the bending moment around the pipe (as will be 
discussed in Section 3.2.3.2) and the experimental bedding factor obtained by 
MacDougall et al. (2016) (as will be discussed in Section 4.4.3).  
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3.2.1.5. Effect of the interface elements 
The previous studies have repeatedly shown that using a full interface bond between 
the buried structure and the soil gives a good prediction for the behaviour of the 
buried structure (Dhar et al., 2004; Arockiasamy et al., 2006; García, 2012; Kang et 
al., 2013a; Kang et al., 2014; Meguid and Kamel, 2014; Chaallal et al., 2015b; Robert 
et al., 2016). In addition, Robert et al. (2016) compared the results of the finite 
element analysis of the pipe wall stress for different interface conditions and found a 
negligible effect (percentage difference less than 1%) from the interface condition on 
the results. Therefore, a full bond between the pipe and the soil has been considered 
in this research. However, the robustness of this assumption has been checked in 
the validation stage, where this modelling technique was found to be able to 
accurately reproduce the results of laboratory and field tests of buried pipes under 
surface loads. 
3.2.1.6. Method of traffic load application 
It was expected, during the initial stages of this research, that moving traffic loading 
produces higher deformations and stresses in the pipe wall compared with the static 
traffic loading, due to the vibration induced from trucks moving. Hence, the initial 
decision was made to consider a moving traffic load in this research. However, a 
paper comparing the response of buried pipes under static and moving loading using 
field-based studies was published (Sheldon et al., 2015) during the early stages of 
the development of the finite element model. The study of Sheldon et al. (2015) 
illustrated that the static traffic loading produces higher deformation in the pipe wall 
compared to the moving loading. The ratio of the crown vertical displacement due to 
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a moving traffic load to the crown vertical displacement due to a static traffic load 
ranged from 0.80 to 0.67, depending on the truck speed, as discussed earlier in 
Section 2.2.3. In addition, a field study conducted on a buried cast iron pipe by 
Robert et al. (2016) showed also that static traffic loading produces stresses in the 
pipe wall higher than moving traffic loading. Hence, the decision was made to 
consider static traffic loading instead of moving traffic loading to simulate the worst-
case scenario. However, the decision was also reinforced after comparing the results 
of the developed finite element models for both a static and moving traffic load with 
the results of Sheldon et al.’s (2015); where the same conclusion was found. The 
details of the development of the finite element model for moving traffic loading and 
the comparisons with Sheldon et al.’s work (2015) are discussed in the validation 
problems 6 and 7.  
3.2.1.7. Simulation of soil load 
The previous studies conducted on the behaviour of buried infrastructures under a 
soil load modelled the deep soil fill by applying a uniformly distributed load to the top 
surface of the model (Dhar et al., 2004; Kang et al., 2007; Kang et al., 2008a, b; Tan 
and Moore, 2007; Kang et al., 2013a; Balkaya et al., 2012a, b; Balkaya et al., 2013; 
Masada and Zhu, 2015; Katona, 2017). This technique was considered in the 
previous studies to reduce the computational time and was shown not to affect the 
accuracy of the modelling. Kang et al. (2013a, p.669) stated that “no difference 
occurs in the analysis results between a model using additional soil elements and a 
model with an equivalent overburden pressure”. Hence, this modelling technique was 
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adopted in the present research to model the behaviour of buried concrete pipes 
under soil load (Chapter 4) to reduce the computational time of the analysis. 
3.2.2. Sensitivity analysis  
As discussed in the previous section, the thorough literature review of previous 
studies has shown different opinions on the required length, width and height for a 
three-dimensional finite element model. In addition, it was also shown that limited 
studies (only two) were conducted on the effect of including the soil plasticity on the 
accuracy of the finite element predictions (Section 3.2.1.3). Hence, this section 
discusses the effect of the extent of the finite element model and the soil plasticity on 
the accuracy of the finite element predictions by using a sensitivity analysis to 
thoroughly investigate these parameters. 
3.2.2.1. Effect of the finite element model extent  
A finite element model for a concrete pipe buried with a backfill height of 1.0 m and 
subjected to the BS main road traffic loading (Figure 1.4(a)) was used to investigate 
the effect of the finite element model extent. MIDAS GTS/NX was used to build the 
numerical models. The pipe had an outside diameter of 1.0 m and a wall thickness of 
0.076 m. A well-graded sandy soil with a degree of compaction of 90% of the 
maximum standard Proctor density (SW90) was used as backfill material and the 
surrounding soil. The Duncan-Chang hyperbolic soil model (Duncan and Chang, 
1970) was used to simulate the behaviour of the soil; while the linear elastic model 
was used to simulate the behaviour of the pipe. The material properties of the soil 
were taken from the literature (Boscardin et al., 1990) and are shown in Table 3.2. 
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The modulus of elasticity (𝐸) and the Poisson’s ratio () of the concrete pipe were 
taken as 24,856,000 kPa and 0.20, respectively (Petersen et al., 2010). An example 
of the finite element mesh used in the analysis is shown in Figure 3.1.  
The effect of the model extent was studied in three-steps. The first step investigated 
the effect of the model width; the second step investigated the effect of the soil depth 
below the pipe; and the third step investigated the effect of the model length in the 
third dimension. The effect of the model width (step 1) and the effect of the soil depth 
below the pipe (step 2) were investigated under the soil load only and the total load 
to find the model extent required for these loading conditions. However, the effect of 
the model length in the third dimension was investigated only under the total load, as 
the case of a buried pipe under the soil load only is a plane strain problem (Dhar et 
al., 2004; Kang et al., 2007). Hence, the model length in the third dimension does not 
affect the results.  
In the first step, the length and the height of the model were fixed to 10.0 m and 5.0 
m, respectively; while the width of the model was changed with respect to the outside 
diameter of the pipe, to study the impact of the finite element model width on the 
results. The considered widths were equal to 3.0, 3.5, 4.0 and 5.0 times the outside 
diameter of the pipe. A new finite element model was built for each width and the 
bending moment developed around the pipe was recorded for the case of the soil 
load only and the total load. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the recorded bending moment 
from the finite element analyses for the soil load only and total load, respectively. It 
can be seen from Figure 3.2 that changing the model width from 3.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 to 3.5 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡, 
4.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 and 5.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 does not affect the results. Figure 3.3 shows that changing the 
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model width from 3.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 to 4.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 changes the bending moment at the pipe crown 
by 59% and the maximum bending moment (at the pipe invert) by 11%. However, the 
effect of the model width diminishes as the width changes from 4.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 to 5.0 
𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 (the bending moment stabilized). Hence, it can be concluded that the developed 
model should be built with a width not less than three times the outside diameter of 
the pipe, for the case of the soil load only; and four times the outside diameter of the 
pipe, for the case of the total load. 
In the second step, the impact of the depth of the soil below the pipe has been 
investigated. The depth below the pipe was considered instead of the total height of 
the model because the backfill height above the pipe was one of the parameters 
investigated in this study, as it plays a significant role in reducing the effect of the 
traffic load (as will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6). Therefore, it was not possible 
to propose a limit for the total height of the model, as the backfill height is not 
constant. In addition, the behaviour of the pipe is significantly affected by the support 
condition in the invert and haunch zones (Pettibone and Howard, 1967; Wong et al., 
2006). Hence, the depth of the soil below the pipe was investigated.  
Four finite element models were built with a soil depth below the pipe of 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 
and 3.0 times the outside diameter of the pipe. The width and the length of the finite 
element model were fixed for all of these models; where the width was 4.0 m (4.0 
times the diameter of the pipe) and the length was 10.0 m. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show 
the effect of the soil depth below the pipe on the bending moment developed in the 
pipe wall, due to the application of the soil load only and total load, respectively. 
Figure 3.4 shows the insignificant effect of the soil depth below the pipe on the 
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results when it is equal to or more than the outside diameter of the pipe for the case 
of the soil load only. Figure 3.5 shows that the boundary effect ends when the soil 
depth below the pipe is equal to or more than twice the outside diameter of the pipe 
for the case of the total load.  
In the third step, the effect of the finite element model length was investigated. The 
length of the model has not been investigated in terms of the pipe diameter, as it is 
directly related to the configuration of the applied load rather than the diameter of the 
pipe. This conclusion was found during the validation stage by comparing the results 
from the finite element analysis with the laboratory and the field results for buried 
pipes with different diameters; where it was noticed that the length of the model is 
related to the traffic load on the surface, rather than the outside diameter of the pipe. 
Furthermore, to explicitly illustrate this, additional finite element models for a buried 
concrete pipe with an outside diameter of 3.0 m were built and used to investigate 
the effect of the model length on the results. Therefore, the effect of the model length 
was investigated by considering finite element models with different lengths (5.0 m, 
7.5 m, 10.0 m, 15.0 m and 30.0 m) for buried pipes with an outside diameter of 1.0 m 
and 3.0 m. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 show the developed bending moment in the pipe wall 
recorded for the buried pipes with outside diameters of 1.0 m and 3.0 m, respectively. 
It can be clearly seen from both figures that the effect of the model length diminishes 
when the length increased from 7.5 m to 10.0 m for both pipes, illustrating the 
independency of the results of the finite element analysis on the model length when it 




Table  3.2: The material properties of the SW90 soil used in the analysis (Boscardin 
et al., 1990) 
Property SW90 
𝛾 (kN/m3) 20.99 
 0.30 
𝑐 (kPa) 1 




Note: 𝛾 is the unit weight of the soil;  is the Poisson’s ratio; 𝑐 is the cohesion of the 
soil;  is the angle of internal friction; 𝐾 is the modulus number; 𝑛 is the modulus 
exponent; and 𝑅𝑓 is the failure ratio.  
 
 
Figure  3.1: A typical finite element mesh used to study the effect of the finite element 
model extent 
3.0-5.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 
5.0 m to 30.0 m 
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Figure  3.2: Effect of the finite element model width on the bending moment around 
the pipe for a buried concrete pipe under soil load only 
 
Figure  3.3: Effect of the finite element model width on the bending moment around 
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Figure  3.4: Effect of the depth of the soil below the pipe on the developed bending 
moment for a buried concrete pipe under soil load only 
 
Figure  3.5: Effect of the depth of the soil below the pipe on the developed bending 
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Figure  3.6: Effect of the finite element model length on the developed bending 
moment for a buried concrete pipe with an outside diameter of 1.0 m 
 
Figure  3.7: Effect of the finite element model length on the developed bending 
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3.2.2.2. Effect of the soil constitutive model 
The effect of the soil constitutive model on the finite element predictions was 
investigated by comparing the results from three different constitutive models for the 
case of a buried concrete pipe under the effect of the BS main road traffic load. The 
considered soil models were the linear elastic model (LE), the Mohr-Coulomb elastic-
perfectly plastic model (MC) and the Duncan-Chang hyperbolic soil model (DC).  
A finite element model was built for this purpose. The finite element model had a 
length of 10.0 m, a width of 4.0 m and a height of 5.0 m. The buried pipe had an 
outside diameter of 1.0 m and a wall thickness of 0.076 m. The backfill height was 
considered to be equal to 1.0 m. SW90 soil was used as a backfill soil, similar to the 
soil used in the previous section (Section 3.2.2.1). The modulus of elasticity of the 
soil (𝐸) for the LE and the MC models was calculated using Equation 3.1 (Janbu, 
1963) using the parameters adopted from Boscardin et al. (1990) (shown in Table 
3.2). A lateral stress (𝑆3) of 21.00 kPa was used in the equation (Equation 3.1) to 
calculate the modulus of elasticity. This lateral stress was calculated by taking the 
average height from the top surface of the model to the pipe invert (i.e. = outside 
diameter of the pipe + backfill height = 1.0 m +1.0 m) using a coefficient of lateral 
earth pressure of 1.0 for the compacted backfill soil (Brown and Selig, 1991), and 
hence the average lateral stress is equal to 21.00 kPa (i.e.(1 × 2 × 21)/2). Table 3.3 
shows the material properties used for the LE and the MC analyses.  
Figure 3.8 shows the bending moment developed in the pipe wall for the buried pipe 
under the total load predicted using the LE, MC and DC models. It can be seen from 
the figure that the LE and MC models give the same bending moment, illustrating the 
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insignificant effect of including the soil plasticity on the results (i.e. pipe behaviour). 
This occurred because the soil in the haunch zone did not reach the condition of 
failure due to the applied surface pressure. Hence, the support condition provided to 
the pipe in the MC analysis was similar to that provided with the LE analysis. 
However, the bending moment predicted using the LE and MC models was higher 
than that predicted using the DC model by 15% at the pipe crown and 18% at the 
pipe invert. This is because the difference in the stiffness of the soil surrounding the 
pipe results in a difference in the support condition. The stiffness of the surrounding 
soil in the hyperbolic soil model depends on the stress level and changes with every 
load step. However, the stiffness of the soil is constant for the LE and MC models. 
These results confirm the observation of Robert et al. (2016) and Katona (2017) on 
the insignificant effect of the soil plasticity. Hence, robust numerical modelling can be 
achieved using the DC model, as this model is able to simulate the effect of the 
stress level on the soil stiffness.  






      
(3.1) 
 
Where, 𝐸 is the modulus of elasticity of the soil; 𝐾 is the modulus number; 𝑛 is the 






Table  3.3: The linear elastic model and Mohr-Coulomb elastic-perfectly plastic model 
material properties of the SW90 soil used in the analysis 
Property SW90 
𝛾 (kN/m3) 20.99 
 0.30 
𝑐 (kPa) 1 
 (°) 42 
𝐸 (kPa) 32,714 
 
 
Figure  3.8: Effect of soil constitutive model type on the developed bending moment 

































Based on the thorough literature review (Section 3.2.1.) and the sensitivity analyses 
conducted using MIDAS GTS/NX (Sections 3.2.2.1 and 3.2.2.2), the following can be 
concluded: 
1- Three-dimensional finite element analysis is required to model the soil-pipe 
interaction under the effect of the traffic loading, to avoid the empiricism 
associated with the use of the spreading factor in the two-dimensional finite 
element analysis. 
2- Regarding the finite element model extent for studying the behaviour of the 
buried pipes under the soil load only: the width of the finite element model 
should be not less than three times the outside diameter of the pipe and the 
depth of the soil below the pipe should be not less than the outside diameter 
of the pipe. 
3- Regarding the finite element model extent for studying the behaviour of the 
buried pipes under the BS main road loading configuration: the width of the 
finite element model should be not less than four times the outside diameter of 
the pipe, the depth of the soil below the pipe should be not less than twice the 
outside diameter of the pipe and the length of the model should be not less 
than 10.0 m. 
4- Including the soil plasticity does not affect the accuracy of the finite element 
analysis. Hence, the finite element analysis can be carried out using either the 
linear elastic model or the non-linear elastic model. However, the non-linear 
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elastic model provides a better prediction as it is capable of modelling the 
dependency of the soil stiffness on the stress level. 
5- The interface friction between the soil and the pipe has an insignificant effect 
on the quality of the finite element results. 
6- The deep soil fill can be simulated by applying an equivalent overburden 
pressure to the top surface of the finite element model, without the need to 
model the whole soil depth. 
The next section discusses the validity of MIDAS GTS/NX, the finite element software 
used in this research and the finite element approach adopted. It compares the 
results from the finite element modelling with the laboratory and the field results 
selected from an extensive literature review. 
3.2.3. Validation of the finite element modelling  
The purpose of this section is to validate the finite element approach adopted in this 
research against a number of bench mark problems. Validation problem 1 aimed to 
validate the linear and non-linear algorithms of MIDAS GTS/NX, by comparing the 
results from the program with the results of stress-strain relationships obtained from 
triaxial tests. Validation problems 2 to 5 illustrate the robustness of the methodology 
of the numerical modelling adopted in this research, by comparing the results of the 
numerical models with the problems of real (laboratory and field tests) buried pipes 
tested under static surface loading.  
Validation problems 6 and 7 discuss the development of a finite element model to 
predict the behaviour of buried infrastructures under the effect of the moving loads. 
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Two field problems were used in the development of the model. The first concerned a 
large culvert under moving train loads; while the second problem involved a buried 
metal pipe under moving truck loads. The second problem finished with a 
comparison between the effect of the static and dynamic moving loads, to illustrate 
the need to consider the static loads instead of the dynamic moving loads to simulate 
the stringent loading conditions for buried pipes under traffic loading. 
3.2.3.1. Validation problem 1 (validation of MIDAS GTS/NX software) 
The numerical analysis reported in this research has been built and conducted using 
MIDAS GTS/NX, commercial finite element software. This software was used 
because it has a comprehensive soil constitutive models’ library, including simple and 
advanced complex models. Furthermore, it has the ability to model the moving load 
and the dynamic soil-structure interaction together. However, a simple validation has 
been conducted before using this program to make sure that the linear and non-
linear algorithms of the program are working properly. This validation involved 
comparing the results of a developed finite element model using this software 
(MIDAS GTS/NX) with the results of consolidated-drained triaxial tests reported by 
Boscardin et al. (1990) for a well-graded sandy soil compacted with a degree of 
compaction of 85% of the maximum dry standard Proctor density (SW85). The triaxial 
tests were conducted with a confining pressure of 35 kPa, 105 kPa, 208 kPa and 310 
kPa, respectively. The triaxial test results were considered because it can clearly 
illustrate the ability of the program to model the initial elastic and the complex non-
linear behaviour of the soil.  
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A quarter of the triaxial specimen was modelled taking advantage of the symmetry of 
the triaxial test. The considered quarter was built with a length, width and height of 
1.0 m as shown in the finite element mesh in Figure 3.9; although these dimensions 
do not affect the prediction accuracy as all of the soil sample is loaded in the test and 
hence in the model (Surarak et al., 2012). In addition, the idea of the finite element 
modelling of the triaxial test is to simulate the stress condition applied on the soil 
sample, meaning that the model shape does not affect the prediction accuracy (i.e. 
cylinder or cube). Hence, this modelling approach was considered appropriate as it is 
also used in other finite element packages (PLAXIS and ABAQUS) to validate the 
finite element algorithms. The bottom of the model was fixed against movement in 
the lateral and vertical directions similar to the triaxial test. In addition, two of the four 
sides of the models (see Figure 3.9) were fixed against movement in the lateral 
directions to simulate the conditions of symmetry.  
Two loading stages were considered in the developed model. In the first stage, a 
uniform pressure equivalent to the confining pressure was applied on the 
unrestrained faces of the model to simulate the consolidation stage. In the second 
stage, stress was applied to the top surface of the model as can be seen in Figure 
3.9 to model the application of the deviatoric stress. This problem was simulated with 
the linear elastic model (LE), the Mohr-Coulomb elastic-perfectly plastic model (MC) 
and the non-linear elastic Duncan-Chang hyperbolic soil model (DC) (Duncan and 
Chang, 1970) to investigate the accuracy of the algorithms of the program. The 
hyperbolic soil model parameters of the SW85 soil were taken from Boscardin et al. 
(1990) and are shown in Table 3.4. The modulus of elasticity of the soil (𝐸) for the LE 
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and MC models was calculated using Equation 3.1 (Janbu, 1963). The calculated 𝐸 
values are also shown in Table 3.4.  
Figures 3.10 to 3.13 show the experimental and predicted stress-strain relationship 
for a confining pressure of 35 kPa, 104 kPa, 208 kPa and 350 kPa, respectively. The 
figures clearly illustrate that these models predict the stress-strain relationship as 
expected for the type of constitutive model used. The relationship stays linear for the 
LE model and for the MC model it remains linear until it reaches failure where it 
remains constant. However, the DC model follows the non-linear trend of the 
experimental relationship as the stiffness changes with the stress level. Hence, it can 
be concluded that these models are working properly in MIDAS GTS/NX. Therefore, 
the software can be used with confidence in this research. 
It can also be seen from the figures that the DC model deviates from the 
experimental results at higher strains and particularly at higher deviatoric stresses 
(Figures 3.12 and 3.13). However, this deviation does not affect the accuracy of the 
soil-pipe interaction modelling conducted in this research. This is because the soil 
under such a high stress level (i.e. 208 kPa and 350 kPa) is far away from the effect 
of the traffic load (the equivalent height for 208 kPa is 10.5 m and the equivalent 
height for 350 kPa is 17.7 m), as the effect of the traffic load ends at a backfill height 
of more than 4.0 m, as will be discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. Hence, the soil with 
such a high confining pressure will not reach such high strain values in the analyses 
conducted during the present study. In addition, the DC model has demonstrated its 
capability in modelling the soil-pipe interaction, as will be discussed in validation 
problems 2 to 5. 
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Table  3.4: The soil parameters used in the triaxial analysis problem 
Property SW85 
𝛾 (kN/m3) 19.82 
 0.30 
𝑐 (kPa) 1 




𝐸 (35) (kPa) 31,163 
𝐸 (104) (kPa) 45,622 
𝐸 (208) (kPa) 58,148 
𝐸 (350) (kPa) 69,765 
 
 




Figure  3.10: Comparison of the numerical and experimental triaxial stress-strain 
relationship of the SW85 soil with a confining pressure of 35 kPa 
 
Figure  3.11: Comparison of the numerical and experimental triaxial stress-strain 













































Figure  3.12: Comparison of the numerical and experimental triaxial stress-strain 
relationship of the SW85 soil with a confining pressure of 208 kPa 
 
Figure  3.13: Comparison of the numerical and experimental triaxial stress-strain 













































3.2.3.2. Validation problem 2 
MacDougall (2014) reported on the bending moments associated with a reinforced 
concrete pipe buried under different backfill heights (0.3 m, 0.6 m and 0.9 m) and 
loaded at the ground surface with an AASHTO tyre load of 100 kN with a tyre 
footprint area of 0.25 m x 0.50 m. The inside diameter of the pipe was 0.6 m with a 
wall thickness of 0.094 m. The compressive strength of the concrete (𝑓𝑐′) was 66,000 
kPa (9572.5 psi). The pipe was tested in the test pit at the GeoEngineering laboratory 
at Queen’s University, Canada. The thickness of the bedding soil beneath the pipe 
was 0.96 m to avoid the influence of the rigid boundary of the test pit base. This 
bedding soil was followed by a 0.08 m layer of loose bedding soil to provide a 
uniform support for the pipe in the haunch zone. The soil surrounding the pipe and 
the backfill soil was added with thin layers (0.2 to 0.3 m) and compacted with a 
vibrating plate compacter. The surrounding and backfill soils were poorly-graded 
sandy gravel with a minimum degree of compaction of 90% of the standard Proctor 
dry density. The pipe was instrumented with strain gauges and the results from these 
gauges were used to calculate the bending moments. 
A numerical model has been built to simulate these laboratory tests. This numerical 
model was used to provide confidence in the modelling approach, including the 
constitutive models used and the element types used for modelling the soil and the 
pipe. The length, width and height of the model was 5.0 m, 5.0 m and 5.0 m 
respectively. The model width (≥ 4.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡) and the soil depth below the pipe (≥ 2.0 
𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡) satisfy the requirements to avoid the influence of the model boundaries, as 
discussed in Section 3.2.2.1. A trench with a width of 2.0 m was simulated in one 
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direction across the model. The height of the trench was changed based on the 
backfill height, being equal to the backfill height plus the outer diameter of the pipe. 
The average element size of the pipe, trench and surrounding soil was 0.15 m, 0.15 
m and 0.50 m. Four noded tetrahedron soil elements were used to model the trench 
and surrounding soil; while three noded shell elements were used to model the pipe. 
The base of the model was restrained against movement in all directions; while the 
sides of the model were restrained against movement in the horizontal directions. 
The finite element mesh is shown in Figure 3.14.  
A linear elastic model was used to simulate the behaviour of the pipe. This model 
was considered appropriate because the pipe did not experience any cracking and its 
response remained in the elastic zone under the full load of 100 kN (MacDougall, 
2014). The soil was modelled using the Duncan-Chang hyperbolic soil model 
(Duncan and Chang, 1970). The backfill height and the surrounding soil was 
simulated using poorly-graded gravelly sand with a minimum degree of compaction 
of 90% of the standard Proctor density (GP90); while the soil in the haunch zone was 
simulated using sandy silt with a compaction degree of 90% (ML90). The hyperbolic 
material properties of the GP90 and ML90 soils were adopted from Boscardin et al. 
(1990) and are shown in Table 3.5. The modulus of elasticity (𝐸) and the Poisson’s 
ratio () of the concrete were 38,450,896 kPa and 0.20, respectively. The elastic 
modulus of the concrete was calculated using Equation 3.2 (ACI, 2014).  
𝐸 = 57000 × √𝑓𝑐′ (3.2) 
Three steps were performed to model the installation of the pipe and the loading: 
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Step 1: the initial stresses of the compacted soil beneath the pipe were calculated 
using a coefficient of lateral soil pressure of 1.0 (Brown and Selig, 1991). 
Step 2: the bedding soil, pipe and soil above the pipe were added in stages, and the 
lateral soil stresses were calculated using a coefficient of lateral soil pressure of 1.0 
(Brown and Selig, 1991). This horizontal soil pressure coefficient (i.e. 1.0) was 
considered to simulate the effect of compaction (Brown and Selig, 1991; Taleb and 
Moore, 1999). 
Step 3: the traffic load was applied in 25 equal loading increments to reduce the 
number of iterations required to achieve the convergence.  
Figures 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17 compare the calculated and measured bending moment 
in the pipe wall due to the total load (the backfill soil weight and traffic load) with a 
backfill height of 0.3 m, 0.6 m and 0.9 m, respectively. It can be seen that the model 
predicts the bending moment with good accuracy for all of the backfill heights. The 
percentage difference between the maximum calculated and measured bending 
moment is 25%, 10% and 15% for backfill heights of 0.3 m, 0.6 m and 0.9 m, 
respectively. Furthermore, the numerical model is able to predict the trend of the 
bending moment around the pipe.  
It should be noted that it may seem that the obtained percentage difference is high 
(25%) for the first model, but it was less than that for the other two models (10% and 
15%). This difference in the percentage differences indicates a potential variability in 
the test results, which is expected for such complicated laboratory tests. In addition, 
the present analysis adopted a thin shell theory, which gives a higher estimation to 
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the bending moment at the pipe crown as discussed in Section 3.2.1.4.2. 
Furthermore, comparing these percentages with the results of previous studies which 
have modelled laboratory and field tests of soil-pipe interaction indicted that the 
developed model is good. The percentages difference between the experimental and 
numerical results of previous studies ranged from 0% to 404% (additional details are 
explained in Section 3.2.3.8). Hence, the model is considered valid bearing in mind 
the assumptions made in the modelling and the potential variability in the results of 
such complex tests. 
Table  3.5: The material properties of the soil for the validation problem 2 (Boscardin 
et al., 1990) 
Property GP90 ML90 
𝛾 (kN/m3) 20.99 18.84 
 0.30 0.30 
𝑐 (kPa) 1 24 
 (°) 42 32 
𝐾 640 200 
𝑅𝑓 0.75 0.89 





Figure  3.14: Finite element mesh used for validation problem 2 
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Figure  3.15: Bending moment in the concrete pipe under a total load (soil weight and 
traffic load) with a backfill height of 0.3 m 
 
Figure  3.16: Bending moment in the concrete pipe under a total load (soil weight and 


































































Figure  3.17: Bending moment in the concrete pipe under a total load (soil weight and 
traffic load) with a backfill height of 0.9 m 
3.2.3.3. Validation problem 3 
Robert et al. (2016) reported the results of a field study conducted to investigate the 
hoop wall stress for a buried cast iron pipe subjected to traffic loading. The pipe had 
an outside diameter of 0.7 m and a wall thickness of 0.025 m. The backfill cover 
above the pipe was 1.1 m, including a layer of asphalt material. The pipe was tested 
under a tyre load of 49 kN over a tyre foot print of 0.30 m x 0.30 m.   
This field test has been modelled using MIDAS GTS/NX to verify the ability of the 
finite element model to predict the pipe wall stress. The finite element model was 
built with a length of 5.0 m, height of 5.0 m and a width of 5.0 m. These dimensions 
satisfy the requirement to avoid the influence of the finite element model boundaries 































m was simulated in one direction across the model to simulate the excavation and 
backfilling process. The average element size of the pipe, trench and surrounding 
soil was 0.15 m, 0.15 m and 0.50 m. The base of the model was restrained against 
movement in all directions; while the sides of the model were restrained against 
movement in the horizontal direction. The finite element mesh is shown in Figure 
3.18.  
A linear elastic model has been used to simulate the behaviour of the pipe and 
asphalt material. The asphalt layer was modelled using a linear elastic model 
because the traffic load was relatively low compared to the strength of the asphalt 
material. Therefore, the behaviour of the asphalt was expected to be in the elastic 
zone (Robert et al., 2016). The Duncan-Chang hyperbolic soil model (Duncan and 
Chang, 1970) was used to model the behaviour of the soil. The material properties of 
the pipe, asphalt and soil are taken from Robert et al. (2016) and Boscardin et al. 
(1990) and are shown in Table 3.6. Four steps were performed in the finite element 
analyses to simulate the conditions of the field test: 
Step 1: the initial stresses of the soil were calculated. The coefficient of the lateral 
earth pressure of the natural soil was taken to be equal to 1.0 (Brown and Selig, 
1991). 
Step 2: the trench was excavated in stages. 
Step 3: the bedding soil, pipe, backfill soil, base soil and asphalt soil were added to 
the model in stages. The coefficient of the lateral earth pressure of the compacted 
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backfill was taken as equal to 1.0 to simulate compaction process (Brown and Selig, 
1991; Taleb and Moore, 1999). 
Step 4: the traffic load was applied using 25 equal loading increments. 
Figure 3.19 shows the experimental and numerical modelling results of the hoop 
stress measured at the outside surface of the pipe, due to the total load (the backfill 
soil weight and traffic load). It can be seen that the model predicted the trend in the 
stress, where the maximum stress was at the crown of the pipe for both the 
experimental and finite element modelling results. Furthermore, the model predicted 
the maximum stress with good accuracy, where the percentage difference between 
the maximum stress predicted using the developed finite element model and the 
experimental result was 10%. 
Table  3.6: The material properties of the pipe and the soil used in the validation 
problem 3 
Property Pipe* Asphalt* Soil** 
𝛾 (kN/m3) 78.50 22.30 23.30 
 0.30 0.30 0.30 
𝐸 (kPa) 120,000,000 175,000 --- 
𝑐 (kPa) --- --- 1 
 (°) --- --- 54 
𝐾 --- --- 1300 
𝑅𝑓 --- --- 0.65 
𝑛 --- --- 0.90 
* taken from Robert et al. (2016) 















Figure  3.19: Hoop stress within the pipe due to the combined effect of the backfill soil 
weight and tyre load measured in the outside surface of the pipe 
3.2.3.4. Validation problem 4 
A field test involving a corrugated HDPE pipe with a nominal diameter of 0.9 m tested 
under two AASHTO trucks was reported by Arockiasamy et al. (2006). The pipe in 
this test was buried in a trench with a minimum width of 1.66 m. The backfill height 
was 0.5 m. Crushed limestone was used for the 0.152 m bedding layer and poorly-
graded sand with silt with a degree of compaction of 95% of the standard Proctor 
maximum dry density was used as the backfill material. The pipe was subjected to 
surface traffic loads from two axles of two trucks with a maximum axle load of 181 
kN. The axle load value simulated an AASHTO HS20 truck with a dynamic allowance 
factor calculated using the equation from AASHTO (1998). The space between the 





























A numerical model was developed for this problem, with a length, width and height of 
15.0 m, 12.0 m and 10.0 m, respectively. The model width (≥ 4.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡) and the soil 
height below the pipe (≥ 2.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡) satisfy the requirements to avoid the influence of 
the model boundaries, as discussed in Section 3.2.2.1.  
Four noded tetrahedron solid elements were used to model the surrounding soil and 
the trench; while three noded triangular shell elements were used to model the pipe. 
The finite element mesh is shown in Figure 3.20. The truck load for each tyre was 
modelled as surface pressure over a tyre foot print area of approximately 0.23 m x 
0.31 m (Arockiasamy et al., 2006). A linear elastic model was used to model the pipe. 
The Duncan-Chang hyperbolic soil model (Duncan and Chang, 1970) was used to 
represent the behaviour of the soil. The mechanical properties of the bedding soil, 
backfill soil and natural soil were adopted from the literature (Boscardin et al., 1990) 
and are shown in Table 3.7. The modulus of elasticity of the pipe (𝐸) and the 
Poisson’s ratio of the pipe () were taken equal to 760,000 kPa and 0.40, 
respectively (Arockiasamy et al., 2006).  
The base of the model was restrained against movement in all directions; while the 
sides of the model were restrained against movement in the horizontal directions. 
Four steps were performed in the finite element analyses to simulate the stages of 
the construction conducted in the field test: 
Step 1: the initial earth pressures for the in-situ soil were calculated. The coefficient 
of the lateral earth pressure of the natural soil was taken as equal to 1.0. 
Step 2: the trench was excavated. 
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Step 3: the bedding soil, pipe and backfill soil were added to the model. The 
coefficient of the lateral earth pressure of the compacted backfill was taken as equal 
to 1.0 to simulate compaction process (Brown and Selig, 1991; Taleb and Moore, 
1999). 
Step 4: the traffic load was applied using 25 equal loading increments. 
This field test has also been modelled in the literature using two-dimensional finite 
element analysis and three-dimensional finite element analysis with a linear elastic 
model for both the soil and the pipe (Arockiasamy et al., 2006); and two-dimensional 
finite element analysis using a linear elastic model for the pipe and non-linear elastic 
hyperbolic soil model for the soil (Kang et al., 2014).  
Figure 3.21 compares the maximum vertical (at the pipe crown) and horizontal (at the 
pipe springline) displacements of the pipe obtained from the field results 
(Arockiasamy et al., 2006), the present model, two- and three-dimensional finite 
element elastic models (Arockiasamy et al., 2006) and a two-dimensional analysis 
using the hyperbolic soil model (Kang et al., 2014). Figure 3.22 compares the results 
of the soil pressure around the pipe obtained from the field test and the same 
numerical studies.  
From Figure 3.21, it can be seen that the present model predicted the displacement 
of the pipe better than the previous models with a difference of 14% for the vertical 
displacement (3.50 mm from the field test and 4.00 mm from the developed model) 
and 13% for the horizontal displacement (1.50 mm from the field test and 1.30 mm 
from the developed model).  
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Figure 3.22 shows that the present model predicted the trend of soil pressure around 
the pipe. It can be seen that the two-dimensional model also predicted the soil 
pressure reasonably well. However, Kang et al. (2014) did not report the value of the 
spread factor which was used in their analysis. The difference between the actual 
and predicted results can be justified by the complexity and variability of the soil 
density pattern around the pipe and the difference between the real and the assumed 
soils’ properties as the behaviour of the flexible pipe is significantly affect by the soil 
around the pipe (Rogers et al., 1996; Dhar et al., 2004; Chapman et al., 2007).  
Table  3.7: The material properties of the soil for validation problem 4 (Boscardin et 
al., 1990) 
Property Backfill Bedding Natural soil 
𝛾 (kN/m3) 19.91 22.07 22.07 
 0.30 0.30 0.30 
𝑐 (kPa) 28 0 0 
 (°) 34 48 48 
𝐾 440 950 950 
𝑅𝑓 0.95 0.70 0.70 















Figure  3.21: Comparison of the vertical (at the pipe crown) and horizontal (at the pipe 
springline) displacement of the HDPE pipe under traffic load 
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3.2.3.5. Validation problem 5 
The crown vertical displacement of a buried PVCu pipe with an external diameter of 
0.5 m and a wall thickness of 0.013 m has been reported by Kraus et al. (2014). This 
pipe was tested in a laboratory test box with a length, width and height of 3.1 m, 2.4 
m and 2.6 m, respectively. A surface load of 107 kN was applied over a plate with an 
area of 0.90 m x 0.90 m. The backfill height in this test was 0.5 m. A gravelly soil with 
a degree of compaction of 95% of the standard Proctor maximum dry density was 
used as the bedding material, and a sandy soil with a degree of compaction of 95% 
of the standard Proctor maximum dry density was used as the backfill and the natural 
soil.  
This test was modelled numerically using 0.15 m size elements for the pipe and the 
soil. The length, width and height of the numerical model was 3.1 m, 2.4 m and 2.6 
m, respectively. The model width (≥ 4.0 Dout) and the soil depth below the pipe (≥ 
2.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡) satisfy the requirements to avoid the influence of the model boundaries. A 
linear elastic model was used to model the pipe. The Duncan-Chang hyperbolic soil 
model (Duncan and Chang, 1970) was used to represent the behaviour of the soil. 
The material properties of the soils were adopted from the literature (Boscardin et al., 
1990) and are shown in Table 3.8. The modulus of elasticity (𝐸) and the Poisson’s 
ratio () of the pipe were taken as 689,000 kPa and 0.35, respectively (Kraus et al., 
2014). The base of the model was restrained against movement in all directions; 
while the sides of the model were restrained against movement in the horizontal 




Step 1: the initial earth pressures of the compacted soil beneath the pipe were 
calculated using a coefficient of lateral earth pressure of 1.0 (Brown and Selig, 1991). 
Step 2: the bedding soil, pipe, and soil above the pipe were added in stages. The 
lateral earth pressures were calculated using a coefficient of lateral earth pressure of 
1.0 to simulate compaction effect (Brown and Selig, 1991; Taleb and Moore, 1999).  
Step 3: the surface load was applied in 25 equal loading increments. 
The predicted and recorded vertical displacement of the PVCu pipe crown is shown 
in Figure 3.23. It can be seen that a good estimation is obtained from the numerical 
model, where the percentage difference between the maximum predicted and 
measured vertical displacement is equal to 7%. It can be also be seen that the 
difference between the results is less than that for validation problem 4; which is 
expected as the laboratory tests for small flexible pipe diameters are usually more 
controlled, with less uncertainties regarding the compaction of the soil, the recorded 








Table  3.8: The material properties of the soil for validation problem 5 (Boscardin et 
al., 1990) 
Property Backfill, bedding and surrounding soil 
𝛾 (kN/m3) 22.07 
 0.30 
𝑐 (kPa) 1 





Figure  3.23: Predicted and measured vertical displacement of the PVCu pipe crown 
3.2.3.6. Validation problem 6  
Mellat et al. (2014) investigated the crown vertical displacement of a buried, in-


























finite element studies. An X52 commuter train with a speed of 180 km/h was used in 
the field test. The culvert had an elliptical cross section. The horizontal diameter of 
the culvert was 3.8 m, while the vertical diameter was 4.2 m. The total length of the 
train was 54 m and consisted of two coaches. Each coach had four axles with a total 
axle load of 185 kN. The distance between the axles is shown in Figure 3.24. The 
finite element analysis involved modelling the field test using ABAQUS software, 
where linear elastic modelling was considered in the finite element analysis.  
This study was considered to test the capabilities of MIDAS GTS/NX in modelling the 
response of the buried pipes and culverts under the effect of dynamic moving loads. 
This study was taken into account because all of the information required for 
conducting correct modelling (i.e. material properties of the culvert and the soil, 
culvert dimensions and loading configurations) is available in the paper of Mellat et 
al. (2014). In addition, the test was also modelled by Mellat et al. (2014) using 
ABAQUS software, as mentioned in the previous paragraph; hence, this allows a 
direct comparison between the numerical modelling results of MIDAS GTS/NX and 
ABAQUS.  
The problem was modelled with dimensions similar to the field dimensions. The 
corrugated culvert was simulated by using shell elements with an equivalent 
thickness of 0.061 m as proposed by Mellat et al. (2014). Four noded tetrahedron 
solid elements were used to model the ballast and the backfill layers; while three 
noded triangular shell elements were used to model the culvert. The base of the 
model was restrained against movement in all directions; while the sides of the model 
were restrained against movement in the horizontal direction. Ground surface spring 
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elements (viscous dampers) were used in the sides and the bottom of the model to 
simulate the infinite boundary conditions. This technique is used to eliminate the 
effect of S and P wave reflection (Sayeed and Shahin, 2016). Wave reflection is a 
phenomenon that happens in dynamic finite element analyses if standard static finite 
element boundary conditions are used. These standard boundaries will create a 
wave reflection, which in turn will lead to superimpose of these waves with the 
progressing waves (Liu and Quek Jerry, 2003). Hence, special treatment is required 
for the model boundaries in dynamic finite element analyses. The model was 
developed with an average element size of 0.70 m, 0.70 m and 1.00 m for the ballast 
layer, culvert, and the backfill and surrounding soil, respectively. The mesh of the 
developed three-dimensional finite element model is shown in Figure 3.25. 
The moving wheels were modelled using a train dynamic load table available in 
MIDAS GTS/NX. This modelling technique allows the user to model the moving loads 
by specifying the nodes of the loading path and arranging a table for the wheels’ 
loads, the offset distance between the wheels, and the train speed. By using this 
technique, the program automatically changes the loads on the mesh as the time 
increases, depending on the speed of the train. It should be noted that the moving 
wheels were modelled as concentrated loads because the wheel load concentrates 
below the rail seat and does not distribute equally on the whole sleeper area due to 
the issues associated with the contact area between the sleeper and the ballast layer 
as noted by Shenton (1978) and Abadi et al., (2015). Hence, using point loads to 
model the moving train loads does not affect the accuracy of the finite element model 
predictions. A time step of 0.01 sec was considered in the analysis based on the 
finite element mesh size and the speed of the train following the Courant-Friedrichs-
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Lewy condition (Galavi and Brinkgreve, 2014). The time step was calculated based 
on the mesh size to avoid the model instability caused by the wave progress in the 
dynamic finite element analysis (Vivek, 2011). The material properties of the ballast, 
backfill and culvert are taken from Mellat et al. (2014) and are shown in Table 3.9. 
The measured (field) results, numerical results using ABAQUS (Mellat et al. 2014) 
and numerical results from the present analysis (using MIDAS GTS/NX) of the crown 
vertical displacement induced due to a moving X52 train with a speed of 180 km/h 
are shown in Figure 3.26. It is worth mentioning here that Mellat et al. (2014) did not 
model all of the train loads in the finite element analysis; they considered only the two 
middle bogie loads of the train to reduce the computational time. It can be seen from 
Figure 3.26 that the developed model predicts the crown vertical displacement with 
good accuracy compared to the field data and ABAQUS software. The percentage 
difference between the maximum calculated and measured crown vertical 
displacement is 15%. Furthermore, the developed model is able to predict the trend 
of the displacement time relationship, as can be clearly seen in Figure 3.26. Hence, 
these results give confidence in the methodology adopted for modelling this complex 
problem. Therefore, the developed model can be taken forward to investigate other 
scenarios of buried culverts under traffic loading.  
Table  3.9: Material properties for the soil and the culvert (Mellat et al. 2014) 
Part 𝐸 (kPa)  𝛾 (kN/m3) 
Ballast 200,000 0.30 17.65 
Backfill and 
surrounding soil 
100,000 0.30 15.70 




Figure  3.24: The distances of the axles of the X52 train (Mellat et al. 2014) 
(dimensions are in m) 
 
 
Figure  3.25: The finite element mesh used for validation problem 6 
Simulated train 
loads 





Figure  3.26: Crown vertical displacement time response due to the effect of moving 
train loads 
3.2.3.7. Validation problem 7 
Sheldon et al. (2015) reported the crown displacement of a buried, in-service, metal 
pipe under the effect of static and moving truck loads. The moving truck tests were 
carried out with four different speeds (8 km/h, 16 km/h, 32 km/h and 48 km/h). The 
pipe had an inner diameter of 1.2 m and was buried with a backfill height of 0.5 m. 
Linear displacement sensors were used to measure the crown displacement. These 
sensors were installed in the upstream and downstream sides of the pipe joint. The 
upstream sensor recorded the vertical displacement of the pipe crown and the 
downstream sensor recorded the vertical displacement of the pipe joint. The test 
truck had a steering axle load of 59 kN and rear axle load of 133 kN. The axles were 























FEM (Mellat et al., (2014))
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These tests have been modelled using MIDAS GTS/NX and have been considered to 
test the capabilities of the developed finite element model. Further, the author wished 
to compare the behaviour of the buried pipe under static and moving loads to do a 
blind check on the conclusions of Sheldon et al.’s (2015) study, hence, illustrating the 
robustness of the present research.  
Four noded tetrahedron solid elements were used to model the soil and the asphalt 
layer; while three noded triangular shell elements were used to model the pipe. The 
joint was not considered in the finite element model as this model was used as a first 
approximation to the problem. Hence, the problem was simplified as the aim was to 
compare the behaviour of the buried pipes under static and moving loads to find the 
critical loading condition and compare the findings with the conclusions of Sheldon et 
al. (2015). The developed model had a width, length and height of 5.0 m, 15.0 m and 
10.0 m, respectively. A trench with a width of 2.4 m, a height of 2.1 m and a length of 
15.0 m was considered in the model to use finer elements around the pipe to improve 
the prediction ability. The model was built with an average element size of 0.15 m for 
the culvert, 0.15 m for the trench, 0.25 m for the road and 0.50 m for the natural soil. 
The three-dimensional finite element model is shown in Figure 3.27. The base of the 
model was restrained against movement in all directions; while the sides of the model 
were restrained against movement in the horizontal direction. Ground surface spring 
elements with damping constants were used in the sides and the bottom of the model 
to reduce the effect of the wave’s reflection, due to the dynamic analysis of the 
moving load problem. 
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A well-graded sandy soil with a degree of compaction of 90% (SW90) was 
considered in the developed model as a backfill soil, followed by an asphalt layer with 
a thickness of 0.1 m. A linear elastic model was used to simulate the behaviour of the 
pavement, soil and pipe. The soil was modelled using the linear elastic model to 
reduce the computational time required for this time-dependent complex three-
dimensional finite element analysis. The modulus of elasticity (𝐸) of the SW90 soil 
was calculated using Equation 3.1 (Janbu, 1963) and the hyperbolic soil model 
parameters published by Boscardin et al. (1990) (shown in Table 3.2). A lateral 
stress (𝑆3) of 19.32 kPa was used in Equation 3.1 to calculate the modulus of 
elasticity. This lateral stress was calculated by taking the average height from the top 
surface of the model to the pipe invert using a coefficient of lateral earth pressure of 
1.0 for the compacted backfill soil (Brown and Selig, 1991). The natural soil was 
assumed to be stronger than the backfill soil. The material properties of the SW90 
soil and the natural soil are shown in Table 3.10. The material properties of the 
asphalt layer and the culvert are taken from the literature (Kang et al., 2014; Sheldon 
et al., 2015) and are shown in Table 3.10. The culvert was modelled using an 
effective thickness of 2.0 × 10−5 m (Sheldon, 2011).  
The moving truck loads were modelled, assuming concentrated moving loads, with 
the aid of the dynamic train table available in MIDAS GTS/NX software. The truck 
tyres were modelled as concentrated moving loads to avoid the complexity 
associated with the non-uniform distribution of the tyre pressure due to the moving of 
the truck, which was noticed by De Beer et al. (1997). In addition, the actual pressure 
distribution of the moving tyres was not measured during the tests. Furthermore, this 
simplification was found to provide a reasonable estimation for the displacement of 
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the pipe, as will be discussed in the results. The space between the concentrated 
loads was considered equal to 1.4 m, similar to that reported in the field tests. The 
time step was calculated based on the mesh size and the velocity of the truck 
following the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition (Galavi and Brinkgreve, 2014).  
The measured and predicted pipe crown vertical displacement time response of the 
pipe under a moving truck with a speed of 8 km/h, 16 km/h, 32 km/h and 48 km/h is 
shown in Figures 3.28, 3.29, 3.30 and 3.31, respectively. It can be seen that the 
developed model is able to predict the trend behaviour of the displacement time 
response for all of the considered speeds. In addition, the developed model predicted 
the maximum displacement with good accuracy: where the percentage difference of 
the field and numerical maximum crown vertical displacement is equal to 3%, 5%, 
22% and 20% for truck speeds of 8 km/h, 16 km/h, 32 km/h and 48 km/h, 
respectively. However, Figures 3.28 and 3.29 show a shift in the results of the finite 
element simulation in comparison with the field tests. This might be due to issues 
related to a change in the truck speed during the tests. 
The difference in the results can be justified by the use of the linear elastic model to 
simulate the behaviour of the pipe. This model (as discussed in Section 3.2.1.3) is 
not able to simulate the dependency of the soil stiffness on the stress level. Hence, 
the support condition provided to the pipe is not captured accurately by using this 
model. Moreover, the assumption of concentrated moving loads also affected the 
accuracy of the developed model, as it is difficult to assume a correct tyre stress 
distribution due to the moving action (unless it has been measured during the tests), 
which has been demonstrated by De Beer et al. (1997). In addition, the difference 
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between the soil in the field and the soil used in the modelling may also have affected 
the prediction accuracy of the developed model. Furthermore, the potential variability 
in the test results, especially for such complicated field tests, might also have 
contributed to the high percentage difference noted for the tests with truck speeds of 
32 km/h and 48 km/h. 
A static finite element analysis was also conducted by considering the case of the 
rear axle load being directly on the top of the pipe, similar to the loading condition of 
the real static test conducted by Sheldon et al. (2015). The tyre load was modelled as 
a surface pressure over a tyre foot print area of approximately 0.25 m x 0.50 m 
(Sheldon, 2011); as this technique was found to provide a good prediction to the 
response of the buried pipe under static loading, as discussed in the validation 
problems 2 to 5. The maximum vertical static displacement at the crown of the buried 
pipe was equal to 1.28 mm, compared to an experimental value of 1.49 mm, 
indicating a reasonable predictive ability for the developed model (i.e. percentage 
difference of 14%). This difference is due to the use of the linear elastic model as 
discussed in the previous paragraph. 
Figure 3.32 shows the ratio of the maximum static crown displacement to the 
maximum dynamic crown displacement for different truck speeds (obtained from 
Figures 3.28, 3.29, 3.30 and 3.31). It can be clearly seen from the figure that the 
static displacement is higher than the dynamic displacement for all of the truck 
speeds; where the ratio ranges from 1.36 to 1.42 depending on the truck speed. 
Hence, it can be concluded that the static loading condition simulates the worst-case 
scenario. This observation confirms the observations of Sheldon et al. (2015) and 
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Robert et al. (2016). Therefore, the static loading condition was used in all of the 
subsequent analyses conducted in this research (reported in Chapters 5 and 6).  
Table  3.10: Material properties used in the finite element analysis 
Part 𝐸 (kPa)  𝛾 (kN/m3) 
Natural soil 49,685 0.30 22.00 
Backfill soil 30,813 0.30 21.00 
Pipe 200,000,000 0.20 78.00 













Figure  3.28: Crown vertical displacement time response under a moving truck with a 
speed of 8 km/h 
 
Figure  3.29: Crown vertical displacement time response under a moving truck with a 




















































Figure  3.30: Crown vertical displacement time response under a moving truck with a 
speed of 32 km/h 
 
Figure  3.31: Crown vertical displacement time response under a moving truck with a 




















































Figure  3.32: Ratio of the maximum static displacement to the maximum dynamic 
displacement for different truck speeds 
3.2.3.8. Summary 
In conclusion, the results from the validation problems (validation problems 1 to 5) 
have demonstrated the robustness of the methodology of the numerical modelling. 
The validation problems showed that the developed model is able to predict the 
bending moment in the pipe wall, pipe wall stress, pipe displacement and soil 
pressure around the pipe. In addition, the differences noted between the obtained 
and numerical results were expected, as the laboratory and field tests are not as 
perfect as the assumptions in the numerical modelling, where the density of the soil 
around the pipe might be affected by the installation quality. Moreover, as discussed 
in validation problem 2, there is a potential variability in the results of such complex 

































within the percentage differences obtained by previous studies as shown in Table 
3.11, bearing in mind that the problems considered in this study were for both 
controlled laboratory tests and field tests. Also, the uncertainties associated with pipe 
installation, pipe testing, data recording and data processing should be taken into 
consideration when judging the accuracy of the numerical methodology. 
Therefore, this methodology can be taken forward to investigate other scenarios of 
pipes with different diameters and thicknesses, under shallow and deep burial 
conditions through extensive parametric studies, and so achieve the aim of this 
research. 
Table  3.11: Percentage differences of previous studies and the present study 
No. Reference 
Type of experimental 
study  
Absolute percentage error 
between numerical and 
experimental results (%) 
1 Yoo et al. (1999) Laboratory (1-g) 1-128 
2 Dhar et al. (2004) Laboratory (1-g) 0-2 
3 Arockiasamy et al. (2006) Field 2-404 
4 Petersen et al. (2010) Field 7-192 
5 García (2012) Laboratory (1-g) 25 
6 Kang et al. (2013a) Laboratory (1-g) 1 
7 Turan et al. (2013) Field 0-20 
8 Kang et al. (2014) Field 4-281 
9 Meguid and Kamel (2014) Field 40-62 
10 Chaallal et al. (2015b) Field 16-46 
11 Robert et al. (2016) Field  5-111 
12  Present study** 
Laboratory (1-g) and 
field 
7-25 
** Range of percentage difference was calculated based on validation problems 2 to 
5 only, as these problems were modelled using the hyperbolic soil model. 
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3.3. Evolutionary polynomial regression (EPR) analysis  
Evolutionary polynomial regression (EPR) is a data mining method that combines the 
least square fitting technique with the genetic algorithm optimisation to find the best 
mathematical expression that describes the relationship between the input and 
output data (Giustolisi and Savic, 2006). This technique was used in this research 
because it has been successfully used by other researchers to model complex 
relationships (Savic et al., 2006; Faramarzi et al., 2012; Javadi et al., 2012a, b; 
Faramarzi et al., 2013; Ahangar-Asr et al., 2014; Alani et al., 2014; Faramarzi et al., 
2014; Ahangar Asr and Javadi, 2016). The EPR methodology and the EPR modelling 
steps are described in the following subsections. 
3.3.1. EPR methodology 
The EPR methodology is based on forming a number of candidate relationships 
between the input and output data, by an evolutionary process using a genetic 
algorithm. The development of the candidate relationships depends on the number of 
data used in the analysis, the proposed type of the relationships between the input 
and output data, the proposed range of exponents for the developed relationships 
and the proposed number of terms for the developed relationships. The typical 
formulation of the EPR is shown in Equation 3.3 (Giustolisi and Savic, 2006). 
𝑌 = ∑ 𝐹(𝐗, 𝑓(𝐗), 𝑎𝑗) + 𝑎0
𝑚
𝑗=1
  (3.3) 
Where, 𝑌 is the predicted dependent input value from the EPR model; 𝑎𝑗 is a 
constant value; 𝐹 is a function evolved during the process depending on the input 
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and output data; 𝐗 is the matrix of the input independent variables; 𝑓(𝐗) is the type of 
function defined by the user; and 𝑚 is the number of terms in the proposed model 
excluding the bias term 𝑎0. 
A genetic algorithm is used in the construction and evolution of Equation 3.3. 
However, the type of function (𝑓(𝐗)) and the number of the terms (𝑚) are defined by 
the user depending on the understanding of the physical phenomenon of the input 
and output data (Alani and Faramarzi, 2014), or based on a trial and error process.  
The first step to find the relationship between the input and output data is to re-write 
Equation 3.3 in a vector form as shown in Equation 3.4 (Giustolisi and Savic, 2006). 
𝐘𝑁×1 (𝚹, 𝐙) = [𝐈𝑁×1 𝐙𝑁×𝑚
𝑗
] × [𝑎0 𝑎1 … 𝑎𝑚]
𝑇 = 𝐙𝑁×𝑑 × 𝚹𝑑×1
𝑇   (3.4) 
Where, 𝐘𝑁×1 (𝚹, 𝐙) is the vector of the least square estimate of 𝑁 target values; 𝚹𝑑×1 
is the vector of 𝑑 =  𝑚 +  1 parameters 𝑎𝑗 and 𝑎0(𝚹𝑇 is the transposed vector); and 
𝐙𝑁×𝑑 is a matrix formed by unity vector (𝐈) for bias 𝑎0 and 𝑚 vectors of variables 𝐙𝑗. 
For a fixed 𝑗, the variables 𝐙𝑗 are a product of the independent predictor vectors of 
inputs, 𝐗 =〈𝐗𝟏 𝐗𝟐 … 𝐗𝐤〉 (Alani and Faramarzi, 2014). 
The search for the best fit relationship starts from Equation 3.4. The matrix of the 





] = [𝐗𝟏 … 𝐗𝐤]  (3.5) 
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Where, the 𝑘th column of 𝐗 represents the candidate variable for the 𝑗th term of 
Equation 3.4. Hence, the 𝐙𝑁×𝑚
𝑗  in Equation 3.4 can be written as shown in Equation 




ES(𝑗,1)   (𝐗2)
ES(𝑗,2)   … (𝐗𝑘)
ES(𝑗,𝑘)]  (3.6) 
Where, 𝐙𝑗 is the vector of the jth column in which the elements are a product of 
candidate independent inputs; 𝐄𝐒 is the exponents matrix used in the relationship 
evolution; and 𝑘 is the number of independent variables.  
To illustrate the final equation, assuming that the vector of the exponents specified by 
the user was 𝐄𝐗 = [0, 1, 2], the number of terms specified by the user (𝑚) (excluding 
bias) was 4 and the number of independent variables used in the analysis (𝑘) was 3, 
then the number of columns of the 𝐄𝐒 matrix will be 3 (equal to the number of the 
independent variables) and the number of rows will be 4 (equal to the number of the 







]  (3.7) 
Applying the matrix shown in Equation 3.7 to Equation 3.6 produces four 
mathematical equations as shown in Equations 3.8 to 3.11.  
𝐙𝟏 =  (𝐗1)
0. (𝐗2)
1. (𝐗3)
2 = 𝐗2. 𝐗3
2  (3.8) 
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𝐙𝟐 =  (𝐗1)
0. (𝐗2)
1. (𝐗3)
1 = 𝐗2. 𝐗3  (3.9) 
𝐙𝟑 =  (𝐗1)
1. (𝐗2)
2. (𝐗3)
0 = 𝐗1. 𝐗2
2  (3.10) 
𝐙𝟒 =  (𝐗1)
1. (𝐗2)
1. (𝐗3)
0 = 𝐗1. 𝐗2  (3.11) 
Hence, the expression of Equation 3.4 will be: 
𝑌 = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1. 𝐙𝟏 + 𝑎2. 𝐙𝟐 + 𝑎3. 𝐙𝟑 + 𝑎4. 𝐙𝟒 
= 𝑎0 + 𝑎1. 𝐗2. 𝐗3
2 + 𝑎2. 𝐗2. 𝐗3 + 𝑎3. 𝐗1. 𝐗2
2 + 𝑎4. 𝐗1. 𝐗2 
 (3.12) 
The least square fitting technique is used to solve the overdetermined system in 
Equation 3.12 (Giustolisi and Savic, 2006). The coefficient of determination (𝐶𝐷) is 
calculated for each relationship as shown in Equation 3.13.  
𝐶𝐷 = 1 −









  (3.13) 
Where, 𝑌𝑎 is the dependent input value; 𝑌 is the predicted dependent input value 
from the EPR model; and 𝑁𝑃 is the number of data points. 
After calculating the coefficient of determination, the analysis is then repeated by 
changing the order of the exponents based on the range specified initially (further 
details can be found in Giustolisi and Savic, 2006). The change in order of the 
exponents is based on the genetic algorithm. The use of the genetic algorithm 
improves the search for the best fit relationship (Giustolisi and Savic, 2006). Again, 
the equation is solved for the new arrangement using the least square technique and 
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the coefficient of determination (𝐶𝐷) is calculated. This process is repeated until the 
total number of iterations is met. The relationship which achieves the highest 𝐶𝐷 
value is selected (Alani et al., 2014; Faramarzi et al., 2014).  
Giustolisi and Savic (2006) developed the original EPR procedure with a single 
objective; where the fitness of the mathematical expression was selected based on 
the best fit model with a penalisation technique to avoid overfitting the problem 
(Giustolisi and Savic, 2006). However, Giustolisi and Savic (2009) improved this 
technique and developed a multi-objective EPR (EPR-MOGA) because the single 
objective EPR had a number of disadvantages. The improvement involved utilising 
one objective to control the fitness of the model; while the complexity of the model is 
controlled by using one or two functions. Therefore, this research utilises the multi-
objective EPR, which is available in the EPR MOGA software. Further details about 
the EPR-MOGA technique can be found in Giustolisi and Savic (2009). 
It should be noted that in addition to the relationship structure shown in Equation 
3.12, there are four additional types of functions (𝑓(𝐗)) available in the EPR MOGA-
XL software. These functions are logarithmic, exponential, tangent hyperbolic and 
secant hyperbolic. In addition, the EPR MOGA-XL software allows other structures of 
polynomial relationships as shown in Equations 3.14 to 3.16. 







𝐸𝑆(𝑗,2𝑘))  (3.14) 





  (3.15) 
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)  (3.16) 
3.3.2. EPR modelling procedure 
Based on a thorough literature review of the previous studies which have 
successfully used the EPR analysis (Savic et al., 2006; Faramarzi et al., 2012; Javadi 
et al., 2012a,b; Faramarzi et al., 2013; Alani et al., 2014; Faramarzi et al., 2014), two 
steps are required for robust EPR modelling:   
Preparation step: the dataset is prepared in this step by dividing it into training (80%) 
and validation (20%). This process is used in the EPR modelling technique to ensure 
the generalisation capability and robustness of the developed model. EPR is not a 
simple curve fitting method. It searches for the best model using an evolutionary 
pattern recognition methodology, as discussed in Section 3.3.1. Therefore, the 
developed model should be tested using unseen data to ensure that the model is 
reliable and able to predict the overall trend behaviour. Thus, the general statistical 
characteristics (the standard deviation (𝑆𝑇𝐷𝑉), maximum (𝑀𝑎𝑥), minimum (𝑀𝑖𝑛) and 
mean (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛) values) of the training and validation data should be similar to avoid 
model extrapolation (Alani et al., 2014).  
Testing step: the developed model is tested in this step by using a sensitivity analysis 
to make sure that the model is capable of capturing the trend behaviour of the data 
used in the modelling. This step is necessary to increase the confidence in the 
prediction abilities of the developed model. 
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3.4. General summary 
This chapter has thoroughly discussed the methodology of the finite element analysis 
and the evolutionary polynomial regression analysis (EPR) in two separate sections.   
Section 3.2 focused on the finite element analysis, where the key elements required 
to model the complex soil-pipe interaction in the finite element simulation have been 
identified, based on a thorough literature review together with a sensitivity analysis 
using MIDAS GTS/NX. A thorough literature review discussed the two-dimensional 
and the three-dimensional finite element analysis, the size of the finite element model 
in terms of boundary effects, the soil and pipe constitutive models, the interaction 
zone between the soil and the pipe and the simulation of the external load applied on 
the pipe. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was conducted to study the effect of the 
model extent, soil non-linearity and soil plasticity. Furthermore, the methodology of 
the finite element modelling was tested using laboratory and field results collected 
from the literature, for buried pipes tested under static and moving surface loads. 
This methodology will be used in the following chapters to achieve the aim of this 
research. 
The methodology of the EPR analysis has been discussed in Section 3.3. In addition, 
the steps required to model the data using the EPR analysis have also been 
identified in this section. These steps will be followed in the following chapters for 





Chapter 4                                                                           
BEHAVIOUR OF BURIED CONCRETE PIPES UNDER SOIL 
LOAD ONLY 
4.1. Introduction 
This chapter discusses the behaviour of buried concrete pipes under the effect of the 
backfill soil load only. The chapter aimed to address the gaps in the knowledge 
related to the behaviour and design of buried concrete pipes under backfill soil load 
only (detailed in Section 2.2.4) by discussing the following questions: 
1- What are the parameters affecting the behaviour of buried concrete pipes 
under backfill soil load only? 
2- Is the current design methodology of both the BS and AASHTO robust and 
economical? 
3- Is it possible to enhance the design methodology of buried concrete pipes to 
enable a more economical and robust design? 
The chapter starts with a brief description of the numerical model used in the analysis 
(Section 4.2). The model is then used in a comprehensive parametric study to 
investigate the behaviour of buried concrete pipes under backfill soil load only and 
the robustness of the BS and AASHTO soil load bedding factors (Section 4.3). The 
chapter finishes with the development of new soil load bedding factor models 
(Section 4.4) and a general summary (Section 4.5). It is important to mention that the 
analysis time for the models considered in this chapter ranged from 10 to 30 minutes, 
depending on the pipe diameter. 
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4.2. Numerical modelling details 
The finite element model was developed using MIDAS GTS/NX. The width and 
length of the model was equal to 4.0 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 m and 5.0 m, respectively. The backfill 
height above the pipe was fixed at 1.0 m for all of the models used in this chapter; 
while the soil height below the pipe was equal to 1.7 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 m. These dimensions 
satisfy the requirements to avoid the influence of the finite element model extent 
(detailed in Section 3.2.2.1). A trench with a width of 2.7 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 m and a height equal 
to the backfill height plus the outside diameter of the pipe was considered in the 
modelling, to use finer elements around the pipe to enhance the accuracy of the 
numerical modelling (i.e. similar to validation problem 2 (Section 3.2.3.2)). The 
boundary conditions, the elements’ types, the constitutive models for the soil and the 
pipe, and the elements’ sizes were the same as for the validation problems. The 
numerical model is shown in Figure 4.1. Three steps were performed to model the 
installation of the pipe and the deep soil fill: 
Step 1: the initial earth pressure of the soil beneath the pipe was calculated using a 
coefficient of lateral earth pressure of 1.0 (Brown and Selig, 1991).  
Step 2: the bedding soil, pipe and surrounding and backfill soil were added in steps. 
The horizontal earth pressure for these soil layers was calculated using a coefficient 
of lateral earth pressure of 1.0 (Brown and Selig, 1991).  
Step 3: a uniformly distributed load was applied on the top of the model to simulate 
the deep soil fill. This technique was used to reduce the computational time as 






Figure  4.1: Finite element mesh of the problem 
4.3. Parametric study 
A parametric study has been carried out to investigate the effect of backfill height, 
pipe diameter and pipe wall thickness on the bending moments developed in the pipe 
wall under soil loads, and hence the associated soil load bedding factor. The pipe 
diameters considered are shown in Table 4.1. These diameters were considered to 
investigate the impact of the pipe diameter on the bedding factor and hence, implicitly 
the soil arching.  
A maximum backfill height of 40.0 m has been considered in the finite element 
analyses. This backfill height was considered necessary to provide a greater 
understanding of the effect of backfill height on the bending moment and the 
associated soil load bedding factor. This also implicitly provides greater 








arching is significantly affected by the backfill height (Kang et al., 2007; Allard and El 
Naggar, 2016) as discussed previously in Section 2.2.2. It should be noted that the 
backfill height has been taken down to a minimum of 1.0 m, although it is recognised 
at these lower backfill heights traffic loading will be dominant in this region when the 
pipes are buried under trafficked areas. However, there are instances where pipes 
are laid under soil load only and the surface is not trafficked. Hence, it was felt that it 
is important to provide analyses, and hence the ability to determine soil load bedding 
factors, for the full range of backfill heights (i.e. 1.0 m to 40.0 m). In addition, the 
effect of the traffic load on the behaviour of buried concrete pipes is discussed in the 
next chapter (Chapter 5).  
The four AASHTO installation types (Type 1, Type 2, Type 3 and Type 4) have been 
considered in the analysis by changing the degree of compaction and the type of soil 
in the haunch zone based on the AASHTO recommendation (detailed in Section 
1.6.1). It is worth mentioning here that in the AASHTO Type 1 installation, the pipe is 
fully supported and hence it is equivalent to class S in the BS. In addition, in class F 
the pipe is partially supported in the haunch zone, which is similar to Type 3. 
Furthermore, in class N and DD the pipe is directly installed on stiff soil, hence it is 
similar to AASHTO Type 4 installation. Finally, the minimum support condition of 
class B (i.e. 𝐵𝐹 = 1.9) can be considered similar to Type 2, where the pipe is well 
supported but not quite as well supported as for class S. Therefore, the cases 
considered in this chapter are also similar to the BS classes and hence the results 
are equally applicable to the BS classes. 
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It should be noted that the bedding soil beneath the pipe in these analyses has been 
modelled using a compacted well-graded sandy soil (SW) with a degree of 
compaction of 90% of the standard Proctor maximum dry density for all of the 
installation types (SW90). The assumption of stiff bedding was made to simulate the 
worst-case scenario since excavating the native soil under the pipe is a time 
consuming process and increases the installation cost by approximately 15% (Wong 
et al., 2006). Hence, it is expected that the pipe is laid directly on the stiff soil in 
practice (over-consolidated natural soil) and the AASHTO standard of loose soil 
beneath the pipe for Type 1, Type 2 and Type 3 installation conditions is not 
followed. However, the full haunch zone has been modelled following the AASHTO 
recommendation with a SW95 soil for Type 1, SW90 soil for Type 2, ML90 soil for 
Type 3 and ML49 soil (uncompacted soil) for Type 4 (Figure 1.3). The backfill soil 
was modelled using a SW90 soil for all of the cases. The soil parameters used in the 
analyses are shown in Table 4.2.  
As discussed previously in Section 3.2.1.4.2, it is important to mention that the 
assumption of thin shell theory has been employed (i.e. using shell elements to 
model the pipe) to add additional conservatism to the analysis, as the thin shell 
theory provides a higher bending moment than the thick ring theory, with a 
percentage range from 2% to 10% (Moore et al., 2014). Hence, the bedding factor 
derived using this theory will be less than that derived following the thick shell theory. 
The soil load bedding factor (𝐵𝐹) has been calculated by dividing the maximum 
positive bending moment developed in the pipe wall during the three-edge bearing 
test, based on the force calculated using the AASHTO arching factors (Equation 1.6), 
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by the maximum positive bending moment developed in the buried pipe (obtained 
from the numerical modelling), as shown in Equation 4.1 (Young and O’Reilly, 1987; 
Petersen et al., 2010). This approach has been adopted because the development of 
the crack in the concrete pipe wall is related to the development of the bending 
moment in the pipe wall, as the bending moment controls the design of the buried 
pipes (i.e. it controls the tensile stresses in the pipe wall) (Tan and Moore, 2007). 
𝐵𝐹 =
0.318 ×  𝑊𝑡   ×  𝑟 
𝑀
  (4.1) 
Where, 𝑊𝑡 is the calculated total force applied on the pipe; 𝑟 is the radius of the pipe 
measured to the centre of the pipe wall; and 𝑀 is the bending moment of the buried 
pipe calculated from the finite element modelling. 
Table  4.1: Pipe diameters and wall thicknesses 











Table  4.2: Material properties used in the parametric finite element analysis 
(Boscardin et al., 1990) 
Property SW95 SW90 ML90 ML49 
𝛾 (kN/m3) 22.07 20.99 18.84 10.40 
 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 
𝑐 (kPa) 1 1 24 1 
 (°) 48 42 32 23 
𝐾 950 640 200 16 
𝑅𝑓 0.70 0.75 0.89 0.55 
𝑛 0.60 0.43 0.26 0.95 
4.3.1. Effect of installation condition and backfill height  
Figures 4.2(a) and (b) show the effect of the installation type on the bending moment 
developed around a concrete pipe with an inside diameter of 1.2 m buried for backfill 
heights of 10.0 m (Figure 4.2(a)) and 39.0 m (Figure 4.2(b)), respectively. It can be 
seen that the bending moment at the invert of the pipe increases as the installation 
quality decreases, for example changing the installation type from 1 to 4 increases 
the bending moment at the invert zone by 82% for backfill heights of 10.0 m (Figure 
4.2(a)) and 39.0 m (Figure 4.2(b)). This is due to the concentration of the reaction 
forces at the invert of the pipe as the quality of the soil in the haunch zone decreases 
(Pettibone and Howard, 1967; Wong et al., 2006). However, it can be seen that there 
is no significant increase in the bending moment at the invert of the pipe as the 
installation type changes from Type 1 to Type 2, where the percentage increase is 
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equal to 6% and 9% for the 10.0 m and 39.0 m soil fill, respectively. The figures also 
show that the installation type does not significantly affect the bending moment 
developed at the crown of the pipe (the maximum percentage difference is 18%). 
Figure 4.3 shows the effect of backfill height on the maximum bending moment 
developed in a pipe with an inside diameter of 0.3 m. As expected, increasing the 
backfill height increases the maximum bending moment due to the increase of the 
soil pressure. In addition, it can also be seen that changing the bedding type (i.e. the 
soil in the haunch zone) has a significant effect on the developed bending moment. 
For example, changing the bedding type from Type 1 to Type 2 increases the 
maximum bending moment by 19%; while changing the bedding type from Type 1 to 
Type 4 increases the bending moment by 62%. This increase is due to the 
concentration of the forces in the invert zone, which increases the maximum bending 
moment as discussed in the previous paragraph. 
Figure 4.4 shows the calculated soil load bedding factor using Equation 4.1 for a pipe 
diameter of 0.3 m with different backfill heights and installation types. It can be seen 
that increasing the backfill height non-linearly increases the bedding factor. The non-
linear behaviour is due to the decrease of the negative arching as the backfill height 
increases and the use of a constant arching factor in the AASHTO equation to 
calculate the laboratory force (i.e. Equation 1.6). This is in agreement with the 
conclusions of Kang et al. (2007) and Allard and El Naggar (2016), where they also 
found that the negative vertical arching decreases as the backfill height increases. 
Furthermore, it can be seen that as the installation quality decreases, the bedding 
factor also decreases due to the significant increase in the bending moment. 
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However, the bedding factors for installation Type 1 are almost the same as for Type 
2, with an average percentage difference of 1%. This is due to the use of a higher 
vertical arching factor in the laboratory force calculation for Type 2 installations (i.e. 
𝑉𝐴𝐹 = 1.4). This has eliminated the difference in the bending moment between Types 
1 and 2 (i.e. 19%) and produced very similar values for the bedding factor. 
It is also noted that after a backfill height of approximately 10.0 m, the bedding 
factors do not change significantly. This means that the negative soil arching does 
not significantly decrease after a backfill height of 10.0 m. In addition, Figure 4.4 
shows that the support of the pipe has an effect on the soil arching, since the rate of 
increase in the bedding factor for Types 1 and 2 was higher than that for Types 3 and 
4, after a backfill height of 10.0 m. 
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the ratio of the soil load bedding factor obtained from the 
present study to the design bedding factors adopted in the AASHTO standard and 
BS, respectively. The AASHTO soil load bedding factors were calculated from Table 
1.1 depending on the diameter of the pipe and the installation condition. Similarly, for 
the BS, the bedding factors were calculated from Table 1.2 depending on the 
installation condition. However, the minimum values (2.2 for class S, 1.9 for class B, 
1.5 for class F and 1.1 for class N) were used as the numerical modelling simulated 
the worst-case scenario. It can be seen that for both standards the bedding factors 
adopted are conservative except for the AASHTO standard for Type 1 installation, 
where the ratio is less than 1.00. Furthermore, it can be seen that the degree of 
conservatism of both design standards increases as the backfill height increases, or 
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as the installation quality decreases. However, for Type 3 and 4 installations, the 





Figure  4.2: Effect of backfill height on the bending moment around the pipe: (a) H = 






































































Figure  4.3: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for a 
pipe with a diameter of 0.3 m buried in different installation conditions 
 
Figure  4.4: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe diameter 















































Figure  4.5: Ratio of bedding factors obtained from the numerical modelling and the 
AASHTO standard values (pipe diameter 0.3 m) 
 
Figure  4.6: Ratio of bedding factors obtained from the numerical modelling and the 
















































4.3.2. Effect of pipe diameter  
Figure 4.7 shows the effect of the pipe diameter on the maximum bending moment 
developed for the buried pipes installed using a Type 1 installation condition. As 
expected, increasing the diameter of the pipe significantly increases the bending 
moment. The average percentage increase in the maximum bending moment is 
equal to 240%, 1013% and 4237% as the diameter changes from 0.3 m to 0.6 m, 1.2 
m and 2.4 m, respectively. This is because of the increase in the soil pressure at the 
invert of the pipe as the diameter of the pipe increases, due to the increase of the 
backfill height above the invert; and hence due to the larger span (pipe diameter), the 
bending moment increases (Wong et al., 2006).  
Figure 4.8 shows the effect of the pipe diameter on the calculated soil load bedding 
factor. It can be seen that there is a complex interaction between bedding factor and 
diameter and backfill height over the first 16.0 m, after which the relationships 
stabilize. This behaviour is due to the over simplification in the analytical method 
adopted in the design standards for calculating the soil force applied on the pipe. The 
method takes the horizontal projection of the pipe and assumes that the pipe is a 
rectangular culvert and uses a constant vertical arching factor derived from the pipe 
thrust at the springline. As a result, the force applied on the pipe calculated in the 
laboratory and used to calculate the laboratory bending moment term in Equation 4.1 
(i.e. 0.318 × 𝑊𝑡 × 𝑟) increases significantly as the diameter of the pipe increases. 
Taking this into account, together with the change in arching and the increase in the 




Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the ratio of the soil load bedding factor obtained from the 
present study to the design bedding factor adopted in the AASHTO standard and BS 
for pipes buried using a Type 2 installation, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 
4.9 that the AASHTO bedding factors are conservative, except for a pipe with an 
inside diameter of 2.4 m buried with a backfill height less than 2.0 m. Figure 4.10 
shows that the BS bedding factors are conservative for all cases. Furthermore, it can 
also be seen from both figures that increasing the backfill height increases the 
degree of conservatism (although for the smaller diameter pipes the value does not 
increase significantly after approximately 15.0 m of backfill height). This is due to the 
independency of the bedding factors adopted in both standards on the backfill height. 
In addition, Figure 4.9 shows that the ratio between the bedding factor obtained from 
the numerical modelling to the AASHTO bedding factor is equal to 1.71 for a pipe 
with an inside diameter of 0.6 m and a backfill height of 20.3 m. This is in good 
agreement with the ratio (experimental bedding factor to the AASHTO bedding 
factor) reported by MacDougall et al. (2016) from their experimental study (reported 
previously in Section 2.2.2) on a pipe with the same dimensions (diameter and wall 
thickness) and backfill height, where the calculated ratio was 1.77 (i.e. percentage 
difference 3%). This gives additional validation to the robustness of the methodology 





Figure  4.7: Effect of pipe diameter on the maximum bending moment developed in 
the buried pipes installed using the AASHTO Type 1 installation 
 
Figure  4.8: Effect of pipe diameter on the calculated soil load bedding factor for 
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Figure  4.9: Ratio of bedding factor obtained from the numerical modelling and the 
bedding factor from the AASHTO for pipes buried using a Type 2 installation 
 
Figure  4.10: Ratio of bedding factor obtained from the numerical modelling and the 
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4.3.3. Effect of pipe thickness 
To investigate the effect of the pipe wall thickness, additional finite element models 
were built with two additional wall thicknesses, one was equal to half of the original 
thickness (shown in Table 4.1) and the other was assumed to be double the original 
thickness. This was done to provide a general understanding of the bending 
moments and also to demonstrate the dependency of the calculated bedding factor 
on changes in wall thickness. Figure 4.11 shows the maximum bending moment for a 
2.4 m diameter pipe with different wall thicknesses buried using a Type 1 installation 
condition. It can be seen that doubling the wall thickness of the pipe increases the 
maximum bending moment by 73%; while decreasing the pipe wall thickness by half 
decreases the maximum bending moment by 61%. The increase in the bending 
moment can be explained by the concept of soil arching, where increasing the wall 
thickness of the pipe increases the pipe stiffness; this consequently increases the 
negative arching meaning that the soil pressure attracted by the pipe will be 
increased (Moore, 2001; Kang et al., 2007), and hence this induces a larger bending 
moment.  
Figure 4.12 shows the soil load bedding factor calculated from the maximum bending 
moment values. The figure shows that the bedding factor values are affected by the 
wall thickness of the pipe, whereby increasing the wall thickness decreases the 
bedding factor, due to an increase in the field bending moment (i.e. the bending 
moment from the finite element modelling). This figure also indicates that the design 
standards should consider the pipe thickness when calculating the bedding factor to 
ensure a robust design.  
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In summary, the parametric study has shown that the BS bedding factors are very 
conservative and the ratio of the bedding factors obtained from the finite element 
modelling to the design standard bedding factors ranged from 1.03 to 3.08. For the 
AASHTO standard, the bedding factors are not safe for shallow depths, but become 
increasingly more conservative as the backfill height increases; the ratio of the 
bedding factors obtained from the numerical modelling to the design standard 
bedding factors ranged from 0.61 to 2.08. Furthermore, the results have shown that 
the bedding factor is significantly affected by the diameter of the pipe, the backfill 
height and the wall thickness of the pipe. Therefore, to achieve a robust design, all of 
these parameters should be considered.  
To make the results from this study more useful for pipe designers, an advanced 
data mining technique (evolutionary polynomial regression) has been employed to 
derive explicit and concise models for the bedding factors for each installation type. 
The decision to use this technique was made because of the highly complex 
behaviour of the bedding factor and its interaction with the parameters discussed 
earlier. Furthermore, an attempt was made to use classical non-linear regression 
analysis to obtain correlations, however this resulted in poor accuracy. Details of the 
evolutionary polynomial regression modelling are described in detail in the following 
section. 
It should be noted that only limited results for selected cases were presented in this 
section to show the effect of the backfill height, pipe diameter and pipe wall 
thickness. The full results of the parametric study for all of the pipes and the 




Figure  4.11: Effect of pipe wall thickness on the maximum bending moment 
developed for buried pipes installed using the AASHTO Type 1 installation 
 
Figure  4.12: Effect of pipe wall thickness on the calculated soil load bedding factor for 
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4.4. Development of the soil load bedding factor model 
4.4.1. Modelling the soil load bedding factor 
As demonstrated in Section 4.3, the calculated soil load bedding factor is significantly 
affected by the wall thickness of the pipe (𝑡), the inside diameter of the pipe (𝐷) and 
the backfill height (𝐻) for all the installation types considered. This means that 
incorporating all of these parameters into the resulting model is necessary to achieve 
a robust and economical concrete pipe design.  
For each installation type, a total number of 312 points was obtained from the finite 
element modelling for different diameters, backfill heights and wall thicknesses. All of 
these data were used in the training and testing of the models. It is common in 
artificial intelligent techniques to divide the data into two sets. One set is used for 
training the model and the other set is used for validating the capabilities of the 
developed model (Alani et al., 2014) as discussed in Section 3.3.2. Hence, the 
general statistical characteristics of the training and validation data should be similar 
to avoid model extrapolation (Alani et al., 2014). Therefore, the data were randomly 
shuffled and divided into a training set with 80% of the data and a validation set with 
20% of the data. A statistical analysis was conducted after completing the random 
shuffle to make sure that the training and validation data were comparable, which in 
turn provided a robust and representative model. Table 4.3 shows the minimum 
(𝑀𝑖𝑛), maximum (𝑀𝑎𝑥), mean (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛) and the standard deviation (𝑆𝑇𝐷𝑉) values for 




The EPR analysis was started after completing the preparation of the training and 
validation data. In order to find the best mathematical expression, different exponent 
ranges, function types and numbers of terms were tested. As mentioned previously in 
Section 3.3.1, the EPR searches for the best mathematical expression by changing 
the exponent of the parameters used and then solves the overdetermined system 
using the least squares method. The accuracy of the mathematical expression at 
each step was measured by calculating the 𝐶𝐷 (Equation 3.13). As the number of 
evolutions increased, the EPR learnt the best arrangement of the exponents and 
selected the best solution based on the calculated 𝐶𝐷 value. At the end of the 
analysis, the EPR provided different models with different numbers of terms.  
Figures 4.13 to 4.18 show the effect of the number of terms on the accuracy of the 
developed EPR model for the case of a 0.6 m inside diameter concrete pipe buried in 
a Type 3 standard installation. Table 4.4 shows the EPR models of Figures 4.13 to 
4.18 and the 𝐶𝐷 values (for training and validation data) for each model. It can be 
seen from the figures and the table that increasing the number of terms increases the 
accuracy of the developed model. However, the accuracy is not affected significantly 
when the number of terms increases more than five. In addition, increasing the 
number of terms increases the model complexity and the risk of overfitting. Also, 
providing a simple model is better from a practical point of view. Therefore, an effort 
was made to select the simplest model which captures the trend behaviour with the 
minimum percentage error for all of the considered diameters without significantly 
affecting the accuracy. This has been done by comparing the results of the EPR 
model with 2 terms, 3 terms, 5 terms, 6 terms and 7 terms and the finite element 
results, and applying the aforementioned criteria (i.e. model simplicity, trend 
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behaviour and percentage error). Equations 4.2 to 4.5 show the chosen models from 
the EPR analysis for installation Type 1, Type 2, Type 3 and Type 4, respectively.  
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Figures 4.19, 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22 show the EPR prediction (i.e. Equations 4.2, 4.3, 
4.4 and 4.5) for the training and validation data in comparison with the finite element 
results. In addition, the coefficient of determination (𝐶𝐷) values obtained for the 
training and validation data are shown in Table 4.5. It can be seen from Figures 4.19, 
4.20, 4.21 and 4.22 and Table 4.5 that the EPR predicts the bedding factor with very 
good accuracy for all of the installation types. It should be noted here that the models 
were trained and tested with the data range provided from the finite element analysis 
(i.e. an inside diameter ranging from 0.3 m to 2.4 m and a backfill height ranging from 
1.0 m to 40.0 m). Therefore, these models are only applicable to pipes with similar 
diameters and backfill heights used in the current study and without the effect of the 






Figure  4.13: EPR calculated soil load bedding factors compared to the finite element 
results (EPR model consists of two terms as shown in Table 4.4) 
 
Figure  4.14: EPR calculated soil load bedding factors compared to the finite element 
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Figure  4.15: EPR calculated soil load bedding factors compared to the finite element 
results (EPR model consists of four terms as shown in Table 4.4) 
 
Figure  4.16: EPR calculated soil load bedding factors compared to the finite element 
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Figure  4.17: EPR calculated soil load bedding factors compared to the finite element 
results (EPR model consists of six terms as shown in Table 4.4) 
 
Figure  4.18: EPR calculated soil load bedding factors compared to the finite element 
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Figure  4.19: EPR calculated soil load bedding factors compared to the finite element 
results for installation Type 1 
 
Figure  4.20: EPR calculated soil load bedding factors compared to the finite element 
























































Figure  4.21: EPR calculated soil load bedding factors compared to the finite element 
results for installation Type 3 
 
Figure  4.22: EPR calculated soil load bedding factors compared to the finite element 























































Table  4.3: Statistics for the data used in the EPR analysis 
 



























𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 1.2 0.150 20.56 5.67 1.1 0.150 19.76 5.58 1.2 0.150 19.40 4.77 1.1 0.150 20.16 3.02 
𝑀𝑖𝑛 0.3 0.028 0.90 1.55 0.3 0.028 0.90 1.46 0.3 0.028 0.90 1.44 0.3 0.028 0.90 0.96 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 2.4 0.458 39.10 12.70 2.4 0.458 39.10 13.04 2.4 0.458 39.10 10.43 2.4 0.458 39.10 5.42 
𝑆𝑇𝐷𝑉 0.8 0.120 11.30 2.35 0.8 0.120 11.37 2.46 0.8 0.120 11.54 1.87 0.8 0.120 11.40 0.79 
Validation 
data 
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 1.1 0.150 17.77 5.32 1.1 0.150 20.98 5.70 1.1 0.140 22.43 4.53 1.2 0.160 19.36 2.99 
𝑀𝑖𝑛 0.3 0.028 0.90 2.22 0.3 0.028 0.90 2.12 0.3 0.028 1.00 2.12 0.3 0.028 1.00 1.27 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 2.4 0.458 39.09 12.34 2.4 0.458 39.10 12.99 2.4 0.458 39.09 10.43 2.4 0.458 39.10 5.37 
𝑆𝑇𝐷𝑉 0.8 0.120 11.87 2.26 0.8 0.120 11.81 2.57 0.8 0.110 10.83 2.08 0.8 0.130 11.70 0.73 
All data 
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 1.1 0.150 20.01 5.56 1.1 0.150 20.01 5.60 1.1 0.150 20.01 4.60 1.1 0.150 20.01 3.01 
𝑀𝑖𝑛 0.3 0.028 0.90 1.55 0.3 0.028 0.90 1.46 0.3 0.028 0.90 1.44 0.3 0.028 0.90 0.96 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 2.4 0.458 39.10 12.70 2.4 0.458 39.10 13.04 2.4 0.458 39.10 10.42 2.4 0.458 39.10 5.42 














2 𝐵𝐹 = 0.31 ×
𝑡
𝐷 × √𝐻
− 0.003 78.92 82.92 
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− 3.67 × 𝐷2 × 𝑡 + 2.51 99.66 99.62 
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Table  4.5: Coefficient of determination (𝐶𝐷) for the training and validation data (%) 
Data set Type 1 Type 2 Type 3 Type 4 
Training 97.81 97.70 97.68 96.00 
Validation 97.40 97.90 98.56 96.32 
4.4.2. Sensitivity analysis 
As discussed in Section 3.3.2, the developed model using the EPR should be tested 
using a sensitivity analysis to increase confidence in its predictive ability. Therefore, 
the results of a sensitivity analysis are presented in this section to show the 
performance of the developed models. The aim is to illustrate that these models are 
able to predict the complex trend behaviour of the soil load bedding factor which has 
been presented and discussed in the parametric study section (Section 4.3).  
Figure 4.23 shows the effect of the backfill height and installation condition on the 
calculated bedding factor, using the developed models for the case of a pipe with an 
inside diameter of 1.2 m and a thickness of 0.144 m. It can be seen that the models 
are able to show the effect of the backfill height and the installation condition on the 
bedding factor, which has been discussed in Section 4.3.1.  
Figure 4.24 ((a), (b), (c) and (d)) shows the effect of the pipe diameter on the bedding 
factor. Again, the results show that the developed models can capture the complex 
interaction of the bedding factor values as the diameter changes for all of the 
installation conditions.  
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Figure 4.25 ((a), (b), (c) and (d)) shows the effect of the pipe wall thickness on the 
calculated bedding factor values for all of the installation conditions. The results 
clearly illustrate the ability of the developed model to capture the trend behaviour of 
the bedding factor as the thickness of the pipe changes.  
In summary, these results give additional confidence in the validity of the models and 
hence these models can be recommended for use in the design practice within the 
range of pipe size used to develop them.  
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Figure  4.24: Effect of pipe diameter on the calculated soil load bedding factor: (a) 
Type 1 (Equation 4.2); (b) Type 2 (Equation 4.3); (c) Type 3 (Equation 4.4); (d) Type 
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Figure  4.25: Effect of pipe wall thickness on the calculated soil load bedding factor: 
(a) Type 1 (Equation 4.2); (b) Type 2 (Equation 4.3); (c) Type 3 (Equation 4.4); (d) 
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4.4.3. Comparison with previous studies  
As mentioned in Section 2.4, only one experimental study has reported the soil load 
bedding factor of a concrete pipe buried under deep soil fill (MacDougall et al., 2016). 
MacDougall et al. (2016) tested a buried concrete pipe under deep soil fill using a 
biaxial test cell. The pipe used had an inside diameter of 0.6 m and a wall thickness 
of 0.094 m. They tested the pipe by applying a uniformly distributed load to simulate 
the deep soil fill in the biaxial cell. The pipe was installed using a Type 2 installation. 
The strain in the pipe and the developing crack width in the pipe wall were monitored 
during the test and the pipe was tested until it reached the failure limit (i.e. a crack 
width of 0.254 mm). The bedding factor was found to be 5.3 at a backfill height of 
20.3 m.  
In this section, the capabilities of the model developed for the bedding factor 
corresponding to a Type 2 installation (Equation 4.3) were tested by comparing the 
model prediction with the experimental bedding factor reported by MacDougall et al. 
(2016). The pipe geometric properties and backfill height reported by MacDougall et 
al. (2016) were used in the prediction. The calculated bedding factor using Equation 
4.3 was equal to 5.0. Hence, the result from the model is in excellent agreement with 
the experimental bedding factor with a percentage difference of 6%. This comparison 
gives additional validation for the methodology adopted in this chapter. The proposed 
models for the bedding factor can therefore be used with confidence in practice for 
achieving an economic pipe design, relative to the conservative values obtained from 
the current design AASHTO standard and the BS. In addition, the models proposed 
here can easily be applied to any pipe wall thickness. This is very useful if the 
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designer wants to use a pipe with a non-standard thickness (i.e. different from the 
AASHTO recommended thicknesses for different pipe classes). 
4.5. Summary 
This chapter has investigated the behaviour of buried concrete pipes under backfill 
soil load only using three-dimensional finite element modelling. The effect of the 
backfill height, pipe diameter, installation condition and pipe wall thickness were 
considered. The robustness of the BS and AASHTO bedding factors was also 
investigated. The bedding factor was derived using the maximum bending moment 
obtained from the finite element analysis.  
The results from this chapter clearly demonstrated the issues in the current BS and 
AASHTO design bedding factors for the case of the backfill soil load only. In addition, 
the results clearly showed the need to include the effect of the backfill height, 
installation condition, pipe diameter and pipe wall thickness in calculating the bedding 
factor for a robust, safe and economical design. As a result, new bedding factor 
models were derived using the EPR analysis. The developed bedding factor models 
were robustly tested via a sensitivity analysis and a comparison with the 
experimental study of MacDougall et al. (2016) to increase confidence in these 
models. The ability of the developed models to capture the trend behaviour noticed in 
the parametric study and the very good agreement (percentage difference 6%) with 
the experimental bedding factor value reported by MacDougall et al. (2016) 
demonstrated the accuracy and the robustness of the derived bedding factor models. 
Hence, it was concluded that the developed models can be used with confidence for 
the design of the buried concrete pipes under backfill soil load only.  
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It should be noted that this chapter has focused on the soil load only. Hence, the next 
chapter (Chapter 5) discusses the behaviour of the buried pipes under traffic loading 
and investigates the robustness of the BS design methodology for buried concrete 














Chapter 5                                                                           
RESPONSE OF BURIED CONCRETE PIPES UNDER 
TRAFFIC LOADING 
5.1. Introduction 
Concrete pipes are likely to be buried shallowly under roads to transport waste water 
and/or storm water. Therefore, these pipes need to resist the applied load from the 
traffic. This chapter studies the behaviour of buried concrete pipes under the effect of 
the total load (the backfill soil load and the BS traffic loading). The chapter also 
investigates the robustness of the BS bedding factors for the case of the buried pipes 
under total load. It aims to address the gaps in the knowledge of the behaviour of 
buried concrete pipes under total load (detailed in Section 2.2.4) by discussing the 
following questions: 
1- What are the parameters affecting the behaviour of buried concrete pipes 
under total load? 
2- What is the backfill height limit to the effect of traffic loading? 
3- Does changing the pipe diameter affect the backfill height limit? 
4- Is the BS design methodology of buried concrete pipes under total load robust 
and economical? 
5- Is it possible to enhance the BS design methodology and make it more 
economical and robust? 
The effect of the main road traffic load configuration position and direction with 
respect to the buried concrete pipe is investigated firstly to find the critical loading 
condition. The critical loading condition is then used in a comprehensive parametric 
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study to investigate the behaviour of buried concrete pipes. The results of the 
maximum bending moment are used to calculate the bedding factor and to 
investigate the robustness of the total load BS design bedding factors. The 
development of new bedding factor models is then discussed and the robustness of 
these models is illustrated. Lastly, the chapter finishes with a summary of the main 
findings of the study. It is important to mention that the analysis time for the models 
considered in this chapter ranged from 20 to 60 minutes, depending on the pipe 
diameter and the backfill height. 
5.2. Load configuration and critical load condition 
As stated in Chapters 1 and 2, one of the objectives of this research was to 
investigate the behaviour and the design of buried concrete pipes under the main 
road traffic load configuration recommended by the BS (BSI, 2010), as it represents 
the worst-case scenario compared to other BS loading configurations (refer to 
Section 1.6.3 for more details). The loading configuration for main road (hereafter 
referred to as the MR-BSI traffic load) is comprised of two axles with four wheels on 
each axle as shown in Figure 5.1(a). The centre to centre spacing between the 
wheels is 1.0 m and the centre to centre spacing between the axles is 1.8 m (Figure 
5.1 (b)). The total load of each wheel is 113 kN including a dynamic allowance factor 
of 1.3. This load is modelled as a surface pressure in the present analysis with a 
wheel foot print area of 0.50 m × 0.25 m (Petersen et al., 2010; Sheldon, 2011; Kang 
et al., 2013a; Kang et al., 2014); as this technique was found to provide a good 
prediction to the response of buried pipes under static loading as discussed in the 
validation problems 2 to 5 and validation problem 7.  
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To find the critical loading condition, the effect of the truck position with respect to the 
buried concrete pipe has been investigated. The cases of a truck travelling parallel 
and perpendicular to the pipeline axis were investigated at different 𝑺 values; where 𝑺 
is the horizontal distance between the centreline of the pipe and the first set of 
wheels for the truck travelling parallel to the pipe (Figure 5.1(b)) or the distance 
between the centreline of the pipe and the right-hand truck axle for the case of a 
truck travelling perpendicular to the pipe (Figure 5.1(c)). 
A sandy soil with a degree of compaction of 95% of the standard Proctor maximum 
dry density (SW95) was used as the backfill and the natural soil. The hyperbolic soil 
model was used to model the soil. The material properties of the soil are shown in 
Table 4.2. The buried concrete pipe was modelled using a linear elastic model. The                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
modulus of elasticity (𝐸) and the Poisson’s ratio () of the concrete pipe were taken 
as 24,856,000 kPa and 0.20, respectively (Petersen et al., 2010). The backfill height 
of 0.5 m was considered in the analysis. The model boundaries and the modelling 
steps were similar to those used in validation problem 4. 
Figure 5.2 shows the maximum bending moment of the pipe for different 𝑺 values for 
the case of a truck moving parallel to the pipeline axis. It can be seen that the 
maximum bending moment is equal to 2.9 kN.m/m when 𝑺 = 0.00 m.  
Figure 5.3 shows the maximum bending moment of the buried concrete pipe for 
different 𝑺 values for the case of a truck moving perpendicular to the pipeline axis. It 
can be seen from this figure that the maximum bending moment was obtained when 
the centre of the right-hand axle was above the crown (𝑺 = 0.00 m) and is equal to 
4.0 kN.m/m.  
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It can be concluded from these figures (Figures 5.2 and 5.3) that the highest bending 
moment in the pipe wall is obtained when the truck is moving perpendicular to the 
pipeline axis and the critical case is obtained when the centre of the right-hand axle 
is above the crown of the pipe. This is because the stress level on the crown of the 
pipe is larger when the axle load is directly above the pipe; which is in agreement 
with the experimental finding of Rakitin and Xu (2014) (detailed in Section 2.2.3), who 
noticed that the highest bending moment in the buried pipe wall was recorded when 
the heaviest axle of the vehicle was directly above the pipe. Hence, this loading 
condition will be used in the parametric study to simulate the worst-case scenario of 














(b)  (c)  
Figure  5.1: (a) Illustration of the main road British standard design truck (BSI, 2010); 
(b) the first load case (the axles perpendicular to pipe, but the truck moving parallel to 
the pipe); (c) the second load case (axles parallel to the pipe, but the truck moving 
perpendicular to the pipe) 
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Figure  5.2: Results of the maximum bending moment from the analysis of the buried 
concrete pipe for the case of the MR-BSI traffic load travelling parallel to the pipeline 
axis with different 𝑺 values (Note: 𝑺 = 0.00 when the first set of wheels are directly 






































Figure  5.3: Results of the maximum bending moment from the analysis of the buried 
concrete pipe for the case of the MR-BSI traffic load travelling perpendicular to the 
pipeline axis with different 𝑺 values (Note: As shown in Figure 5(c), 𝑺 = -1.00 m when 
the right-hand axle is 1.00 m to the left of the pipeline axis; 𝑺 = 0.00 when the right-
hand truck axle is directly above the pipeline axis and the other axle is 1.80 m to the 
left of the pipeline axis; 𝑺 = 1.80 m means the left-hand truck axle is directly above 
the pipeline axis and the other axle is 1.80 m to the right of the pipeline axis.) 
5.3. Parametric study 
A parametric study has been conducted to thoroughly investigate the effect of the 
MR-BSI traffic load on the bending moment developed in the buried concrete pipe 
wall, and hence enable a comprehensive understanding of the behaviour of the 
buried concrete pipes under traffic load. The effect of pipe wall thickness, pipe 


































analyses. Table 5.1 shows the diameters and the wall thicknesses considered in the 
analysis.  
A minimum backfill height of 1.0 m has been considered because it is the minimum 
backfill height allowed in the UK for the buried pipe under the MR-BSI traffic load 
(HA, 2001). Four different installation conditions have been investigated covering the 
range of a very good quality installation (Type 1 in AASHTO) to a poor quality 
installation (Type 4 in AASHTO). The quality of the installation has been investigated 
by changing the soil in the haunch zone. The soils considered, similar to that 
considered in Chapter 4, were SW95 (to simulate a very good quality installation 
(Type 1 according to AASHTO)); SW90 (to simulate a good quality installation (Type 
2 according to AASHTO)); ML90 (to simulate a reasonable quality installation (Type 3 
according to AASHTO)); and ML49 (to simulate a poor quality installation (Type 4 
according to AASHTO)). The backfill soil above the pipe was simulated with the 
SW90 soil in all of the cases. The natural soil was assumed to be stiffer than the 
backfill soil to simulate the case of an over-consolidated soil, which is usually the 
case for a pavement soil due to the cyclic action of the moving traffic. Furthermore, 
the bedding soil was simulated using the SW90 soil, similar to that considered in 
Chapter 4. The bedding soil was simulated with a well compacted soil to investigate 
the worst-case scenario of a pipe directly installed on a stiff soil, as discussed earlier 
in Chapter 4.  
The hyperbolic soil model parameters for the SW95, SW90, ML90 and ML49 soils 
were taken from the literature (Boscardin et al., 1990) and are shown in Table 4.2. 
The material properties of the surrounding soil are shown in Table 5.2. The modulus 
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of elasticity (𝐸) and the Poisson’s ratio () of the concrete pipe were taken as 
24,856,000 kPa and 0.20, respectively (Petersen et al., 2010).  
The finite element model used in the analysis had a width of 12.0 m, a length of 15.0 
m and a height of 10.0 m (similar to validation problem 4). The model satisfies the 
boundary requirements for the width, the height of the soil below the pipe and the 
length for all of the considered pipes (refer to Section 3.2.2.1 for details). However, 
the height of the model increased slightly for the largest pipe for the case of a backfill 
height of 1.5 m, to avoid the influence of the model extent. The boundary conditions, 
the element types, the element sizes and the modelling steps were the same as for 
validation problem 4. Figure 5.4 shows the finite element mesh used in the analysis. 
The following subsections discuss the results of the parametric study. 
Table  5.1: Pipe diameters and wall thicknesses (Petersen et al., 2010) 
Inside diameter (𝐷) (m) Wall thickness (𝑡) (m) 
0.3 0.051  
0.6 0.076   
1.2 0.127   







Table  5.2: Material properties of the natural soil used in the parametric finite element 
analysis 
Property Natural soil 
𝛾 (kN/m3) 21.00 
 0.30 
𝑐 (kPa) 30 










MR-BSI traffic loading 
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5.3.1. Effect of backfill height and pipe diameter  
The bending moment due to the soil weight only and total load (combined soil weight 
and traffic load) have been investigated in this section. This was undertaken to study 
the reduction in the effect of the traffic load as the backfill height (𝐻) increases for all 
of the considered diameters, and also to find the backfill height limit for the effect of 
the traffic load. 
Figure 5.5 shows the bending moment due to the soil weight only and the total load 
for a pipe with an inside diameter of 0.3 m. It can be clearly seen that the presence of 
the traffic load significantly increases the bending moment in the pipe wall. However, 
the effect of the traffic load considerably decreases as the backfill height increases; 
where the percentage increase in the maximum bending moment due to traffic load is 
353% for a backfill height of 1.0 m and decreases to 22% for a backfill height of 2.5 
m. It can also be seen that the traffic load did not affect the maximum bending 
moment for a pipe buried with a backfill height of 3.0 m.  
Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 show the effect of the traffic load on the bending moment for 
pipes with an inside diameter of 0.6 m, 1.2 m and 2.4 m, respectively. Generally, 
these figures show a similar trend to that shown in Figure 5.5, where the traffic load 
increases the bending moment in the pipe wall. However, it can be clearly seen that 
increasing the diameter of the pipe decreases the influence of the traffic load. For a 
backfill height of 1.0 m, the percentage increase in the bending moment is 205%, 
119% and 12% for pipes with an inside diameter of 0.6 m, 1.2 m and 2.4 m, 
respectively. Importantly, Figure 5.7 shows that the influence of the traffic load for a 
1.2 m pipe becomes very small at a backfill height of 2.5 m, where the percentage 
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increase is less than 7%. Furthermore, Figure 5.8 shows that the traffic load has no 
effect on the maximum bending moment for a 2.4 m pipe with a backfill height of 1.5 
m. This behaviour is different from that observed for pipes with diameters of 0.3 m, 
0.6 m and 1.2 m (Figures 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7). This is due to the insignificant effect of 
the traffic load on the soil pressure developed at the invert of the 2.4 m pipe with a 
backfill height of 1.5 m, as shown in Figure 5.9(d) when compared with the other 
diameters (Figures 5.9(a), (b) and (c)). Figure 5.9(d) shows that the mean soil 
pressure at the invert of the 2.4 m pipe does not increase due to the application of 
the traffic load, which is different from other diameters shown in Figures 5.9(a), (b) 
and (c). In addition, the initial soil pressure at the invert of the 2.4 m pipe (due to soil 
weight only) is higher than the crown soil pressure, even after the application of the 
traffic load. Therefore, there was no increase in the maximum bending moment. 
These results are in general agreement with the ACPA recommendation on the 
influence of traffic load, where the ACPA suggests that the traffic load is not 
significant for a backfill height equal to or greater than 3.0 m (ACPA, 2011). However, 
the present study has shown that although the ACPA recommendation is valid, it is 
conservative for large diameter pipes, where the effect of the traffic load becomes 
insignificant when the backfill height is equal to or greater 1.5 m for the 2.4 m 
diameter pipe. Therefore, the BS should include a backfill height limit for the 
influence of traffic load depending on the pipe diameter. 
Finally, comparing the results of Figures 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 shows that increasing 
the diameter of the pipe increases the bending moment at the shoulder, springline 
and invert of the pipe. This is due to the increase in backfill height above the pipe in 
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these zones as the diameter increases, which means that the soil weight above 





Figure  5.5: Bending moment around a pipe with an inside diameter of 0.3 m for 
different backfill heights: (a) 𝐻 = 1.0 m; (b) 𝐻= 1.5 m; (c) 𝐻= 2.0 m; (d) 𝐻= 2.5 m; (e) 
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H = 1.0 m- backfill






























Angle from the crown (°)
H = 1.5 m- backfill






























Angle from the crown (°)
H = 2.0 m- backfill






























Angle from the crown (°)
H = 2.5 m- backfill






























Angle from the crown (°)
H = 3.0 m- backfill







Figure  5.6: Bending moment around a pipe with an inside diameter of 0.6 m for 
different backfill heights: (a) 𝐻= 1.0 m; (b) 𝐻= 1.5 m; (c) 𝐻= 2.0 m; (d) 𝐻= 2.5 m; (e) 
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Angle from the crown (°)
H = 1.5 m- backfill






























Angle from the crown (°)
H = 2.0 m- backfill






























Angle from the crown (°)
H = 2.5 m- backfill




























Angle from the crown (°)
H = 3.0 m- backfill






Figure  5.7: Bending moment around a pipe with an inside diameter of 1.2 m for 
different backfill heights: (a) 𝐻= 1.0 m; (b) 𝐻= 1.5 m; (c) 𝐻= 2.0 m; (d) 𝐻= 2.5 m 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure  5.8: Bending moment around a pipe with an inside diameter of 2.4 m for 
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Angle from the crown (°)
H = 2.0 m- backfill


























Angle from the crown (°)
H = 2.5 m- backfill




























Angle from the crown (°)
H = 1.0 m- backfill




























Angle from the crown (°)
H = 1.5 m- backfill








Figure  5.9: Mean soil pressure around the pipe: (a) 𝐷= 0.3 m; (b) 𝐷= 0.6 m; (c) 𝐷= 
1.2 m; (d) 𝐷 = 2.4 m 
5.3.2. Effect of soil support (installation type) 
The effect of the installation quality has been investigated by changing the soil type 
at the haunch zone. This has been considered because changing the quality of the 
haunch soil affects the soil pressure developed at the invert zone (Pettibone and 
Howard, 1967; Wong et al., 2006). Hence, this is expected to impact on the induced 
bending moment in the pipe wall similar to the behaviour observed under soil load 
only (detailed in Section 4.3.1).  
Figure 5.10 shows the effect of the installation quality on the induced bending 
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under the total load. It can be seen from this figure that the bending moment does not 
significantly increase when the haunch soil changes from SW95 (very good 
installation) to SW90 (good installation) or ML90 (reasonable installation), where the 
percentage increase is equal to 1% and 4%, respectively. This behaviour is different 
from that observed under soil load only (discussed in Section 4.3.1). This difference 
in the behaviour is due to the higher soil pressure developed at the crown of the pipe 
as a result of the application of the traffic load, compared to the case of the soil load 
only. The increase in the soil pressure at the invert reduces the impact of the 
concentration of the reaction forces at the invert zone as the installation quality 
decreases. However, the figure shows that changing the haunch soil from SW95 
(very good installation) to ML49 (poor installation) noticeably increases the bending 
moment (percentage increase 36%) and changes the zone of the maximum bending 
moment from the crown to the invert of the pipe.  
It can also be seen that changing the installation quality does not significantly impact 
on the bending moment developed at the crown or the springline, similar to the 





Figure  5.10: Effect of installation quality on the bending moment of a pipe with an 
inside diameter of 0.3 m and a backfill height of 1.0 m 
5.3.3. Effect of pipe wall thickness 
To investigate the effect of the pipe wall thickness, additional models were 
considered with two thicknesses: one was equal to half of the original thicknesses 
shown in Table 5.1 and the second was double the original thicknesses, similar to 
that conducted in Chapter 4 (Section 4.3.3). This was done for all of the pipes with 
all of the considered backfill heights. The aim was to study the impact of the pipe wall 
thickness on the bending moment developed in the pipe wall and quantify the 
percentage change in the bending moment for buried pipes under total load. It should 
be noted that the finite element model’s width and height was increased to 15.0 m 
and 12.0 m respectively, for the largest pipe diameter (𝐷 = 2.4 m) with the double 
































Figure 5.11 shows the effect of the pipe wall thickness on the bending moment due 
to total load on a pipe with an inside diameter of 1.2 m and a backfill height of 1.0 m. 
It can be clearly seen that the bending moment is significantly affected by changing 
the pipe wall thickness; decreasing the pipe thickness by half decreases the 
maximum bending moment by 48%, while doubling the pipe thickness increases the 
bending moment by 36%. This as a result of the increase of the soil pressure 
attracted by the pipe, as the stiffness increases because of the increase in the pipe 
thickness and vice versa, as discussed earlier in Section 4.3.3.  
From this parametric study it can be concluded that the bending moment induced in 
the pipe wall due to the total load, for the pipe diameters considered in this study, is 
affected by the backfill height (up to 2.5 m), the installation condition and the pipe 
wall thickness. Hence, all of these parameters should be considered when testing 
and improving the current design total load bedding factors, as the bedding factor is 
dependent on the bending moment (Young and O’Reilly, 1987; Petersen et al., 
2010). The next section discusses the calculation of the total load bedding factors 





Figure  5.11: Effect of pipe wall thickness on the induced bending moment in the pipe 
wall for a pipe with an inside diameter of 1.2 m and a backfill height of 1.0 m under 
the total load 
5.4. Total load bedding factor 
The maximum bending moment obtained from the finite element modelling for each 
case was used to calculate the total load bedding factor; as the bedding factor can be 
obtained by taking the ratio of the maximum positive bending moment in the 
laboratory condition (i.e. under the three-edge loading condition) to the maximum 
positive bending moment in the field condition (obtained from the finite element 
modelling), as discussed earlier in Section 4.3 (Equation 4.1) (Young and O’Reilly, 
1987; Petersen et al., 2010). The total force applied on the pipe (𝑊𝑡) is calculated 
based on the BS using Equation 1.1. The details of the total force calculation are 





























Angle from the crown (°)
t = 0.064 m
t = 0.127 m
t = 0.254 m
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Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the total load bedding factors obtained for the cases of 
good installation (SW90 soil in the haunch zone) and poor installation (ML49 soil in 
the haunch zone), respectively. Other installation conditions (haunch support with 
SW95 and ML90) have not been considered, as the results of the parametric study 
showed an insignificant effect from these installation conditions on the bending 
moment compared with the good installation (SW90 in the haunch zone) for the 
buried concrete pipes under total load. This means that these conditions will not 
significantly affect the total load bedding factor values.  
It can be seen from Figure 5.12 that for the good installation condition, increasing the 
backfill height increases the total load bedding factor; whereas the relationship of the 
bedding factor with the backfill height for the poor installation condition (Figure 5.13) 
depends on the pipe diameter. The difference in the trend behaviour of the bedding 
factor between the poor and good installation conditions is due to the independency 
of the laboratory force calculated following the BS method (Equation 1.1) on the 
installation condition, where Equation 1.1 assumes that the maximum force will 
always be at the pipe crown. Therefore, the laboratory bending moment will be the 
same for both installation conditions; while the field bending moment (obtained from 
the finite element modelling) is significantly affected by the support condition.  
It can also be seen for both installation conditions that increasing the diameter of the 
pipe increases the total load bedding factor. This is due to the oversimplification in 
the design force calculation (Equation 1.1); where in Equation 1.1 the maximum 
vertical soil pressure at the pipe crown is multiplied by the pipe diameter to convert 
the soil pressure into a line load. This oversimplification leads to a very high value of 
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the laboratory bending moment (𝑀𝑙𝑎𝑏) (𝑀𝑙𝑎𝑏 =  0.318 ×  𝑊𝑡   ×  𝑟 ), as the diameter of 
the pipe increases and hence provides a higher total load bedding factor value 
because of the significant increase of the laboratory bending moment term in the 
bedding factor equation (Equation 4.1).  
The total load bedding factors obtained in this study were used to investigate the 
robustness of the design standard by calculating the ratio of the obtained total load 
bedding factor (BF(FEM)) to the design bedding factor (BF(BS)). The BS bedding 
factors were calculated using Table 1.2. A value of 1.9 was considered for the good 
installation condition, as it is similar to a class B installation, and a value of 1.1 was 
considered for the poor installation condition, as the poor installation modelled in this 
chapter is similar to classes N and DD (i.e. where the pipe is installed directly on a 
stiff soil with poor support in the haunch zone).  
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the calculated ratio for pipes with wall thicknesses from 
Table 5.1, for good installation and poor installation conditions, respectively. It can be 
seen from the figures that the BS bedding factors are overly conservative for both 
installation conditions, where the ratio of the obtained to design bedding factor 
ranges from 1.63 to 4.92 for the good installation and from 2.45 to 4.68 for the poor 
installation conditions. This is resulting from the oversimplification in the method used 
in the BS for calculating the force applied on the pipe, as mentioned previously, 
where the BS method estimates the design force by multiplying the maximum soil 
pressure at the crown of the pipe by the diameter of the pipe. This means that the BS 
method assumes the vertical soil pressure over the top half of the pipe will be equal 
to the maximum soil pressure at the pipe crown. However, the maximum vertical soil 
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pressure over the top half of the pipe is significantly affected by the angle from the 
crown, as shown in Figures 5.16, 5.17, 5.18 and 5.19. These figures show the total 
vertical pressure applied over the top half of pipes with a backfill height of 1.0 m 
buried in a good installation condition, calculated using the BS method and the finite 
element analyses for pipes with an internal diameter of 0.3 m, 0.6 m, 1.2 m and 2.4 
m, respectively. It can be seen from these figures that although the BS method 
underestimates the maximum vertical soil pressure for all of the considered 
diameters, it also assumes a uniform soil pressure over the top half of the buried 
pipe. This assumption produces a very high design force and hence very high 
bending moments in the laboratory test. Furthermore, converting the force applied 
over the top half of the pipe to a line load and using this force in the laboratory test is 
not correct, especially for the good installation condition, because this assumption 
concentrates all of the force in the pipe crown. However, the soil pressure in reality is 
applied over the entire top half of the pipe, including the crown and the shoulders of 
the pipe. Hence, it will affect the entire top half of the pipe and not only the crown. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that this methodology does not truly simulate the 
actual scenario and leads to an over conservative design.  
As a result, a solution to these significant issues in the methodology of the load 
calculation is required to make sure that the design of the rigid buried pipes is robust 
and economic. However, any modified solution needs to be practical and related to 
the three-edge bearing test, as this is the only available method to test the quality of 
the pipe. Thus, proposing new total load bedding factors based on the results of this 
study would improve the design methodology and implicitly account for the issues 
demonstrated previously; hence, a robust and economical design of concrete pipes 
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would be possible. The EPR was therefore employed to derive explicit and concise 
mathematical models for the total load bedding factor, as the relationships of the 
calculated total load bedding factor are complicated and significantly affected by the 
pipe diameter, backfill height, pipe thickness and installation conditions, as discussed 
previously. The development of the bedding factor models are discussed in the next 
section.   
 
Figure  5.12: Calculated total load bedding factor for pipes with sizes as in Table 5.1 
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Figure  5.13: Calculated total load bedding factor for pipes with sizes as in Table 5.1 
for the poor installation (ML49 soil in the haunch zone) 
 
Figure  5.14: Ratio of total load bedding factors obtained from the numerical modelling 
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Figure  5.15: Ratio of total load bedding factors obtained from the numerical modelling 
and the BS values for the poor installation 
 
Figure  5.16: The BS and finite element analysis results of the total maximum vertical 
soil pressure applied over the top half of the pipes buried in the good installation 
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Figure  5.17: The BS and finite element analysis results of the total maximum vertical 
soil pressure applied over the top half of the pipes buried in the good installation 
condition with a backfill height of 1.0 m for an inside diameter of 0.6 m 
 
Figure  5.18: The BS and finite element analysis results of the total maximum vertical 
soil pressure applied over the top half of the pipes buried in the good installation 






























































Figure  5.19: The BS and finite element analysis results of the total maximum vertical 
soil pressure applied over the top half of the pipes buried in the good installation 
condition with a backfill height of 1.0 m for an inside diameter of 2.4 m 
5.5. Development of the total load bedding factor model 
5.5.1. Modelling the total load bedding factor 
The results of the parametric study showed that the total load bedding factor is 
significantly affected by the pipe diameter, pipe wall thickness and backfill height. 
Therefore, incorporating all of these parameters is necessary to ensure that the 
developed models are robust and representative. Hence, all of the bedding factor 
data were used to develop the bedding factor model for each installation condition 
(i.e. good and poor installation conditions). The data are divided into training data 
(80%) and validation data (20%). An effort was made to carefully divide the data into 
training and validation data sets with comparable general statistical characteristics. 

































and mean (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛) values for the data used for the training, validation and all the data 
used in the modelling for both the good and poor installation conditions. 
Several attempts were made to obtain a mathematical expression with a very high 
accuracy by trying different exponents for the developed mathematical expression, 
different function types and different number of terms. In every attempt, the EPR 
changes the exponent of the independent parameters based on the genetic algorithm 
and the range specified initially; solves the mathematical system using the least 
squares method; and finally calculates the coefficient of determination (𝐶𝐷) (Equation 
3.13). As the number of iterations increases, the EPR learns the best exponent 
arrangement. Subsequently, the EPR increases the number of terms and repeats the 
aforementioned procedure until it reaches the maximum number of terms. Ultimately, 
the EPR reports the final models with the 𝐶𝐷 value for the training and validation 
data.  
It was found that as the number of terms increases, the 𝐶𝐷 value also increases. This 
observation is similar to that noticed in the EPR modelling of the soil load bedding 
factor reported previously in Section 4.4.1. However, increasing the number of terms 
increases the model complexity and increases the possibility of overfitting. Therefore, 
the selection of the models was done based on the model simplicity and the ability of 
the model to represent the trend behaviour of the input data. The ability to replicate 
the trend behaviour was checked by carefully comparing the results of the developed 
models with the original data. The simplest model, which was able to reasonably 
replicate the trend, was selected for each installation condition. Equations 5.1 and 
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5.2 show the selected models for the good and poor installation conditions, 
respectively. 















𝐵𝐹 = −0.13 ×
1










+ 1.55 (5.2) 
Figures 5.20 and 5.21 compare the finite element results with the EPR model results 
for both the training and validation data for the good installation and poor installation, 
respectively. Furthermore, Table 5.4 presents the 𝐶𝐷 value for the training and 
validation data for both models. Figures 5.20 and 5.21, together with Table 5.4, 
illustrate that the models developed using this procedure are able to predict the 










Table  5.3: Statistics for the data used in the EPR analysis 
 
Good installation Poor installation 
𝐷 (m) 𝑡 (m) 𝐻 (m) 𝐵𝐹 𝐷 (m) 𝑡 (m) 𝐻 (m) 𝐵𝐹 
Training 
data 
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 0.8 0.11 1.66 6.63 0.8 0.100 1.72 4.07 
𝑀𝑖𝑛 0.3 0.026 1.00 3.09 0.3 0.026 1.00 2.35 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 2.4 0.458 2.50 16.38 2.4 0.458 2.50 8.06 
𝑆𝑇𝐷𝑉 0.6 0.090 0.58 2.77 0.6 0.090 0.59 1.17 
Validation 
data 
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 0.9 0.120 1.81 6.50 0.9 0.150 1.57 3.49 
𝑀𝑖𝑛 0.3 0.026 1.00 3.36 0.3 0.026 1.00 2.44 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 2.4 0.254 2.50 13.07 2.4 0.254 2.50 4.73 
𝑆𝑇𝐷𝑉 0.7 0.090 0.59 3.21 0.7 0.100 0.53 0.80 
All data 
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 0.8 0.110 1.69 6.60 0.8 0.110 1.69 3.96 
𝑀𝑖𝑛 0.3 0.026 1.00 3.09 0.3 0.026 1.00 2.35 
𝑀𝑎𝑥 2.4 0.458 2.50 16.38 2.4 0.458 2.50 8.06 
𝑆𝑇𝐷𝑉 0.6 0.090 0.58 2.82 0.6 0.090 0.58 1.13 
 
 
Figure  5.20: EPR predicted total load bedding factors compared to the finite element 
































Figure  5.21: EPR predicted total load bedding factors compared to the finite element 
results for the poor installation 
Table  5.4: Coefficient of determination (𝐶𝐷) for the training and validation data (%) 
Data set Good installation Poor installation 
Training 98.97 94.41 
Validation 99.41 89.64 
5.5.2. Sensitivity analysis 
A sensitivity analysis has been conducted by comparing the trend behaviour of the 
developed models with that discussed in Section 5.4, in order to develop additional 
confidence in the predictive ability of these models.  
Figures 5.22 and 5.23 show the results of the comparison of the calculated (using 































for all of the considered diameters and backfill heights for both the good and poor 
installation conditions, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 5.22 that the 
developed model for the good installation is able to predict the trend behaviour 
observed and discussed in Section 5.4, where increasing the pipe diameter and the 
backfill height increases the total load bedding factor. Figure 5.23 shows that the 
developed model for the poor installation is able to model the dependency of the total 
load bedding factor-backfill height relationship on the pipe diameter. Hence, these 
models can be used with confidence to overcome the oversimplifications in the 
design standard and ensure robust and economical designs. It should be noted, 
however, that these models have been derived and tested using pipes with an inside 
diameter range of 0.3 m to 2.4 m. Therefore, the use of these models for predicting 
the total load bedding factor of pipes outside this diameter range is not 
recommended and may cause significant errors.  
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Figure  5.23: The results of the sensitivity analysis for the poor installation 
5.6. Summary 
This chapter has investigated the effect of the MR-BSI traffic loading on the 
behaviour and the design of buried concrete pipes. A detailed parametric study has 
been conducted to investigate the response of buried concrete pipes under traffic 
loading using robust three-dimensional finite element analysis.  
The results of the parametric study illustrated the direct relationship between the pipe 
diameter and the effect of the traffic load. In addition, the backfill height limit to the 
effect of the traffic loading was found to be significantly affected by the pipe diameter. 
Furthermore, the results showed the significant effect of the installation condition and 
pipe wall thickness on the response of the buried concrete pipe. Hence, the results 
illustrated the need to consider the effect of the pipe diameter, backfill height, pipe 
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Lastly, the design methodology of the BS was investigated, where the issues with the 
current BS design methodology have been demonstrated. As a result, new total load 
bedding factor models have been developed to overcome the issues in the BS 
design methodology. The new models enable a more economical and robust design 













Chapter 6                                                                           
RESPONSE OF BURIED PVCu PIPES UNDER TRAFFIC 
LOADING 
6.1. Introduction 
Flexible pipes are widely used for transporting potable water, storm water and waste 
water (Balkaya et al., 2012a; Chaallal et al., 2015b; Mohamedzein and Al-Aghbari, 
2016). Hence, these pipes are likely to be subjected to loads if buried at shallow 
depth due to the backfill soil weight and traffic activities. Thus, a comprehensive 
understanding of the behaviour of these pipes with good and poor installation 
conditions is very important to achieve a robust design. This chapter therefore 
focuses on improving the current state of the art of buried flexible pipes, based on the 
gaps in the knowledge discussed in Section 2.3.4, by investigating the following 
aspects: 
1- The effect of pipe diameter, backfill height and traffic load on the behaviour of 
the buried polyvinyl chloride (PVCu) pipes with good installation.  
2- The impact of the poor installation (poor haunch support) on the behaviour of 
the PVCu pipes under traffic load.  
3- Compare the results of both good and poor haunch support with the design 
limits specified in the BS (BSI, 1997; BSI, 2010) to investigate the 
performance of pipes according to the BS design standard, and hence make 
the results from this research useful in practice for designing buried flexible 
pipes.  
4- Improve the design methodology of the BS to account for the effect of poor 
haunch support and ensure more robust and safe designs, as the poor haunch 
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support is expected in practice (Boschert and Howard, 2014; Turney et al., 
2015). Hence, the effect of the poor haunch support should be accounted for 
when designing buried flexible pipes. 
Firstly, the effect of the truck position and direction with respect to the buried flexible 
pipe is studied. The critical loading condition is then used in a comprehensive 
parametric study to investigate the behaviour of the buried pipes and the 
performance of the pipes based on the BS for good installation (good haunch 
support) and poor installation (poor haunch support). The results are then used to 
incorporate the effect of the poor haunch support in the BS design methodology. 
Finally, the chapter ends with a summary of the key findings of this study. It is 
important to mention that the analysis time for the models considered in this chapter 
ranged from 20 to 60 minutes, depending on the pipe diameter and the backfill 
height. 
6.2. Load configuration and critical load condition 
The critical load condition of the main road BS (MR-BSI) traffic load for the buried 
flexible pipes was investigated firstly to make sure that the subsequent analyses 
consider the worst-case scenario. It was felt necessary to study the effect of the truck 
position and distance with respect to the buried flexible pipe and to not depend on 
the critical load condition obtained for the buried concrete pipe (detailed in Section 
5.2), because the behaviour of the buried flexible pipe is different from that of the 
concrete pipe, as discussed previously in Section 1.3. 
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The cases of a truck travelling parallel and perpendicular to the pipeline axis were 
investigated at different 𝑺 values, similar to that conducted in Section 5.2, as shown 
in Figure 5.1 (refer to Section 5.2 for more details).  
The material properties of the surrounding soil, bedding soil, backfill soil and pipe, 
which are mentioned in validation problem 4, are used in this analysis with a backfill 
height of 0.5 m. This was considered in order to allow a direct comparison with the 
behaviour of the buried flexible pipe under two AASHTO trucks, which was 
investigated in validation problem 4. For each case, the maximum principal stress 
and maximum horizontal (at the pipe springline) and vertical (at the pipe crown) 
displacement of the pipe were recorded.  
Figure 6.1 shows the maximum horizontal (at the pipe springline) and vertical 
displacement (at the pipe crown) and maximum principal stress of the pipe for 
different 𝑺 values for the case of a truck moving parallel to the pipeline axis (Figure 
5.1(b)). It can be seen that the maximum horizontal and vertical displacement are 
equal to 2.18 mm and 6.78 mm when 𝑺 = 0.00 m. In addition, the maximum principal 
stress was also obtained when 𝑺 = 0.00 m and is equal to 3,707 kN/m2. 
Figure 6.2 shows the maximum horizontal (at the pipe springline) and vertical 
displacement (at the pipe crown) and the maximum principal stress of the pipe for 
different 𝑺 values for the case of a truck moving perpendicular to the pipeline axis 
(Figure 5.1(c)). It can be seen that the maximum vertical displacement and principal 
stress in the pipe were obtained when the centre of the right-hand axle was above 
the crown (𝑺 = 0.00 m) and are equal to 10.10 mm and 4,743 kN/m2, respectively. 
However, the maximum horizontal displacement of 3.90 mm was recorded when the 
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centre of the right-hand axle was 0.25 m away from the crown of the pipe (𝑺 = 0.25 
m).  
It can be concluded from these figures that the highest vertical and horizontal 
displacements in the pipe are obtained when the truck is moving perpendicular to the 
pipeline axis and the critical case is obtained when the centre of the right-hand axle 
is above the crown of the pipe. This is because of the dependency of the pipe 
behaviour on the surrounding soil stiffness (Rogers 1987; Rogers et al., 1996; 
Chapman et al., 2007) and the dependency of the soil stiffness on the stress level. 
The confining pressure in the soil adjacent to the sides of the pipe is larger for the 
cases where the pipe is between the two axle loads because of an increase in the 
stress level, which increases the stiffness of the soil adjacent to the sides of the pipe. 
Increasing the soil stiffness increases the side support on the pipe and hence, the 
settlement and the pipe wall stress will be smaller. However, for the case where one 
axle is directly above the pipe, the stress level will not distribute equally around the 
pipe and the soil stiffness will be smaller. Furthermore, the stress level on the crown 
of the pipe will be larger when the axle load is directly above the pipe.  
These results are in agreement with the findings from Chaallal et al. (2015a), who 
observed from a field test involving a flexible pipe under two axle loads that the 
worst-case for the pipe was when one of the axles was directly above the pipe. 
Comparing the results of the critical case of the MR-BSI traffic load and the case of 
the two axles of the two HS20 design trucks (from validation problem 4) shows that 
the MR-BSI traffic load is much more stringent with the calculated horizontal and 
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Figure  6.1: Results from the analysis of the pipe for the case of the MR-BSI traffic 
load travelling parallel to the pipeline axis with different 𝑺 values: (a) maximum 
vertical (at the pipe crown) and horizontal (at the pipe springline) displacement; (b) 





























































Figure  6.2: Results from the analysis of the pipe for the case of the MR-BSI traffic 
load travelling perpendicular to the pipeline axis with different 𝑺 values: (a) maximum 
vertical (at the pipe crown) and horizontal (at the pipe springline) displacement; (b) 

























































6.3. Material properties of the soil and pipe and the pipes’ diameters 
The SW90 was considered for the backfill, haunch zone (for the models with good 
installation) and bedding soils. This soil type was chosen to simulate a pipe buried in 
a good quality backfill material (Chaallal et al., 2015a). The assumption of a stiff 
bedding layer was made to simulate the expected worst-case scenario where the 
pipeline is laid directly on to a native over-consolidated soil (similar to the assumption 
made in Chapter 5). The poor installation has been simulated by using the ML49 in 
the haunch zone. The material properties of the trench soils (SW90 and ML49) are 
taken from the literature (Boscardin et al., 1990), while the in situ soil was assumed 
to be stronger than the backfill soil (similar to the assumption made in Chapter 5). 
The material properties of the SW90 and ML49 soils can be found in Table 4.2.  
The long-term material properties of the PVCu material were considered in this study 
as these properties represent the worst-case scenario (i.e. lower yield stress and 
critical buckling pressure). The PVCu material properties (modulus of elasticity (𝐸), 
Poisson’s ratio () and tensile yield stress), pipe diameters and pipe wall thicknesses 
were adopted from the literature (Petersen et al., 2010; AASHTO, 2013) and are 
shown in Table 6.1. The tensile yield stress of the PVCu material (shown in Table 
6.1) is usually considered as the yield stress for both tension and compression when 
calculating the factor of safety in the design practice of flexible pipes (Katona, 1990; 
AASHTO, 2013); although, the compressive strength of the PVCu material is higher 
(Ognedal et al., 2012; Mohamedzein and Al-Aghbari, 2016). This consideration is 
accepted in the pipeline industry to add additional conservatism to the design of 
flexible pipes (Katona, 1990). Therefore, the tensile yield stress has also been 
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considered as the yield stress for both tension and compression. The critical buckling 
pressure for each pipe was calculated using Equation 1.11 as recommended by the 
BS (i.e. assuming the condition of an unsupported pipe) and is also shown in Table 
6.1.  
The boundary conditions, the elements’ types, the element sizes and the modelling 
steps were the same as for validation problem 4. The following sections discuss the 
results of the parametric study. 










𝐸 (kPa)* * 
Yield stress 
(kPa)*** 
0.3 0.036 1726 
689,000 0.35 17,237 
0.6 0.061 916 
0.9 0.070 588 
1.3 0.089 369 
* adopted from Petersen et al., (2010) 
** calculated using Equation 1.11 
*** adopted from AASHTO (2013) 
6.4. Results of good installation 
The behaviour of the pipe with good installation was considered first to understand 
the impact of the pipe diameter, backfill height and traffic load on the response of the 
PVCu pipe; and hence provide a comprehensive understanding before studying the 
effect of the poor installation. A minimum backfill height of 1.0 m was considered as it 
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is the minimum accepted backfill height for the buried pipes under the MR-BSI traffic 
loading condition (HA, 2001). The results of this section are divided into three 
subsections covering the maximum soil pressure, the vertical displacement of the 
pipe crown and the pipe wall stress. 
6.4.1.  Maximum soil pressure 
Figure 6.3 shows the maximum vertical soil pressure applied at the pipe crown due to 
the backfill soil weight only. It can be clearly seen from the figure that increasing the 
backfill height linearly increases the maximum soil pressure due to the increase of 
the soil weight above the pipe. It can also be observed that increasing the diameter 
of the pipe decreases the maximum soil pressure. This is due to the decrease in the 
pipe stiffness as the diameter of the pipe increases; which in turn reduces the 
percentage of load attracted by the pipe as a result of soil arching (Moore, 2001; 
Kang et al., 2007).  
Figure 6.4 shows the maximum soil pressure at the crown of the pipe due to the MR-
BSI traffic load only. The soil pressure for each case has been obtained by 
subtracting the maximum soil pressure due to backfill soil weight only at the pipe 
crown from the maximum soil pressure due to total load (combined backfill soil weight 
and traffic load). The predicted maximum soil pressure from the BS equation (BSI, 
2010) (Equation 1.13) is also shown in this figure. It can be seen that the maximum 
soil pressure due to the effect of traffic load only decreases nonlinearly as the backfill 
height increases. The percentage decrease in the tyre stress (i.e. 904 kPa) for a 
backfill height of 1.0 m is equal to 91%, 89%, 88% and 88% for pipe inside diameters 
of 0.3 m, 0.6 m, 0.9 m and 1.3 m, respectively. This reveals that approximately 90% 
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of the tyre stress is reduced at a backfill height of 1.0 m. For a backfill height of 3.0 
m, the percentage decrease is equal to 99%, 98%, 98% and 97% for pipe diameters 
of 0.3 m, 0.6 m, 0.9 m and 1.3 m, respectively. It can also be seen that the effect of 
the traffic load ends at a backfill height of 4.5 m. Similar observations were also found 
by Bian et al. (2012) from a full-scale study on the effect of truck loads on an arched 
concrete culvert (width of 3.5 m and height of 2.5 m) buried in a poorly-graded gravel 
with a backfill height ranging from 0.5 m to 3.5 m. Bian et al. (2012) noticed that the 
tyre stress decreased by 91% at a depth of 1.0 m below the ground surface. 
Comparing the results of the maximum soil pressure under traffic load only with the 
BS equation (Equation 1.13) shows in general, that the equation underestimates the 
soil pressure at a backfill height of 1.0 m and overestimates the soil pressure at a 
backfill height equal to or greater than 2.0 m. The ratio between the soil pressure 
predicted from the numerical modelling and the soil pressure calculated from 
Equation 1.13 varies between 1.05 and 0.24 for the 0.3 m diameter pipe, 1.33 and 
0.34 for the 0.6 m diameter pipe, 1.35 and 0.37 for the 0.9 m diameter pipe and 1.37 
and 0.40 for the 1.3 m diameter pipe.  
Figure 6.5 shows the maximum vertical soil pressure applied at the pipe crown due to 
total load. The figure shows that the maximum vertical soil pressure decreases 
nonlinearly then increases approximately linearly. This is because of the interaction 
of both the weight of the backfill above the pipe and the traffic load; where the traffic 
load significantly influences the maximum soil pressure. However, as the backfill 
height increases, the influence of the traffic load significantly decrease; which in turn 
impacts on the maximum soil pressure.  
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Figure 6.6 shows the factor of safety against buckling obtained by dividing the critical 
buckling pressure (shown in Table 6.1) by the maximum soil pressure at the crown of 
the pipe obtained from the modelling (Figure 6.5). It can be seen that although the 
critical buckling pressure for the unsupported pipes was used, the factor of safety is 
very high for all the cases with a minimum value of 3.10. This indicates that the pipes 
are safe against buckling for the good installation conditions, as the obtained factor of 
safety is higher than the BS minimum requirement (i.e. higher than 2). 
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Figure  6.4: Maximum soil pressure at the crown of the pipe under the MR-BSI traffic 
load only 
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Figure  6.6: Factor of safety against buckling for buried PVCu pipes with good haunch 
support and subjected to the total load 
6.4.2. Pipe crown vertical displacement 
Figure 6.7 shows an example of the deformed shape of the pipe due to the 
application of the total load for the case of a pipe with an inside diameter of 1.3 m, 
buried with a backfill height of 1.0 m. It can be seen that the pipe is deformed into a 
heart shape. This heart shape has been formed due to the significant increase in the 
soil pressure at the crown of the pipe as a result of the application of the traffic load. 
However, it can also be seen that the deformed shape is not symmetric. This is due 
to the non-uniformity of the traffic load applied on the surface, where the critical 
loading condition was used, as mentioned previously. This gives additional 
confidence in the validity of the numerical methodology adopted in this research, 
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plastic pipes under the surface load effect (Chapman et al., 2007; Chaallal 2015a). 
This observation is also in agreement with the hypothesis proposed by Rogers 
(1988) for the behaviour of buried flexible pipes under applied loads (discussed in 
Section 2.3.3). 
Figure 6.8 shows the crown vertical displacement for all of the considered cases due 
to the application of the total load. It can be seen that the crown vertical displacement 
follows the same trend observed for the maximum soil pressure, where the vertical 
displacement decreases nonlinearly as the backfill height increases and then 
increases. Again, this is due to the interaction effect of the backfill weight and traffic 
load and the decrease in the effect of the traffic load as the backfill height increases. 
It can also be noticed that increasing the diameter of the pipe increases the crown 
vertical displacement. This is due to the significant decrease in the pipe stiffness as 
the diameter increases, where the pipe becomes more responsive to the applied load 
as the stiffness decreases. These results are in agreement with the experimental 
finding reported by Sargand et al. (2001a), where they found that increasing the 
diameter of the flexible pipe increases the crown vertical displacement.  
Figure 6.9 presents the normalized vertical displacement (i.e. ratio of the maximum 
pipe displacement to the pipe inside diameter) for all of the considered scenarios. It is 
shown that the normalized vertical displacement is less than 5.00% for all of the 
considered cases; where the maximum normalized vertical displacement is 1.05%, 
recorded for the smallest pipe diameter (𝐷 = 0.3 m) with a backfill height of 1.0 m. 
This gives a minimum factor of safety of 4.76 (i.e. 5.00%/1.05%) for the pipe 
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displacement limitation based on the minimum BS requirements (5.00%) for safe 
performance of buried flexible pipes.  
 
Figure  6.7: Deformed shape of the PVCu pipe due to the total load (pipe with an 
inside diameter of 1.3 m and a backfill height of 1.0 m) (Note: the deformed shape is 
magnified by a factor of 47) 
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Figure  6.9: Normalized displacement (crown vertical displacement/D) under the total 
load 
6.4.3. Pipe wall stress 
It is important to investigate the pipe wall stress to estimate the factor of safety of the 
pipe against material failure. Some studies have investigated the failure of PVCu 
pipes using the maximum hoop stresses (Zhan and Rajani, 1997; Kang et al., 2013a, 
b, 2014). However, Balkaya et al. (2012a, b, 2013) mentioned that the principal wall 
stress represents the critical stress condition for PVCu pipes. Hence, they used the 
maximum principal stress to study the factor of safety of the pipe under the effect of 
erosion voids. Therefore, because of this difference of opinion in the literature, both 
the maximum hoop stresses and principal stresses have been investigated to find the 
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stress around the pipe for the case of a pipe with an inside diameter of 0.9 m buried 
with a backfill height of 1.5 m under the effect of the total load. It can be clearly seen 
from the figure that both the maximum hoop and principal stresses occur at the pipe 
springline and on the compressive side. However, the maximum principal stress (977 
kPa) is higher than the maximum hoop stress (722 kPa), with a percentage 
difference of 35%. This confirms the finding of Balkaya et al. (2012a, b, 2013). Thus, 
the principal stress has been used to study the pipe wall stress and the factor of 
safety of the pipes against material failure. 
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 present the maximum principal stress (compressive stress) for 
all of the considered pipes under the soil weight only and the total load, respectively. 
Figure 6.11 shows that, as expected, increasing the backfill height linearly increases 
the maximum principal stress, which is due to the increase in the soil pressure. 
However, the figure indicates that increasing the diameter of the pipe increases the 
wall stress. This is due to the increase of the soil pressure applied at the pipe 
shoulders as the diameter increases and hence resulting in a higher stress at the 
springline.  
Figure 6.12 shows that the wall stress nonlinearly decreases for all of the diameters 
up to a backfill height of 1.5 m. After this the wall stress increases for the pipes with 
an inside diameter ranging from 0.6 m to 1.3 m; while the stress decreases for the 
smallest diameter pipe as the backfill height increases from 1.5 m to 2.0 m. This 
complex behaviour is due to the interaction of the effect of the backfill weight and 
traffic load, as discussed previously in Section 6.4.1. It can also be seen that 
increasing the diameter of the pipe increases the maximum wall stress. 
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Figure 6.13 displays the factor of safety against the pipe material failure for all of the 
considered cases. This factor of safety has been calculated by dividing the yield 
stress of the pipe material (Table 6.1) by the maximum wall stress (Figure 6.12). It 
can be clearly seen that the pipes are safe against failure with a minimum factor of 
safety of 11.55. 
In summary, the results of the robust three-dimensional finite element modelling have 
shown that PVCu pipes are safe based on the BS criteria if a good support has been 
provided for the pipe during the installation.  
 
Figure  6.10: Comparison of the hoop and principal wall stresses induced due to the 
application of the total load for a pipe with an inside diameter of 0.9 m buried with a 































Figure  6.11: Maximum principal stress in the pipe wall under the backfill soil only 
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Figure  6.13: Factor of safety of PVCu pipes against material yield (pipes buried with 
good installation) 
6.5. Results of poor installation 
The results for the poor installation are presented in terms of ratios or percentage 
differences based on the results for the good installation. This has been considered 
to provide an in-depth understanding of the impact of poor installation (poor haunch 
support) in comparison with good installation. The following subsections present in 
detail the effect of poor installation on the maximum soil pressure, crown vertical 
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6.5.1. Maximum soil pressure 
Figure 6.14 shows a comparison between the maximum vertical soil pressure for a 
good installation and a poor installation condition for a pipe with an inside diameter of 
1.3 m and a backfill height of 1.0 m. It can be seen that the soil pressure significantly 
increases at the pipe invert due to the poor installation. This increase is due to the 
concentration of the reaction pressure in the invert zone. This means the soil in the 
invert zone has to react to most of the pressure developed above the pipe in order to 
satisfy equilibrium conditions, as a result of the lack of mobilization of the haunch 
support. The figure also indicates that poor installation does not significantly affect 
the maximum soil pressure at the crown of the pipe, where the percentage difference 
is 2%. However, the soil pressure in the shoulders, springline and haunch zones 
significantly decreases due to this poor installation. 
Figure 6.15 displays the soil pressure ratio (the ratio of the maximum vertical soil 
pressure for the poor installation condition to the maximum soil pressure for the good 
installation condition) for all of the considered cases. It can be seen that the 
maximum soil pressure ratio significantly increases for all of these considered 
scenarios. It can also be noticed that increasing the pipe diameter or backfill height 
increases the soil pressure ratio due to the increase in the soil weight above the 
invert, as the backfill height or diameter increases. Hence, the reaction pressure at 
the invert will be increased because of the lack of support in the haunch zone. 
However, this increase is not linear, where the ratio approximately stabilizes after a 
backfill height of 3.0 m for all of the considered diameters. This behaviour is due to 
the significant decrease of the traffic load effect as the backfill height increases.  
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Figure 6.16 shows the factor of safety against buckling for the poor installation 
condition calculated using the maximum soil pressure. The factor of safety for the 
pipes with an inside diameter of 1.3 m significantly decreases compared to the full 
haunch support, where the minimum factor of safety becomes 2.05 compared to a 
minimum value of 3.10 (Figure 6.6) for the good installation (a percentage decrease 
of 34%). However, comparing the factor of safety for all of the cases with the BS 
factor of safety requirement (i.e. 2.00), shows that the pipes are safe against buckling 
even with the increase in soil pressure due to a lack of good support.  
 
Figure  6.14: Effect of poor haunch support on the developed vertical maximum soil 































Figure  6.15: The ratio of the maximum vertical soil pressure for the poor installation 
condition to the maximum soil pressure for the good installation condition 
 
Figure  6.16: Factor of safety against buckling for buried PVCu pipes with poor 
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6.5.2. Pipe crown vertical displacement 
The effect of poor installation on the deformed shape and the maximum pipe vertical 
displacement has been investigated. Figure 6.17 shows a comparison of the 
deformed shape of a buried pipe under the effect of the total load with both good and 
poor installation conditions. It can be seen that poor installation changes the 
deformed shape of the pipe from a heart shape into an inverted heart shape. This is 
due to the lack of good support at the haunch zone, which makes the pipe deflect 
more easily in this zone as a reaction to the applied load. This observation is 
consistent with that reported by Dhar et al. (2004) and Chapman et al. (2007) and the 
hypothesis proposed by Rogers (1988) for the behaviour of buried flexible pipes 
under applied loads. Furthermore, it can be seen that the crown vertical displacement 
is also increased due to this poor installation. 
Figure 6.18 displays the percentage increase in the crown vertical displacement 
calculated based on the good installation results for all of the considered cases. The 
figure shows that increasing the pipe diameter significantly increases the crown 
vertical displacement, indicating that increasing the pipe diameter increases the 
dependency of the developed crown vertical displacement on the haunch support. 
The percentage increase ranged from 6% to 62% depending on the pipe diameter 
and backfill height. The figure also shows that the percentage increase decreases 
nonlinearly as the backfill height increases, followed by a nonlinear increase. This is 
due to the interaction of the soil weight and the traffic load and the dependency of the 
crown vertical displacement on the haunch support and the applied load.  
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Figure 6.19 presents the normalized crown vertical displacement with respect to the 
pipe’s inside diameter. It can be seen from the figure that, although there was a 
significant increase in the pipe’s vertical displacement due to the poor installation, the 
maximum displacement is lower than the 5.00% limitation with a minimum factor of 
safety of 4.24 (i.e. 5.00%/1.18%). 
 
Figure  6.17: Comparison of the deformed shape for the good and poor installation 
conditions for a pipe with an inside diameter of 1.3 m and a backfill height of 1.0 m 
(Note: the deformed shape is magnified by a factor of 47) 
Undeformed
Deformed- Good haunch support




Figure  6.18: Percentage increase in the pipe crown vertical displacement due to a 
poor installation 
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6.5.3. Pipe wall stress 
Figure 6.20 shows the effect of the poor installation on the developed principal stress 
in comparison with the good installation, for a pipe with an inside diameter of 0.6 m 
buried with a backfill height of 2.0 m under the effect of the total load. It can be seen 
that the zone of the maximum principal stress changes from the pipe crown to the 
pipe invert due to the poor installation. This is as a result of the significant increase in 
soil pressure at the pipe invert because of the poor installation, as discussed in 
Section 6.5.1.  
To investigate the percentage increase in the maximum pipe wall stress for all of the 
considered cases, the ratio of the maximum wall stress for the poor installation 
condition (T) to the maximum wall stress for the good installation condition (To) has 
been calculated and presented in Figure 6.21. From this figure, it can be seen that 
the maximum pipe wall stress significantly increases due to the poor haunch support, 
where the ratio ranges from 1.46 to 2.23. It can also be noticed that the ratio 
increases as the diameter of the pipe increases, due to the increase of the soil weight 
above the pipe invert as the diameter increases. Hence, the reaction pressure at the 
pipe invert significantly increases. Moreover, increasing the backfill height to 3.0 m 
increases the maximum wall stress ratio. Again, this is also as a result of the increase 
in the stress at the pipe invert as the backfill height increases. However, the increase 
in the invert stress is affected by the traffic load reduction as the backfill height 
increases. Hence, the ratio decreased slightly after a backfill height of 3.0 m.   
Figure 6.22 shows the factor of safety against pipe material failure obtained using the 
maximum pipe wall stress. It can be seen from this figure that although the pipe wall 
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stress has significantly increased for all of the considered cases, the pipes are still far 
away from failure, with a factor of safety ranging from 5.83 to 11.51. This means that 
the PVCu pipes are safe against material failure even with the poor installation 
condition. 
In summary, the results for both poor and good installation conditions demonstrated 
that the design of buried PVCu pipes is governed by the critical buckling (Figures 6.6 
and 6.16) as the pipe wall stress is far away from failure (Figures 6.13 and 6.22) and 
the pipe’s vertical displacement is also far away from the 5.00% limit (Figures 6.9 and 
6.19). In addition, the results of the poor installation showed significant changes in 
the behaviour of the pipes because of poor haunch support. However, the 
comparisons with the BS limitations indicated that the PVCu pipes were performing 
very well even if poor haunch support is provided during installation. This indicates 
that the pipe wall thicknesses considered in this research (i.e. the wall thicknesses 
adopted from Petersen et al., 2010) provide a very conservative and uneconomic 
design. Hence, it is important to find the minimum pipe wall thickness which can be 
used safely for buried PVCu pipes under the most stringent conditions (i.e. under 
traffic loading and with poor installation) to achieve a robust and economic design. In 
addition, an update to the design methodology of the BS is required to account for 
poor installation with other grades of PVCu pipe, as the current BS design 
methodology assumes good installation (i.e. good haunch support) (BSI, 1997; BSI, 
2010). The next section therefore discusses the derivation of safe and economic wall 
thicknesses and an update of the BS methodology to account for the effect of poor 




Figure  6.20: Comparison of the principal wall stress for a good and poor haunch 
supported pipe under total load (pipe internal diameter of 0.6 m and backfill height of 
2.0 m) 
 
Figure  6.21: The ratio of maximum wall stress for the poor installation (T) to the 
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Figure  6.22: Factor of safety of PVCu pipes against material yield (pipes buried with 
poor installation) 
6.6. Practical implications 
6.6.1. Minimum safe wall thickness 
The minimum pipe wall thickness for all of the cases considered in this study was 
calculated using the following methodology: 
1- The results of the poor installation analyses showed that the buckling pressure 
governs the design of the buried PVCu pipes under the effect of the total load. 
Hence, the first step was to make sure that the proposed pipe wall thickness 
satisfies the limit for the critical buckling pressure. This has been done by 
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maximum soil pressure obtained from the poor installation analysis by two (the 
minimum factor of safety against buckling recommended in the BS (BSI, 
1997)). The calculated ultimate buckling pressure was then used in Equation 
1.11 to find the required minimum pipe wall thickness for each case by 
following a trial and error process.  
2- The buried pipes with the new wall thicknesses (calculated in step 1) were 
then evaluated using the finite element model developed in this study to make 
sure that the pipe’s maximum displacement (crown vertical displacement) and 
pipe wall stress for the new minimum wall thicknesses did not exceed the 
limits specified in the BS (i.e. the maximum displacement is less than 5.00% 
and the pipe wall stress is less than the yield stress of the pipe material). The 
poor installation condition was considered in all of the finite element analyses 
to make sure that the new wall thicknesses accounted for the worst-case 
scenario expected in practice, as discussed previously.  
Figure 6.23 shows the minimum wall thickness calculated in step 1 for all of the 
considered cases. Figures 6.24 and 6.25 show the factor of safety against pipe 
material failure and the normalised vertical displacement of the pipe crown obtained 
from the finite element analysis for the pipes with the proposed new wall thicknesses, 
respectively. It can be seen from these figures that as expected, the pipes’ wall 
thickness calculated based on the critical buckling limit satisfy the BS limitations for 
both the yield stress and the maximum displacement ratio. Hence, the wall 
thicknesses shown in Figure 6.23 can be easily used for an economic, safe and 
robust design of buried PVCu pipes under traffic load with poor installation, where 




Figure  6.23: Minimum pipe wall thickness required for a safe performance of a buried 
PVCu pipe with poor installation 
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Figure  6.25: Normalized vertical displacement (crown vertical displacement/D) for 
pipes with the minimum wall thicknesses 
6.6.2. Update to the design methodology of the BS 
The previous section discussed the derivation of safe minimum wall thicknesses for 
the PVCu pipes considered in this study. However, the long-term modulus of 
elasticity of the PVCu material is significantly affected by the grade, and ranges from 
689,000 kPa to 1,089,372 kPa (Petersen et al., 2010; AASHTO, 2013; Kraus et al., 
2014). In addition, the calculated pipe wall thickness is significantly affected by the 
pipe’s modulus of elasticity, as the pipe design is governed by critical buckling; which 
directly depends on the pipe’s modulus of elasticity, as can be clearly seen in 
Equation 1.11. This means that the use of the proposed wall thicknesses (Figure 
6.23) is limited to pipes with a modulus of elasticity of 689,000 kPa. Hence, a more 
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this section. The approach magnifies the calculated soil pressure using a correction 
factor to account for the significant effect of poor installation. This correction factor is 
obtained, for all of the cases considered in this study, by dividing the maximum soil 
pressure at the pipe invert for the poor installation condition (obtained from the finite 
element analysis) by the maximum soil pressure calculated based on the British 
Standard (Equation 1.9 + Equation 1.13) (BSI, 2010).  
The correction factors are shown in Figure 6.26 and these enable designers to 
incorporate the effect of poor installation into the design of PVCu pipes. Figure 6.26 
can cope with pipes of different moduli of elasticity, as it was found from the finite 
element analysis that the modulus of elasticity of the PVCu pipe does not significantly 
affect the calculated correction factor (the percentage difference in the correction 
factor was less than 1% as the modulus of elasticity changed from 689,00 kPa to 
1,089,372 kPa). The designer can use Figure 6.26 to find the required correction 
factor depending on the inside diameter of the pipe and the backfill height, and then 
multiply this factor by the maximum soil pressure at the pipe crown obtained from the 
British Standard equations (Equation 1.9 + Equation 1.13), which assumes a good 
installation (i.e. good haunch support). The designer can then use Equation 1.11 to 
find the minimum pipe wall thickness (i.e. design the pipe) to satisfy the critical 
buckling requirements, as demonstrated in step 1 in Section 6.6.1. The calculated 
thickness already satisfies the displacement and wall stress requirements as has 




Figure  6.26: Correction factor for the maximum soil pressure on the pipe under the 
total load for different backfill heights 
6.7. Comparisons of the displacement and wall stress 
The original idea was to compare the results of the vertical displacement of the pipe 
crown and pipe wall stress obtained from the finite element analysis with the closed 
form solutions adopted in the BS to investigate the robustness of the BS design 
methodology and to use the EPR to improve the robustness of the BS design 
approach, as discussed in Section 1.7 (Objectives 12 and 13 of this study). 
However, as demonstrated in this chapter, the design of the buried PVCu pipes is 
controlled by the critical buckling (i.e. soil pressure), and the pipe displacement and 
the pipe wall stress are far away from critical conditions. Hence, it was felt 
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factor chart (Figure 6.26) implicitly accounts for the error in the BS maximum soil 
pressure equation (Equation 1.13) and implicates the effect of the poor installation in 
the design practice of buried PVCu pipes.  
6.8. Summary 
This chapter aimed to develop a clear understanding of the response of buried PVCu 
pipes under the MR-BSI traffic loading using a validated three-dimensional finite 
element model. The effect of the pipe diameter, backfill height and installation 
condition were investigated through a detailed parametric study. The results of the 
good installation illustrated the significant effect of the pipe diameter on the behaviour 
of the buried PVCu pipe. In addition, the results showed significant issues with the 
maximum soil pressure equation used in the BS (Equation 1.13). The results of the 
poor installation and the comparisons with the results of the good installation showed 
the importance of the installation quality. Furthermore, the necessity to consider the 
poor haunch support in the design practice of buried flexible pipes is important, as it 
causes a significant increase in the maximum soil pressure applied on the pipe, pipe 
crown vertical displacement and pipe wall stress. Notably, a new design methodology 
was proposed to account for the effect of the poor installation in the design practice 








Chapter 7                                                                                                      
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE 
RESEARCH 
7.1. Introduction 
In this research, a three-dimensional finite element method and evolutionary 
polynomial regression analysis were used to improve the understanding and propose 
improvements in the design methods for buried rigid (concrete) and flexible (polyvinyl 
chloride (PVCu)) pipes, to aid a more economic and robust design. 
A three-dimensional finite element model was developed, validated and used to carry 
out parametric based studies to investigate the complex behaviour of buried concrete 
and PVCu pipes under the effect of backfill soil weight and traffic loading, based on 
the gaps in the knowledge identified from a critical and extensive literature review 
detailed in Chapter 2. This model was developed based on a comprehensive 
literature review of previous studies of soil-pipe interaction combined with sensitivity 
analyses. In addition, the results of the developed model were validated against 
instrumented laboratory and field tests on buried pipes under the effect of backfill soil 
weight and static and moving traffic loads.  
Detailed parametric studies were then conducted to investigate the effect of the pipe 
diameter, backfill height, installation conditions and pipe wall thickness on the 
response of concrete and PVCu pipes under the effect of the soil load and combined 
soil and traffic loads. The results of the parametric studies were discussed carefully 
to provide an insight into the behaviour of buried concrete and PVCu pipes and to 
quantify the parameters that affect the response of the pipe.  
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Importantly, the results of the parametric studies were then used to investigate the 
robustness of the current design standards (BS, 2010; AASHTO, 2016). 
Furthermore, novel improvements in the design methodologies of buried concrete 
and PVCu pipes have been proposed using the data obtained from the three-
dimensional finite element analysis utilising an evolutionary polynomial regression 
analysis (EPR) (for concrete pipes) and the soil pressure design equations used in 
the BS (for PVCu pipes).  
This chapter summarizes the key findings from the studies conducted in this research 
and provides suggestions for future studies. The chapter has been divided into five 
sections. The first three sections discuss the key findings from Chapter 4, Chapter 5 
and Chapter 6. The fourth section summarizes the contributions to the field of 
knowledge (i.e. the findings which were not known before this research) and 
hence shows how the present study has achieved the aim. Finally, the chapter 
finishes with suggestions for future research. 
7.2. Conclusions from the study of the behaviour of buried concrete 
pipes under soil load only (Chapter 4)  
The behaviour of buried pipes under backfill soil load only has been thoroughly 
investigated in this research to address the research needs noted from the extensive 
literature review conducted in Chapter 2. The effect of the pipe diameter, pipe 
thickness, backfill height and installation conditions on the maximum bending 
moment of the pipe have been thoroughly investigated and discussed. The results of 
the maximum bending moment obtained from these analyses have been used to 
calculate and study the soil load bedding factor. The results of the soil load bedding 
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factor have been compared with the design bedding factors recommended in the BS 
and AASHTO standard. The following conclusions can be drawn from this study:    
1- The maximum bending moment developed in buried concrete pipes is 
significantly affected by the pipe diameter, pipe wall thickness and backfill 
height. 
2- The recommended bedding factors in the BS are conservative; where the ratio 
of the bedding factors obtained from the finite element modelling to the design 
standard bedding factors ranged from 1.03 to 3.08, depending on the 
installation type, pipe diameter and backfill height. This means that current 
design practice is not economic. Furthermore, the BS neglects the effect of the 
pipe diameter, pipe wall thickness and backfill height, which have been shown 
to have significant impact on the bedding factor. 
3- Regarding the bedding factors recommended by AASHTO, the ratio of the 
bedding factor calculated from the finite element modelling, to the design 
standard bedding factor, ranged from 0.61 to 2.08. Furthermore, the AASHTO 
design standard neglects the effect of the pipe wall thickness and backfill 
height, which have been shown to significantly affect the bedding factor. 
Therefore, it is suggested that the AASHTO recommended bedding factors 
could be improved by considering these other factors.  
4- New soil load bedding factor models (Equations 4.2 to 4.5) were developed 
using an EPR analysis. The models were developed using the bedding factors 
obtained from the results of the finite element modelling. These models 
account for the effect of the pipe diameter, pipe wall thickness and backfill 
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height. Hence, a more economic and robust design can be achieved by using 
the models from this study. 
5- Excellent agreement was obtained when the results of the soil load bedding 
factor model for a Type 2 installation was compared with the bedding factor 
obtained from a real pipe test by MacDougall et al. (2016) (percentage 
difference was 6%), providing confidence in the methodology adopted in this 
study. 
7.3. Conclusions from the study of the behaviour of buried concrete 
pipes under traffic loading (Chapter 5) 
The response of buried concrete pipes under the BS main road traffic load 
requirements was investigated using a validated three-dimensional finite element 
model. The study provided an insight into the effect of the pipe diameter, backfill 
height and pipe wall thickness on both the developed bending moment in the pipe 
wall and the soil pressure around the pipe. Furthermore, the study has presented for 
the first time a rigorous investigation into the robustness of the BS methodology for 
designing buried concrete pipes under traffic loading. The following conclusions can 
be drawn from the study: 
1- The critical loading condition of the BS main road design truck is obtained 
when the truck is moving perpendicular to the concrete pipeline axis with the 
centre of the right-hand axle above the crown of the pipe.  
2- The effect of traffic load is significantly affected by the pipe diameter, where 
increasing the diameter of the pipe decreases the influence of the traffic load. 
However, the traffic load does not affect the developed bending moment in the 
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pipe wall for a backfill height greater than 2.5 m for pipes with an inside 
diameter of 0.3 to 1.2 m. Moreover, the effect of traffic load on the maximum 
bending moment vanishes after a backfill height of 1.0 m for a pipe with an 
inside diameter of 2.4 m. Therefore, the study suggests including these backfill 
height limits on the effect of the traffic load in the BS. 
3- The developed bending moment in the pipe wall is significantly influenced by 
the pipe wall thickness, where increasing the pipe thickness increases the 
bending moment.  
4- Changing the support condition from a very good installation (using SW95 soil 
in the haunch zone) to a reasonable installation (using ML90 soil in the haunch 
zone) does not significantly affect the developed bending moment. However, 
providing a poor support condition for the pipe in the haunch zone significantly 
increases the bending moment. Hence, a better pipe performance can be 
achieved by providing good support in the haunch zone. 
5- The results showed that the BS method to calculate the force applied on the 
pipe is overly conservative; where the assumption of a uniform vertical soil 
pressure above the top half of the pipe, with a magnitude equal to the vertical 
soil pressure at the pipe crown, does not represent real conditions. This 
assumption leads to a very high design load, and hence an uneconomical 
design. 
6- The calculated bedding factors based on the results of the finite element 
modelling showed that the bedding factors adopted in the BS are overly 
conservative, where the ratio of the predicted to the obtained bedding factors 
ranged from 1.63 to 4.92. The study illustrated that this over-conservatism is 
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due to the oversimplification in the design force calculation, based on the BS 
method. 
7- New bedding factor models have been proposed using the EPR analysis 
technique for both the good and poor installation conditions (Equations 5.1 and 
5.2). The use of these models ensures an economical and robust design of 
concrete pipes; as these models implicitly account for the error due to the 
oversimplification in the force calculation following the BS method. 
7.4. Conclusions from the study of the behaviour of buried PVCu pipes 
under traffic loading (Chapter 6) 
This study has presented for the first time a robust comprehensive analysis studying 
the effect of pipe diameter, backfill height and installation condition on the behaviour 
of buried flexible pipes subjected to the BS main road traffic load requirements. The 
results presented in this study have provided details previously missing in the 
literature and also an insight into the behaviour of flexible pipes with both good and 
poor installation. The key findings from this study are as follows: 
1- Similar to the buried concrete pipes, the critical loading condition of the BS 
main road design truck is obtained when the truck is moving perpendicular to 
the PVCu pipeline axis with the centre of the right-hand axle above the crown 
of the pipe.  
2- The BS main road design truck imposes a higher stress and displacement on 
the pipe compared with two AASHTO HS20 trucks; where the predicted 
horizontal (at the pipe springline) and vertical (at the pipe crown) 
displacements under the critical loading condition of the BS main road design 
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truck are 195% and 153% higher than that predicted under two HS20 design 
trucks with two axles. 
3- The equation recommended by the BS (BSI, 2010) for estimating the 
maximum soil pressure on a buried pipe (Equation 1.13) has been shown not 
to be accurate. A new correction factor chart (Figure 6.26) has been proposed 
based on the results of an extensive numerical study to improve the accuracy 
of the BS design equation.  
4- The effect of the traffic loading on the behaviour of the buried PVCu pipes is 
negligible for a backfill height greater than 4.0 m for all pipe diameters 
considered in this research. 
5- Increasing the diameter of the pipe for both good and poor installation 
conditions increases the vertical displacement of the pipe crown and pipe wall 
stress; although the maximum soil pressure generally decreased with an 
increase in the pipe diameter. This is due to a decrease in the pipe stiffness 
and an increase in the soil weight above the pipe’s shoulders as the diameter 
increases. 
6- The maximum principal stress is higher than the hoop stress for both good 
and poor installation conditions. Hence, future studies should consider the 
maximum principal stress to investigate the factor of safety against failure of 
the pipe material. 
7- Poor installation (poor haunch support) significantly increases the vertical 
displacement of the pipe crown with the effect increasing as the diameter of 
the pipe increases. The percentage increase ranged from 6% to 62%, 
depending on the pipe’s diameter and backfill height. 
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8- Increasing the pipe’s diameter increases the dependency of the pipe crown 
vertical displacement on the haunch support. 
9- Poor installation (poor haunch support) changes the zone of the maximum 
pipe wall stress from the springline to the pipe invert and significantly 
increases the maximum pipe wall stress, with a percentage increase ranging 
from 46% to 123%, depending on the pipe’s diameter and backfill height. The 
percentage increase increases as the diameter or the backfill height 
increases. 
10- The critical buckling governs the design of buried PVCu pipes under the effect 
of traffic loading, for both good and poor installation conditions. 
11- A new design chart (Figure 6.23) has been proposed in this study to calculate 
the required minimum pipe wall thickness for a robust and economic design of 
buried PVCu pipes under the stringent BS traffic loading condition. The design 
chart accounts for the effect of poor haunch support and can be used easily by 
only knowing the pipe’s inside diameter and backfill height. In addition, this 
chart can be used by PVCu pipe manufacturers to produce more economical 
buried pipes. 
12- A new correction factor chart (Figure 6.26) has been proposed in this study to 
incorporate the effect of poor haunch support in the design methodology of the 
BS. This chart can be used to correct the BS maximum soil pressure equation 
for PVCu pipes, and this is insensitive to the long-term modulus of elasticity for 
the pipe and so can be used for different grades (i.e. different initial modulus 
of elasticity) of PVCu pipe. The design chart is easy to use as it only requires 
the pipe’s diameter and the backfill height. 
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7.5. Contributions to the field of knowledge and achievement of the aim 
It is clearly evident from Sections 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 that the aim of the present study 
has been addressed; where an improved understanding of the soil-pipe interaction 
was achieved and a more robust and economical design is proposed for both 
concrete and PVCu pipes. The following points provide a focused description of the 
contributions to the field of knowledge (i.e. the novelty of this research) and hence 
show how the present study has addressed the aim: 
1- A critical literature review that identified the issues in the previous studies was 
presented. This critical review has shown that a lot of studies available in the 
literature followed a wrong methodology or did not justify the considered 
research path. It is believed that this review will be of great help to researchers 
and pipeline engineers who may wish to utilise the conclusions from these 
studies. To the knowledge of the author, no other study has critically evaluated 
the buried pipe literature in such detail, nor illustrated the gaps in the 
knowledge.  
2- This research has demonstrated the need to include the effect of the pipe 
diameter, backfill height and pipe thickness in the design methodology of the 
buried concrete pipes, under soil load only and under total load (combined 
backfill soil weight and traffic load). Previous studies have not investigated the 
effect of the pipe diameter, backfill height and pipe thickness.  
3- A new set of robust bedding factor models for designing buried concrete pipes 
subjected to soil load only was proposed. The proposed bedding factor 
models enable a robust and economic design of buried pipes. Previous 
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studies have not suggested bedding factor models nor compared the results of 
a numerically derived bedding factor with an experimentally calculated 
bedding factor.  
4- This research has illustrated the need to link the pipe diameter with the backfill 
height to correctly understand the effect of the traffic loading on the behaviour 
of buried concrete pipes. This finding is new, as previous studies investigated 
the effect of the traffic load without linking it to the pipe diameter. These 
previous studies only considered one pipe diameter in their parametric 
studies.  
5- The research has highlighted the issues in the BS method for calculating the 
design force applied on the buried concrete pipe. It also showed the actual soil 
pressure distribution on the top half of the pipe. This finding is novel because 
no previous study has considered the behaviour of buried concrete pipes 
under the BS traffic loading nor investigated the robustness of the BS design 
methodology.  
6- Innovative bedding factor models for designing buried concrete pipes under 
total load are proposed. These models enable a robust and economic design 
of buried pipes under total load. No previous study has proposed a 
modification to the BS design bedding factors.  
7- This research has illustrated the practical implications of the complex 
interaction of the pipe’s diameter, backfill height and installation condition on 
the design of buried PVCu pipes. This is novel because no previous study has 
investigated the design implications of these factors.  
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8- It has been shown that only the critical buckling needs to be considered in the 
design of buried PVCu pipes under the combined backfill soil weight and traffic 
loading. This finding is new as previous studies did not consider, nor discuss, 
pipe buckling. Only the pipe displacement and pipe wall stress were 
investigated previously. 
9- A novel design chart has been proposed for PVCu pipes. This design chart 
illustrates the effect of the poor haunch support in the design of buried PVCu 
pipes. Additionally, this design chart implicitly accounts for the error in the BS 
main road traffic loading soil pressure equation (Equation 1.13). This study is 
the first to link the effect of the pipe diameter and poor haunch support with 
the design standards for buried PVCu pipes. 
7.6. Limitation of the research 
It is important to mention that the studies conducted in this research have considered 
limited conditions (i.e. very stiff bedding, stiff surrounding soil, very stringent loading 
condition and compacted backfill soil). Hence, the conclusions obtained from these 
studies (reported in Sections 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4) and the suggested design 
improvements are limited to cases similar to those considered in this research. The 
conclusions and the proposed design models may not be valid for different conditions 
such as a very soft bedding soil, different traffic loading configuration, pipe buried in a 
chemically active soil, pipe buried in a loose backfill soil and buried pressurized pipe. 
Such conditions may change the soil arching, stress distribution around the pipe and 
maximum soil pressure applied on the pipe, ultimately leading to different behaviours 
from those discussed in this research. However, this research has demonstrated the 
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issues associated with the current design standards. Therefore, it is highly 
recommended to use a validated finite element analysis for designing a buried pipe 
with conditions different from those considered in this research. Additionally, a 
complete research programme is required to improve the current BS design 
methodology for the cases outside the scope of this research, as will be suggested in 
Section 7.7. 
7.7. Suggestions for future research 
The following are some of the suggestions for future research to improve the 
understanding of the behaviour of buried pipes and the design practice: 
1- Investigate the robustness of the BS design methodology for buried pipes with 
different conditions to those considered in this research such as a very soft 
bedding soil, different traffic loading configuration, pipe buried in chemically 
active soil, pipes buried in loose backfill and buried pressurized pipes. 
2- Investigate the robustness of the BS design methodology for buried, 
corrugated PVCu and HDPE pipes, as this study focused on PVCu pipes with 
smooth walls. Such a study is required because corrugated pipes respond 
differently to the applied load. This has been demonstrated by Elshimi (2011), 
who showed significant differences in the wall stress of a corrugated wall 
culvert compared to a smooth wall culvert with an equivalent stiffness. 
3- Study the effect of erosion voids on the behaviour and the design of buried 
concrete pipes under the BS traffic loading. Erosion voids form due to leakage 
from pipes and change the stress distribution around the pipes. Hence, these 
voids change the value and the location of the maximum soil pressure, the 
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maximum bending moment and the maximum pipe wall stress (Kamel and 
Meguid, 2013; Meguid and Kamel, 2014; Balkaya et al., 2012a, b; 2013). 
Therefore, a thorough investigation is required to investigate the effect of the 
erosion voids and their implication for design.  
4- This research has shown that the PVCu pipe displacement and PVCu pipe 
wall stress are far below the design limits and only the critical buckling is 
controlling the design. However, this conclusion cannot be generalized to 
PVCu pipes under deeper soil fill (more than 4.5 m), as this study only 
considered a maximum backfill height of 4.5 m. Hence, this study should be 
extended to backfill heights of more than 4.5 m to investigate the behaviour, 
and hence the design implications, of buried PVCu pipes under deep soil fill. 
5- Investigate the response of a buried pipes joints with good and poor 
installation conditions under the effect of the BS traffic loading. A separation of 
the joint between two pipes may occur due to the applied traffic load (García 
and Moore, 2015b; Rakitin and Xu, 2015; Sheldon et al., 2015; Xu et al., 
2017). This separation may cause water leakage through the joint; which 
subsequently may create an erosion void, leading ultimately to a loss of 
support to the pipe. Therefore, a good understanding of the behaviour of the 
pipes joints is required, and hence design limits for the displacement and 






Appendix A: Full results of the parametric study of the 
behaviour of the pipe under soil load 
 
Figure A.1: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for a 
pipe with a diameter of 0.3 m buried in Type 1 installation 
 
Figure A.2: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe diameter 
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Figure A.3: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for a 
pipe with a diameter of 0.6 m buried in Type 1 installation 
 
Figure A.4: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe diameter 
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Figure A.5: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for a 
pipe with a diameter of 1.2 m buried in Type 1 installation 
 
Figure A.6: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe diameter 
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Figure A.7: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for a 
pipe with a diameter of 2.4 m buried in Type 1 installation 
 
Figure A.8: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe diameter 
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Figure A.9: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for a 
pipe with a diameter of 0.3 m buried in Type 2 installation 
 
Figure A.10: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe 
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Figure A.11: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for 
a pipe with a diameter of 0.6 m buried in Type 2 installation 
 
Figure A.12: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe 
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Figure A.13: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for 
a pipe with a diameter of 1.2 m buried in Type 2 installation 
 
Figure A.14: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe 
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Figure A.15: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for 
a pipe with a diameter of 2.4 m buried in Type 2 installation 
 
Figure A.16: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe 
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Figure A.17: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for 
a pipe with a diameter of 0.3 m buried in Type 3 installation 
 
Figure A.18: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe 
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Figure A.19: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for 
a pipe with a diameter of 0.6 m buried in Type 3 installation 
 
Figure A.20: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe 
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Figure A.21: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for 
a pipe with a diameter of 1.2 m buried in Type 3 installation 
 
Figure A.22: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe 
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Figure A.23: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for 
a pipe with a diameter of 2.4 m buried in Type 3 installation 
 
Figure A.24: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe 
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Figure A.25: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for 
a pipe with a diameter of 0.3 m buried in Type 4 installation 
 
Figure A.26: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe 
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Figure A.27: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for 
a pipe with a diameter of 0.6 m buried in Type 4 installation 
 
Figure A.28: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe 
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Figure A.29: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for 
a pipe with a diameter of 1.2 m buried in Type 4 installation 
 
Figure A.30: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe 
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Figure A.31: Effect of backfill height on the developed maximum bending moment for 
a pipe with a diameter of 2.4 m buried in Type 4 installation 
 
Figure A.32: Effect of backfill height on the soil load bedding factor for a pipe 
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Table B1: Calculation of total force based on the BS design methodology for the good installation condition 
𝐷 𝑡 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡 𝐻 𝐻/𝐷𝑜𝑢t 𝐶𝑐* 𝐹1** 𝑇𝑤 𝐻/𝑇𝑤 𝐾𝑎
× µ′ 







0.30 0.03 0.35 1.00 2.85 4.21 10.87 0.83 1.21 0.17 1.00 14.30 10.87 27.30 38.17 
0.30 0.03 0.35 1.50 4.28 6.34 16.39 0.83 1.82 0.17 1.37 19.58 16.39 18.85 35.24 
0.30 0.03 0.35 2.00 5.70 8.48 21.92 0.83 2.42 0.17 1.67 23.90 21.92 14.11 36.03 
0.30 0.03 0.35 2.50 7.13 10.62 27.44 0.83 3.03 0.17 1.91 27.44 27.44 11.04 38.47 
0.30 0.05 0.40 1.00 2.49 3.67 12.41 0.90 1.11 0.17 0.93 15.87 12.41 31.26 43.67 
0.30 0.05 0.40 1.50 3.74 5.53 18.74 0.90 1.66 0.17 1.28 21.88 18.74 21.58 40.31 
0.30 0.05 0.40 2.00 4.98 7.40 25.06 0.90 2.22 0.17 1.57 26.88 25.06 16.15 41.21 
0.30 0.05 0.40 2.50 6.23 9.27 31.39 0.90 2.77 0.17 1.82 31.05 31.05 12.64 43.68 
0.30 0.10 0.50 1.00 1.98 2.91 15.50 1.06 0.95 0.17 0.81 19.05 15.50 39.23 54.73 
0.30 0.10 0.50 1.50 2.98 4.39 23.44 1.06 1.42 0.17 1.13 26.56 23.44 27.08 50.52 
0.30 0.10 0.50 2.00 3.97 5.88 31.38 1.06 1.89 0.17 1.41 32.98 31.38 20.27 51.65 
0.30 0.10 0.50 2.50 4.96 7.37 39.32 1.06 2.37 0.17 1.64 38.47 38.47 15.86 54.33 
0.60 0.04 0.68 1.00 1.48 2.15 20.62 1.31 0.76 0.17 0.67 24.40 20.62 52.62 73.24 
0.60 0.04 0.68 1.50 2.22 3.26 31.27 1.31 1.14 0.17 0.95 34.49 31.27 36.32 67.59 
0.60 0.04 0.68 2.00 2.96 4.37 41.92 1.31 1.52 0.17 1.20 43.38 41.92 27.18 69.10 
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0.60 0.04 0.68 2.50 3.70 5.48 52.56 1.31 1.90 0.17 1.41 51.23 51.23 21.27 72.50 
0.60 0.08 0.75 1.00 1.33 1.92 22.87 1.43 0.70 0.17 0.63 26.79 22.87 58.56 81.43 
0.60 0.08 0.75 1.50 1.99 2.92 34.72 1.43 1.05 0.17 0.89 38.03 34.72 40.42 75.14 
0.60 0.08 0.75 2.00 2.66 3.92 46.57 1.43 1.40 0.17 1.12 48.05 46.57 30.26 76.83 
0.60 0.08 0.75 2.50 3.32 4.91 58.42 1.43 1.75 0.17 1.33 56.98 56.98 23.67 80.65 
0.60 0.15 0.90 1.00 1.11 1.59 27.27 1.66 0.60 0.17 0.55 31.53 27.27 70.36 97.64 
0.60 0.15 0.90 1.50 1.66 2.42 41.51 1.66 0.91 0.17 0.78 45.09 41.51 48.57 90.08 
0.60 0.15 0.90 2.00 2.21 3.25 55.75 1.66 1.21 0.17 1.00 57.36 55.75 36.35 92.10 
0.60 0.15 0.90 2.50 2.77 4.08 69.99 1.66 1.51 0.17 1.19 68.47 68.47 28.44 96.91 
1.20 0.06 1.33 1.00 0.75 1.06 39.21 2.29 0.44 0.17 0.41 44.80 39.21 103.28 142.50 
1.20 0.06 1.33 1.50 1.13 1.63 60.11 2.29 0.65 0.17 0.59 64.89 60.11 71.29 131.41 
1.20 0.06 1.33 2.00 1.51 2.19 81.01 2.29 0.87 0.17 0.76 83.58 81.01 53.36 134.38 
1.20 0.06 1.33 2.50 1.88 2.76 101.91 2.29 1.09 0.17 0.92 100.98 100.98 41.75 142.73 
1.20 0.13 1.45 1.00 0.69 0.96 42.69 2.48 0.40 0.17 0.38 48.78 42.69 113.17 155.86 
1.20 0.13 1.45 1.50 1.03 1.48 65.59 2.48 0.60 0.17 0.55 70.85 65.59 78.12 143.71 
1.20 0.13 1.45 2.00 1.38 1.99 88.49 2.48 0.81 0.17 0.71 91.49 88.49 58.47 146.96 
1.20 0.13 1.45 2.50 1.72 2.51 111.39 2.48 1.01 0.17 0.86 110.81 110.81 45.75 156.56 
1.20 0.25 1.71 1.00 0.59 0.81 49.51 2.86 0.35 0.17 0.33 56.77 49.51 132.94 182.45 
1.20 0.25 1.71 1.50 0.88 1.25 76.41 2.86 0.52 0.17 0.48 82.79 76.41 91.76 168.18 
1.20 0.25 1.71 2.00 1.17 1.69 103.32 2.86 0.70 0.17 0.62 107.35 103.32 68.68 172.00 
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1.20 0.25 1.71 2.50 1.46 2.13 130.22 2.86 0.87 0.17 0.76 130.54 130.22 53.74 183.95 
2.40 0.11 2.63 1.00 0.38 0.50 72.63 4.24 0.24 0.17 0.23 85.71 72.63 204.55 277.18 
2.40 0.23 2.86 1.00 0.35 0.45 78.02 4.59 0.22 0.17 0.21 92.94 78.02 222.45 300.47 
2.40 0.46 3.31 1.00 0.30 0.38 88.26 5.27 0.19 0.17 0.18 107.31 88.26 257.97 346.23 
* Equation 1.3 
** 𝐹1 = 𝐶𝑐 × 𝛾 × 𝐷𝑜𝑢𝑡2  
*** Equation 1.4 
**** 𝐹2 = (𝐶𝑑 × 𝛾 × 𝑇𝑤2) 
***** Equation 1.5 
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